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FOREWORD
Celebrations of eminent thinkers‘ anniversaries are not only
reminders of the necessity to (re)examine their heritage, but also
occasions to deal with problems and tendencies they started or discussed. The magic of round numbers lends an increasing importance to these issues, marking by centuries the landmarks of intellectual history. The tercentenary of David Hume (1711–1776) not
only reminds us of the meaning of his heritage, but also makes us
to thing about the trajectories of his ideas in time and cultural
spaces.
During his life David Hume was known as a historian even
more than as a philosopher. His method widened the sphere of
sources and allowed to find the causes of events in social and economical patterns, rather than in whimsical decisions of historic
persons. He was a great epistemologist, the author of ―Philosophical Essays Concerning Human Understanding,‖ a moral philosopher, who wrote ―A Treatise of Human Nature: Being an Attempt
to Introduce the Experimental Method of Reasoning into Moral
Subjects,‖ a political thinker, and economist. Hume was one of the
first Scottish literati who understood the role of the English language as a means of intellectual communications, the fact that contributed to the international recognition of Scottish thinkers.
Hume‘s historical and philosophical works defined the modern
Weltanschauung in many aspects in all parts of the world. The
modern level of researches can supply us with a detailed analysis
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of receptions of his ideas with respect to national and regional traditions. In particular, it is interesting how Hume has been understood in the region to the north of the 56th parallel, the parallel of
his native Edinburgh, that is in the region where we find Helsinki
and Stockholm, Copenhagen and Oslo, St. Petersburg and Moscow.
The peculiarities of receptions and interpretations of Hume‘s
ideas were connected with the special features of the Enlightenment in Northern countries and of their philosophical, cultural and
academic traditions.
Hume‘s central concern was to explain and promote human beings‘ capacity to cooperate. It is always a pleasure to follow him,
to bring scholars together and have them profited from fruitful and
friendly discussions. Philosophical principles, according to Hume,
should first of all describe the human being as the social being that
lives inside society. We cannot use any principle that is formulated
as if we can make a step out of the human world and take a position ‗out there‘ to see ourselves ‗from above‘, as God does. In this
sense we should be empirical, skeptical, accurate and ironic.
Helsinki Collegium for Advanced Studies and St. Petersburg
Center for the History of Ideas organized and held on October 3–4,
2011 in Helsinki the International Symposium David Hume and
Northern Europe: To the Tercentenary of His Birth. The symposium had an interdisciplinary character and dealt with various
aspects of philosophy, history of ideas, intellectual history, intellectual communications, ethics, economy, etc. It collected scholars
of various fields from Finland, Germany, the Netherlands, Norway, Russia, and Sweden.
This collection of papers comprises most of the materials from
the symposium.
An electronic variant of this book — exactly as it is printed —
is set in the PDF form at the St. Petersburg Center for the History
of Ideas‘ site (http://ideashistory.org.ru).

Foreword
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The organizers of the symposium deeply appreciate the invaluable help and resources provided by Helsinki Collegium for Advanced Studies. The Collegium created a perfect atmosphere for
the researches conducted by the organizers who were then fellows
of the institution. Our special thanks go to Director of the Collegium Professor Sami Pihlström and Programme Assistant Kirsi
Reyes-Anastacio. And the great pleasure for us was to work with
our good friend and colleague Professor Vesa Oittinen.
Tatiana Artemyeva and Mikhail Mikeshin
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DAVID HUME
AND THE RUSSIAN ENLIGHTENMENT
Tatiana Artemyeva
The ‗long‘ eighteenth century was significant for Scotland and
Russia as the age of Enlightenment, when philosophical models,
metaphysical patterns and key problems in social thought were being formulated. Moreover, there was a common feeling for history
and an interest in social and moral problems. Russian thinkers
could say, with Hume: ―This is the historical age and we are the
historical people‖.
But structure of the intellectual elite in both countries was drastically different. In Scotland both clerical and secular intellectuals
(literati) could be in the same relatively homogeneous social
group. William Robertson (1721–1793) for example, was a Presbyterian minister, the Principal of the University of Edinburgh, as
well as one of the most important British historians in the 18th
century. Thus, he combined functions of a church agent, an important administrator and a well-known scholar. This was impossible
in Russia. Administrators (presidents and directors of St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences, curators of Moscow University) were
The research is supported by the RFH grant № 10-03-00667a. I also thank
the Helsinki Collegium for Advanced Studies for excellent working conditions
provided for my researches.
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representatives of the ruling elite, that is the nobility, and they
were not professional scholars, nor, of course, clerics. Among them
were such persons as favorites of the empress Elisabeth Petrovna
Ivan Shuvalov (a co-founder and the first curator of Moscow University, the founder of the Academy of Fine Arts) and Kirill Razumovsky (President of the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences),
personal friend of Catherine II Catherine Dashkova (Director of
the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences and the founder and President of Russian Academy), a brother of her favorite Vladimir Orlov (Director of the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences) and others. Professional scholars, especially at the Academy of Sciences,
were for the most part foreigners invited to the Russian service
mostly from Germany, who, because of their denominations, were
very far from the clerical circles and because their social origin
was far from aristocrats. The Russian theologians and priests lived
in another intellectual dimension. Russian universities had never
had theological faculties. Clergy and laity received different education, were raised in a different milieu, had no common spaces for
communication. Social separation was a reason of involving every
intellectual stratum in different intellectual networks.
There were no strong and regular connections between those
networks, but some marginal spaces, like Masonic lodges, where
some members of different networks might meet.
The British thought and the Scottish one, in particular, were
popular primarily among the nobility. Partly it was because of the
great interest to British thinkers in France. After Voltaire‘s and Diderot‘s positive estimations of the British though, Adam Smith‘s
and David Hume‘s popularity in Paris, first of all, in Madame
Geoffrin‘s famous intellectual salon, after French translations of
their works those thinkers ceased to be alien in Russia.
Catherine the Great was in an intensive correspondence with
Madame Geoffrin, and the letters were certainly widely discussed
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in her salon which Smith and Hume visited frequently during their
stay in Paris.
Another agent of intellectual communication might be Russian
nobles travelling or living abroad as, for example, Dmitrii A. Golitsyn. He was a Russian diplomat in Paris, the Netherlands, and
Turin. He was a close friend of Diderot, Voltaire, d‘Alembert, Victor Riqueti de Mirabeau, and Helvetius. After Helvetius‘ death Golitsyn bought the manuscript of De l’homme, de ses facultes intellectuelles et de son education and published it in 1773 with the dedication to Catherine II.

In his work De l’esprit des economistes ou les economistes justifies d’avoir pose par leurs principes les bases de la revolution
francaise (Braunschweig, 1796) he discussed and supported many
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Hume‘s ideas. He often quoted Hume‘s Essays II, Of Refinement
in the Arts: ―We cannot reasonably expect, that a piece of woolen
cloth will be wrought to perfection in a nation which is ignorant of
astronomy, or where ethics are neglected‖.1
Princess Catherine Dashkova brought her son Pavel Dashkov to
Edinburgh, where he entered the University.2 A.F. Malinovskii
mentioned that it was with Hume that she was going to entrust her
son‘s education3, but the thinker died some months before her arrival. Dashkova spent quite a long time (1776–1779) in the Athens
of the North, and boasted in her Memoirs that she organized an intellectual salon which was visited by William Robertson, Adam
Ferguson, Adam Smith, Hugh Blair and others. Hume would undoubtedly have taken his place of honor there. Even before this
voyage to Britain, Dashkova published her translation of Hume‘s
Of the Jealousy of Trade4.
One cannot say that Hume himself was well-informed about
events in Russia, although he mentioned ‗Muscovites‘ and Peter
the Great in Of the Rise and Progress of the Arts and Sciences and
Of National Characters. Moreover, he published Manstein‘s Memoirs5. M.P. Alekseev links Hume‘s later interest in Russia with
his stay in Paris, where many rubbed shoulders with Russians, cor-

1

Hume D. Political Essays. Cambridge, 1994. P. 107.
See: Woronzoff-Dashkoff A. Dashkova: A Life of Influence and Exile. Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 2008.
3
Malinovskii A.F. ‗Svedeniya dlya zhizneopisaniya knyagini Ekateriny Romanovny Dashkovoi‘, in: Dolgova S.R. Knyaginya E.R. Dashkova i sem’ya Malinovskikh. Moscow: Drevlekhranilishche, 2002. P. 171.
4
Hume D. Opyt o torge g-na Gyuma, in Opyt trudov Vol’nogo Rossiiskogo sobraniya pri imperatorskom Moskovskom universitete. Chast’ 1. Moscow, 1774.
5
Manstein C.H. Memoirs of Russia, historical, political, and military, from the
year MDCCXXVII, to MDCCXLIV, with a supplement, translated from the original manuscript of General Manstein, London: Printed for T. Becket & P.A. de
Hondt, 1770.
2
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responded with them, and discussed events of Russian policy and
culture6.
David Hume was undoubtedly the most authoritative British
writer on law, politics and history. Russian thinkers looked with
sympathy at his ‗scientific‘ method. Many of them, obviously under the influence of Hume, believed that ―politics also could become a science‖. But in eighteenth-century Russia, as everywhere
in Europe, Hume was better known as the author of A History of
England than of A Treatise of Human Nature. His ‗science of
causes‘ greatly influenced historiography. His location of the ‗natural‘ origin of society in the family, and of political power in military chieftains, was shared by practically all Russian historians,
first of all by M.M. Shcherbatov who in his History of Russia from
the Ancient Times directly pointed to the ―erudite Mr. Hume‖. Precisely following Hume, Shcherbatov tries to reveal in the historical
process the causes and ‗secret springs‘ of political events. He is
convinced that ‗the science of causes‘ will give people power over
the present and future, because it will reveal how society is arranged and, consequently, how it should be governed.7
Hume‘s historiosophy also directly influenced N.M. Karamzin
(1766–1826), state historiographer and author of A History of the
Russian State. He calls Robertson, Hume and Gibbon the best historians, since they managed to embellish history with the attraction
of the novel. After Thucydides and Tacitus, nobody can be compared with ―the historical triumvirate‖ of Britain. In his later years
Karamzin showed more and more preference for Hume, and in his
History of the Russian State he points out that Hume overcame the
temptation to theorize excessively about facts and events. We look
in history not for abstract truths, but for ―actions and characters‖.
6

Alekseev M.P. Russko-angliiskie literaturnye svyazi. Moscow: Nauka. 1982.
P. 11–12.
7
Shcherbatov M.M. Istoriia Rossiiskaia ot drevneishikh vremian. Vol. 1. St.
Petersburg: Pri Imp. Akademii nauk,1770. Predislovie. P. XV.
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One‘s wish to shine with wit or to appear wise is almost the opposite
of true taste. The historian deliberates only in the sphere of explanation, where his thoughts complete his description. Skillful narration is
a duty of the writer, and a good single thought is a gift: the reader
demands the first, and gives thanks for the second, when his demand
has been already satisfied. Did not reasonable Hume think like this,
being very fruitful in explaining causes, but frugal, even miserly with
reflections?8

It is remarkable that being in Moscow just before its occupation
by Napoleon‘s army Karamzin reads Hume. He writes to I.I. Dmitriev in August, 1812:
I reside in Count V.F. Rostopchin‘s house and I am ready to die for
Moscow, if God wish it. Our precincts become more and more empty
every day: many are away. It is good that we have a clever and cheerful mayor, whom I love sincerely as a patriot loves a patriot. I am
glad to ride my grey horse and together with the Moscow daring
squad to join our army. I say nothing to you about the feelings with
which I let go my invaluable darling and the little ones: perhaps I‘ll
never see them again in this world! I envy you for the first time ever — you are not a husband and not a father! However, my soul is
quite firm. I have also said goodbye to my History — the best and
fullest copy of it I gave to my wife, another one — to the Archives of
the Foreign Collegium. Now without the History and with nothing to
do I read Hume about the origin of ideas!!9

Reading the great Scottish philosopher‘s books at a turning
point of Russian history forced Karamzin to look differently at the
patriotic feelings of a historian who wrote a history of his Fatherland. He supposed that only a nationally engaged historian could
conceive the psychological motives that moved the people and
8

Karamzin N.M. Istoriya gosudarstva rossiiskogo. Vol. 1. St. Petersburg, 1998.
P. 9.
9
Karamzin N.M. Izbrannye stat’i i pis’ma. Moscow, 1998. P. 180.
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―portray actions‖. He reproached Hume precisely for impartial narration, the very historian whom he considered to be one of the
best. Karamzin writes:
The historian whom we would call the most perfect among the New, if
he did not unnecessarily keep aloof from England, did not boast of being impartial and by this did not cool off his elegant work! In Thucydides we always see an Athenian Greek, in Livy we always see a Roman, and we are captivated by them, and believe them. The feeling:
we, our enlivens the story — and just as boorish partiality, itself a consequence of a weak mind or a weak soul, is intolerable in the Historian,
so in the same manner love for the fatherland gives ardor, strength, and
charm to his pen. Where there is no love, there is no soul10.

Interpreting Hume as a dry theoretician (―dry, cold, but clever
Hume‖11), Karamzin, nevertheless, understands that maturity of
the soul should inevitably be accompanied by rejection of superficial emotions and feelings. ―It is better to read Hume, Helvetius,
Mably, than in languishing elegies to complain about the languor
and inconstancy of beautiful women‖,12 he writes.
Later Mikhail Kachenovskii (1775–1842), Russian historian,
translator, literary critic and a publisher of The Messenger of Europe
(Vestnik Evropy, 1805–1830), professor at Moscow University, the
founder of a skeptical school in Russian historiography wrote about
that under the nick-name ―Kievan citizen”. He noted that the main
peculiarity of Hume‘s history is his ―wisdom discourse‖ that gives
us possibility to call him philosopher-historian13.
In the next generation of Russian historians N.A. Polevoi
(1796–1846) already unites Hume and Karamzin as writers of a
10

Ibid. P. 9.
Ibid.
12
Ibid.
13
[Kachenovsky M.T.] ‗Ot Kievskogo zhitelya k ego drugu‘, in: Vestnik Evropy, No. 5 Vol. 104. March 15, 1819. P. 48.
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passed epoch, concluding that both historians often sacrificed
thought to eloquence. Polevoi believes that real history is the history of a people, not of the state, which is why he writes A History
of the Russian People (in six volumes, Moscow, 1829–1833) setting it against A History of the Russian State.
In M.N. Murav‘ev (1757–1807), a sentimentalist writer, tutor
and statesman, Scottish philosophy found not a simple admirer, but
a zealous adherent.
Murav‘ev‘s utopian novels A Suburban (Obitatel’ predmest’ya)
and Emile’s Letters (Emilievy pis’ma) demonstrate that attention.
Some of the characters in these novels were created in accordance with the ideas of Adam Smith and Adam Ferguson: a merchant Kormilov who kept a volume of The Wealth of Nations always at hand, and a young army officer Polosovskii who spent his
leisure time reading philosophical books.
Murav‘ev‘s hero expresses the author‘s respect and interest in
British and, above all Scottish thinkers. He writes elsewhere:
English universities are famous for persons of useful and broad erudition. Such persons in Glasgow are deceased ... Hutcheson and Adam
Smith, the author of books about the national wealth ... and the theory
of moral senses. Such a person is Adam Ferguson in Edinburgh, who
blends so successfully together philosophy and civil wisdom. Gentle
and indulgent David Hume stands, perhaps, above everybody, as an
example of a philosopher in a good society.14

These names are mentioned by Murav‘ev not at all accidentally,
for the ideas of Ferguson, Hume and Smith provide the foundations of his moral theory, which he taught to the Grand Dukes. In
Outlines of Morality (Cherty nravoucheniya) he writes that
14

Toporov V.N. Iz istorii russkoi literatury. Tom II. Russkaia literatura vtoroi
poloviny XVIII veka: Issledovaniya, materialy, publikatsii. M.N. Murav’ev:
Vvedenie v tvorcheskoe nasledie. Kniga I. Moscow: Yazyki russkoi kul‘tury,
2001. P. 372.
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―Smith‘s country, Scotland, now has an advantage in producing
men superior in writing and philosophy. It is enough to mention
Hume, Robertson, Ferguson, Reid, Lord Kames to prove this advantage. Moral philosophy especially has gained new success in
their hands‖.15
Murav‘ev agrees with Hume completely that the universal
‗science of man‘ should be the basis of other sciences. Murav‘ev
deduces the main law, which, he believes, should be in the moral
world equivalent to the law of gravity: ―Man is created for society
and must sooner or later reach enlightenment‖16. Murav‘ev constructs his moral science by analogy with natural sciences.
Discussing the foundations of morality, Murav‘ev gives preference to Hume. He notes with satisfaction that Hume rejects complicated ‗metaphysical reasoning‘, following Hutcheson, Locke
and Shaftesbury, and makes utility the criterion of morality. Murav‘ev sympathizes with Hume‘s utilitarianism and expresses the
general tendency of Russian thought which later will be welldisposed to J. Bentham‘s doctrine, without accepting it unconditionally. He writes:
Without entering into these metaphysical reasonings, Hume, whose
mind delighted in questioning, aimed to simplify the theory of morality, by denying the difference between mercenary and benevolent partialities, and by allocating praise or censure of actions according to
the utility produced by them. Virtue that produces no utility ceases to
be virtue for him. His opinion found many opponents, among them
Beattie and Reid most prominently17.

15

Murav‘ev M.N. Polnoe sobranie sochinenii: v 3-kh chastyakh. Chast’ 3. St.
Petersburg: V tipografii Rossiiskoi Akademii, 1820. P. 21.
16
Ibid. P. 5.
17
Murav‘ev M.N. Polnoe sobranie sochinenii: v 3-kh chastyakh. Chast’ 2. St.
Petersburg: V tipografii Rossiiskoi Akademii, 1819. P. 24–25.
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In Pis’ma k molodomu cheloveku o predmetakh, kasayushchikhsya istorii i opisaniya Rossii (Letters to a Young Man about
Issues that Concern the History and Description of Russia) Murav‘ev writes: ―The history of any people is the best explanation of
its mentality‖18. Like his predecessor M.M. Shcherbatov who, following Hume, aimed to make history a science, Murav‘ev wants to
use history to construct a science of morality. This leads him to
expound history in terms of individuals. He believes that history is
created by sovereigns and statesmen, whose acts are examples for
posterity. The special role that falls to sovereigns‘ lot might corrupt common people. The uniqueness of the monarch‘s situation
lies both in his training and in his right by birth.
Murav‘ev emerges as an ideologist of the enlightenment of the
nobility, revealing a distinction between Russian and European
Enlightenment thinking, and in particular a contrast with the Scots.
In eighteenth-century Russia knowledge was not power, but luxury, and the subject of philosophizing was not a professional, but
an amateur endeavor. This explains the major transformation of
many ideas and social models used by Russian thinkers, such as
‗freedom‘, ‗civil society‘, ‗natural law‘.
Murav‘ev analyzes the theoretical foundations of modern historiography. He notes that historical studies become ever more philosophical; they do not just list ruling sovereigns, but try to investigate the causes and consequences of historical events. While
‗composing‘ history, Murav‘ev follows his predecessors among
historians and philosophers of history. He cites, first of all, such
British authors as Hume, Ferguson, Robertson, Bolingbroke, Gibbon and then Machiavelli, Montesquieu, Condillac. ―Men of the
highest merit,‘ he writes, ‗have directed philosophy to study man
in society... History becomes philosophy in the works of Hume and
Robertson‖19.
18
19

Ibid. P. 110–111.
Ibid. P. 14–15, 138.
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Russian thinkers read Hume, and other British philosophers, not
in the original or in Russian translations, but most often in French.
French was the caste language of the Russian nobility that formed
the main public for Hume, and it was the intermediary language
from which translations of British and sometimes German philosophers were made. The first translation of a book by Hume, from
the French, was Of Luxury20, followed by his autobiography and
the letter from ‗Mr. Adam Shmit‘ to ‗Mr. Stragan‘21.The main edition used by most of Hume‘s admirers was Oeuvres philosophiques de M. D. Hume22.
Russians at that time (as well as nowadays) did not differentiate
English, Scottish, and Irish authors. That is why they missed sometimes the important significant of the culture of Scottish Enlightenment what provoked or was a substratum for many productive
ideas of the epoch.

20

Hume D. ‘Nauka k poznaniyu roskoshi’, sochinennaya na angliiskom yazyke
g. professorom Davidom Gyumom, a s originala frantsuzskogo perevel na rossiiskii yazyk Leib-gvardii Preobrazhenskogo polku furier Imperatorskogo Moskovskogo universiteta student Fedor Levchenkov. St. Petersburg: [no publisher], 1776.
21
That is, A. Smith to W. Strahan. Hume D. Zhizn’ Davyda Gumma, opisannaya im samim: Perevedena s angliiskogo yazyka na frantsuzskii, a s frantsuzskogo na rossiiskii Ivanom Morokovym. Moscow: Pechatana u soderzhatelya
F. Gippiusa, 1781.
22
Oeuvres philosophiques de M. D. Hume. Vol. 1–7. Londres: David Wilson,
1788.
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ARE THERE ELEMENTS OF DIALECTICS
IN DAVID HUME’S THOUGHT?
Valentin Bazhanov

Introduction. Contradiction in science and philosophy
Contradiction always was a challenge to the human mind. Often
contradiction was appraised as a construction unconceivable for
human mind, in mathematics and formal theories as a sort of monster inevitably destroying every formal system; in contemporary
terms contradictory system in classical sense is trivial, i.e. every its
proposition will be provable, all formulae will be theorems. This
fact is expressed in famous formula of classical logic (ex falso
quodlibet): contradiction implies everything ((A & ¬A) ├ B). Only
at the turn of XX century formal logic timidly started to revise its
hostile attitude toward contradiction: in 1910 Nicolai Vasiliev from
Kazan University in his pioneer ―imaginary logic‖ proposed the
formal system tolerant to contradiction (i.e. free of Aristotelian law
of contradiction);1 the same year prominent Polish logician Jan
Partly supported by the RFH grant № 10-03-00540a and the Federal Grants
Program of the Higher Education Ministry of Russia.
1
Bazhanov V.A. The Fate of One Forgotten Idea: N.A. Vasiliev and His Imaginary Logic // Studies in Soviet Thought, 1990, vol. 39. N 4. pp. 333-344; Bazhanov V.A. Non-Classical Stems from Classical: N.A. Vasiliev’s Approach to
Logic and his Reassessment of the Square of Opposition // Logica Universalis,
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Lukasiewicz severely criticized this law though constructed the
type of non-Aristotelian logic only a decade later,2 and in much
weakened form – if compared with N. Vasiliev’s system. At
present moment we have vigorously evolving paraconsistent, relevant, and other non-classical logics which admit contradiction
within their system but nevertheless these systems are not trivial.
One of popular schools in paraconsistent logic, namely Australian
school (R. Routley-Sylvan, G. Priest) develops so called Dialethism3 according to which contradiction might be true. In classical
logic contradiction should be false.
Dialectical philosophical tradition on the contrary to classical
logic treated contradiction as the pivotal element of the discourse
or/and ontological entity. If we mean Western philosophical flux of
ideas than this tradition goes back to the antique thought. Namely
within this period the notions of objective (for example, Heraclitus) and subjective (for instance, Zeno of Elea) types of dialectics
were emerged.
Objective dialectics admit existence of contradictions in the real
world; subjective dialectics restricts the idea of contradiction by
mind though Marxist philosophy adopts both (subjective dialectics
just reflects objective).
In Medieval philosophy certain dialectical ideas were in form of
contradiction presented as well. These ideas usually were related to
the problem how to grasp mentally the concept of God. Due to St.
Augustine ―if you comprehend God, than it is not a God‖; due to
Meister Eckhart ―you must understand that God is inconceivable‖;
due to Thomas Aquinas ―what God really is will be concealed forever, and the highest knowledge we might have: God is beyond al
2008, vol. 2, No. 1, pp. 71–76; Bazhanov V.A. The Dawn of Paraconsistency:
Russia’s Logical Thought in the Turn of XX Century // Manuscrito — Rev. Int.
Fil., Campinas, v. 34, n. 1, jan.-jun. 2011, pp. 89–98.
2
Wolenski J. Logic and Philosophy in the Lvov-Warsaw School. Dordrecht:
Kluwer, 1989.
3
Priest G. Dialethism // http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/dialetheism/.
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we will think of him‖; at last Nicolas of Cusa put forward famous
principle of ―coincidentia oppositorium‖,4 and expressed the key
idea of negative theology: ―God can be told about only by saying
what he is not‖. Even these judgments show us that the idea of
contradiction was natural within this period of philosophical development as well. Dialectics served here as a tool to demonstrate
the inconceivable nature of God and thus has more epistemological
background than ontological one.
Dialectics reached the apex in so called German classical philosophy where it founder I. Kant (often considered as the last representative of Enlightenment as well) through his antinomies of
pure reason followed negative, antithetic type of dialectics. His
goal was to show excessive claim of human mind to comprehend
Being as a whole. Antinomies actually were formulated as contradictions, and contradiction here has frustrated character.
On the contrary Hegel, the crown of dialectical mode of reasoning, treated contradiction as a source and background of emergence and development. He generalized the idea of dialectics and
to the concept of contradiction (both in ontological and epistemological senses) made its central link and foundation. Hegel’s dialectics might be called positive for contradiction here played not
destructive, but absolutely constructive and creative role.
K. Marx enunciated the key problems in his Das Kapital in
form of contradiction (capital appears and not appeared within circulation; commodities are traded down and not traded down according to their value).
At present moment dialectical ideas are alive in various forms
(remind philosophical foundation of paraconsistency in a form of
Dialethism) and often expressed implicitly by scientists who at
first glance have nothing in common with dialectics. This happens
when someone doing its best to comprehend inconsistent situations
4

Drago A. The Coincidentia Oppositorium in Cusanus (1401–1464), Lanza del
Vasto (1901–1981) and Beyond // Epistemologia, 2010, vol. XXXIII, pp. 305–328.
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(i.e. related to certain state of affairs). Let us just mention W. Heisenberg’s (and his colleagues) analysis of intrinsic structure of
atomic physics, and idea of complementarity of N. Bohr (Copenhagen interpretation of quantum theory) expressed in a manner
close to dialectical.
Hume’s traditions in philosophy and contradiction
This concise overview of dialectical ideas through ages and
scholars make obvious that these ideas in various forms and sets
always served and have been serving as a tool of understanding the
Universe, human mind and the nature of cognition. Hence we may
expect to find elements of dialectics in Hume’s philosophy though
he was not a dialectician in strict sense of this word. Moreover it
would be surprising and unnatural not to find these elements in the
masterpieces of philosophical thought left by powerful mind of
David Hume. Is it possible that Hume reasoning about the nature
and essence of human cognition managed without at least some
elements of dialectics, or he totally ignored or was not implicitly
influenced by ancient and fruitful philosophical tradition?
I dare claim that he did not; we are capable to find elements of
dialectics in Hume’s philosophical legacy. First of all Hume artfully used the idea of contradiction to justify his philosophical constructions.5
Hume often considered as a forerunner of positivism — mainly
for his antimetaphysical and, so to speak, antiontological commitments. True metaphysics for Hume means elimination of metaphysics; ontological consideration he reduced to (or replaced by) a
type of conceptual empiricism.
5

Availability of contradictions in Hume’s thought was noticed by: Kuehn M.
Hume’s Antinomies // Hume Studies, vol. IX, N 1, pp. 25–45; Fieser J. Hume’s
Pyrrhonism: a Developmental Interpretation // Ibid., vol. XV, N 1, pp. 93–119;
Fogelin R. Hume’s Skepticism. L.: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1985.
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Almost all positivists were hostile towards dialectics, especially
K. Popper (though his colleagues and in certain sense pupils like I.
Lakatos and P. Feyerabend were not). Their main pretension for
the dialecticians were based on the formal consideration that contradiction admitted by them makes system ―empty‖, trivial, i.e.
system where we may prove everything (thus, the law ((A & ¬ A)
├ B) played in positivists argumentation key role).
Despite positivists, who were feed by some Hume ideas, Hume
himself, so to speak, respected contradiction as argumentative tool
and implemented it without hesitation. The growth of his skepticism apparently correlated with formulation of new contradictions.
Hume’s skepticism widened throughout his life. May be it happened due to newly recovered contradictions and thus his mistrust
in human reason expanded (but not in sense!).
We know that Hume awakened Kant from his durable dogmatic
slumber. What not only attracted Kant in Hume, but stunned him
to the degree he launched revolutionary philosophical enterprise? I
prone to admit the reason lie in Kant’s admiration of Hume’s contradictions, more precisely in Hume’s brilliant analysis of cognition, treatment, and implementation of contradiction. Though
Hume do not confessed existence of a priori concepts which Kant
made crucial to his philosophical system and mode of rationality.
Kant may be called with certain reservations as an intellectual heir
of Hume – if we take into account his study of mechanisms of
cognition, human mind, and rationality as a whole. Both thinkers
belong to negative dialectics tradition of thought.
Hume and Kant were influenced by Newton’s achievements
though in different ways. Hume did his best to introduce to the inquiry of human mind experimental methods. That’s why Hume
made significant step towards naturalistic philosophy. Kant assessed Newton’s theory as brilliant sample worthy to be simulated
in philosophy as well.
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The status of contradiction in Hume’s works
Main obstacles on the way of reliable cognition Hume linked to
the obscurity of the ideas and the ambiguity of the terms (An Enquiry Concerning the Human Understanding, 61). His analysis of
cognition made him confident that these features of human mind
are inevitable and we are not capable to overcome or destroy these
obstacles. They are implied by conflict among the basic mechanism of human mind functioning. Conflicts were manifested
through the contradictions.
Hume claimed that false constructions leads to contradiction;
what implies contradiction cannot be in its turn conceived (A Treatise of Human Nature, 13–14).
Hume considered senses as the most reliable source of cognitive
processes. Perceptions are derived from sensations (or from reflections). Nevertheless, imagination is fundamental law due to which
ideas are created (another source of ideas is memory). Imagination
governs the understanding, and imagination implies habits which
are responsible for transfer of present state of affairs into the future. Habits make senses ordered and ontologically meaningful.
This mechanism of transfer of present into the future supports the
most powerful principle of association — principle of causality.
Nevertheless, the result of experience always might be different
from the previous one.
Hume claim that people ―due to blind and powerful instinct of
nature‖ accept as reality what is only imaginary; they do not support by any reasoning their beliefs and share the standpoint that external world exist and proceed to exist independently of their perception — even if all human beings to disappear at certain moment. Due to instinct of nature they consider images produces by
senses as objects of external world, that these images replace the
objects. Senses are the channels to convey images but they are not
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capable to establish reliable relation between reason and concrete
object. Our mind perceives only and only image of the object.
That’s why human reason compels us to contradict the instincts
of nature and accept reliability of our senses. Nevertheless, external objects principally differ from perceptions (though resemble
them). Hence, in the human mind never presented anything except
perceptions. Qualitative characteristics exist only within the reason, but never in object itself, and general concepts are creations of
our mind; all elements of mind are individual, and just covered but
some umbrella concept. Hume’s sensualism was filled up by the
kind of nominalism.
Senses fight reason, and according to Hume the main goal of
reason is to find and indicate contradictions. Contradiction between senses and reason is the first contradiction in Hume’s system. It seems that reason raises arguments against itself (A Treatise, 267). Contradictions are treated by him as essential and inevitable features of human mind. That’s why his attitude toward
senses is favorable; Hume to not trust reason, and leaves him the
role of tool locating various contradictions. Hence, dialectical tension is (implicitly) proclaimed within mind itself. That’s why
Hume not trusts reason.
Sensual evidence contradicts the impossibility of its conceptual
justification (another contradiction).
We rely upon the habit, but the habit contradicts often generally
accepted rule.
Two propositions:
―We can see external objects‖
and
―We cannot see external objects‖
cannot be simultaneously true. Here we run into the contradiction
of imagination.
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This contradiction takes place not only among the propositions
but contradiction among the concrete matters of facts, among elements and mechanisms of human imagination.
We can imagine infinite division of space. On the other hand,
according to Hume, it contradicts our natural view of space as
composed of finite number of particles (An Enquiry, 156). The
same holds for the time (An Enquiry, 157).
No principle of imagination can justify the idea of unified self.
Here we have contradiction related to personal identity.
At last our a posteriori reasoning about the matters of facts contradicts the manner we establish connection between two events
(the problem of induction). The habit is formed as we observe repetitions of events A and B. But we cannot claim A and B are causally connected for this connection is sensually uncertain. Causal
inference rests upon the habit but the habit is not reliable evidence.
Hence, forming habits is self-defeating (contradictory).
Basis of human memory, senses, and reason form by imagination. Most dangerous for the reason is the outburst of imagination.
Its activity inevitably implies contradictions which are responsible
of the disorder of knowledge at the level of reason. Therefore
senses condemn to fight, to oppose contradictory constructions of
human mind, naturally to emerge due to its essence.
We see that Hume is reasoning about the contradictory phenomena embraced by the mind but these phenomena mutually inconsistent. They form a sort of constructions like antithetical unity.
I do hope the analysis of Hume’s scholarly legacy permits us to
rather firmly claim that elements of dialectics may be found in his
key philosophical works.
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THE PROBLEM OF CULTURAL RELATIVISM
IN HUME’S “A DIALOGUE”
Henrik Bohlin
On a scale from the most objective to the most subjective,
moral judgements seem to fall somewhere between the extremes.
Unlike some judgements of taste, statements about moral issues do
not just express the peculiarities of the speaker‘s individual perspective. There can be reasons for and against moral judgements,
such reasons can be good and bad, and if the reasons turn out to be
insufficient, it makes sense to say that the judgement was mistaken. Unlike statements of physics or astronomy, moral verdicts
arguably do not describe characteristics that reality might possess
even if no moral thinkers existed, but presuppose a peculiarly human perspective on the world (possibly shared by some animals
and extraterrestrians). However, this does not exclude the possibility that they may be valid independently of cultural background
and other characteristics which differentiate the perspectives moral
thinkers.1
1

See, for instance, Jonathan Dancy, Moral Reasons. Oxford: Blackwell 1993, p.
147, Richard J. Bernstein, Beyond Objectivism and Relativism: Science, Hermeneutics, and Praxis. Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1983, and Nicholas Rescher, Objectivity: the Obligations of Impersonal Reason. Notre Dame, Ind.: University of
Notre Dame Press, 1997, pp. 3–8.
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One of the most interesting aspects of David Hume‘s moral philosophy is that it gives an account of why and how the moral perspective is peculiarly human, which idiosyncratic factors make
people form contradictory moral views, and how the influence of
such factors can be counter-acted so that moral judgements can
become less dependent on subjective idiosyncrasies and thus more
objective. Vice and virtue, Hume claims, lie in the observer‘s own
sentiments of approbation and disapprobation rather than in the
observer-independent qualities of agents or their actions (T
3.1.1.26; SBN 468–469).2 Since people‘s sentiments vary with
self-interest and cultural background, among other things, moral
thought requires the moral subject to adopt a ―common‖ or ―general‖ point of view, the perspective of an impartial and wellinformed observer who has compensated for idiosyncratic biases
(T 3.3.1.15; SBN 581, EPM 9.6; SBN 272;3 cf. also T 3.3.1.14;
SBN 581, T 3.2.10.15; SBN 563).4
This appears to invite cultural relativism, the view that moral
judgements are valid only relative to some particular culture or
2

David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature (originally published 1739–1740),
ed. David Fate Norton & Mary J. Norton. Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2000. References to the Treatise are given in the text as ―T‖ followed by book,
part, section, and paragraph number in the Norton edition, followed by ―SBN‖
and the page number in the earlier edition of the same work by L.A. SelbyBigge, 2nd ed., rev. P.H. Nidditch. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1978.
3
David Hume, An Enquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals (originally
published 1751), ed. Tom L. Beauchamp. Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1998. References are given in the text as ―EPM‖ followed by book, part, section, and paragraph number in Beauchamp‘s edition, followed by ―SBN‖ and
the page number in Enquiries Concerning the Principles of Human Understanding and Concerning the Principles of Morals, ed. L.A. Selby-Bigge, rev. P.H.
Nidditch. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975.
4
On the common point of view, cf. e.g. Jacqueline Taylor, ―Hume on the Standard of Virtue‖, The Journal of Ethics. Vol. 6, No. 1, 2002, pp. 43–62, and Rachel Cohon, Hume’s Morality. Oxford: Oxford University Press, chapter 5, pp.
126–158.
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tradition, and thus do not have universal validity; what is right in
one culture may be wrong in another. Hume‘s most thorough discussion of the question whether moral values are universal or culturally relative is in the essay ―A Dialogue‖ (1751), originally conceived as part of the collection of essays that were later rewritten
in monograph form and published as An Enquiry Concerning the
Principles of Morals.5
As I interpret ―A Dialogue‖, Hume opposes relativism and contends that what appears to be cultural relativity in moral standards
will, in each particular case, on closer scrutiny turn out to be something else. Sometimes when traditions conflict, one side can be
shown right and the other wrong by arguments from principles
which both accept. In other cases, right and wrong is dependent on
external circumstances. In these two types of cases, one may talk
of integration of conflicting perspectives. But there are also other
types of disagreement: the issue in dispute may be genuinely uncertain, or the dispute may concern a morally indifferent matter of
taste, or be caused by irrationality on one side or the other.
In what follows, I will first place the problem in the larger context of Hume‘s moral theory, especially the notion of a common
point of view, and then take a closer look at Hume‘s argument in
the ―Dialogue‖.
Moral sentiments and the common point of view
According to Hume, morality is ―the object of feeling, not of
reason‖ (T 3.1.1.26; SBN 469). Vice and virtue are known by
pleasure and pain, or satisfaction and dissatisfaction, of the particular kind that we feel when contemplating a character or an action (T 3.1.2.3; SBN 471). Perceiving the pleasure and pain of others makes us feel pleasure and pain ourselves because we have the
5

Tom L. Beauchamp, ―Introduction. A History of the Enquiry on Morals‖, in
EPM, pp. xvii, xliii.
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capacity to sympathise with others, to ―receive by communication
their inclinations and sentiments, however different from, or even
contrary to our own‖ (T 2.1.11.2; SBN 317).6 Thus sympathy is
the source of non-egoistic sentiments, and ―the chief source of
moral distinctions‖ (T 3.3.6.1–2; SBN 618–619).7
The capacity for fellow-feeling is sensitive to disturbing factors,
or circumstances other than the moral qualities of the action or
character judged. We are more disposed to sympathise with people
who share our customs, character, nationality, or language, and
with people who are close to us in time and space (T 3.3.1.14–15;
SBN 581–582). Moreover, the disposition to sympathy is affected
by ―the present disposition of our mind‖ (T 3.3.1.16; SBN 582),
and, perhaps most importantly, by the observer‘s self-interest (T
3.3.1.18; SBN 583). Moral thinkers need to be aware of such disturbing factors and compensate for them. To counteract the effects
of self-interest, the observer considers the ways in which the action
or personality under consideration affects, not himself, but those
who are most directly affected by it (T 3.3.1.17; SBN 582). To
neutralise the influence of differences in temporal and special distance, he imagines what it would be like if he were to perceive the
action or person at a closer or otherwise more appropriate distance.
Thus, moral thinkers arrive at the right point of view from which
to make considered moral judgements: the common, or steady and
general, point of view.
It is impossible we could ever converse together on any reasonable
terms, were each of us to consider characters and persons only as they
appear from his peculiar point of view. In order, therefore, to prevent
those continual contradictions and arrive at a more stable judgment
of things, we fix on some steady and general points of view; and al6

See, for instance, Geoffrey Sayre-McCord, ―On Why Hume‘s ‗General Point
Of View‘ Isn‘t Ideal — and Shouldn‘t Be‖, Social Philosophy & Policy Vol. 11,
No. 1, 1994, pp. 202–228, 205–207.
7
For Hume‘s view on egoism, see EPM, Appendix 2.
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ways, in our thoughts, place ourselves in them, whatever may be our
present situation. (T 3.3.1.15; SBN 581–582.)

Thus, although moral judgements are grounded in sentiments,
they do not merely express the subjective and idiosyncratic perspectives of individual subjects. Considered moral judgement is
based on the sentiments of an observer who has carefully compensated for any peculiarities in perspective which separate him from
other observers — generality — and from himself when observing
the same thing at other occasions — steadiness. Hume draws an
analogy to the extra-moral phenomenon that external objects
sometimes appear differently to different observers, and to the
same observer at different times (T 3.3.3.2; SBN 603). If each observer spoke only from his peculiar point of view and described
external objects as they appeared to him at each occasion, without
any awareness of how his point of view influences appearances,
then each observer would fall into constant contradiction with others, and with himself at different points of time. Hume‘s claim is
that this holds for judgements on external objects and moral
judgements alike. In both cases we need to compensate for differences in points of view, so that each observer strives to express,
not so much how things appear to him at any particular occasion,
but rather how they appear independently of idiosyncrasies in his
individual point of view.
Hume thus at times seems to think that moral judgements, uttered from a common point of view, are as capable of universal validity and objectivity as non-moral statements about the external
world. But does not diversity of moral perspectives block any such
conclusion? It may be possible within a particular culture or tradition to adjudicate moral issues by adopting a common point of
view, but cannot the common point of view in one culture, tradition, or group, be an outlandish and entirely unacceptable outlook
in another? Or does the apparent diversity of values in fact conceal
a deeper agreement on certain underlying cross-culturally valid
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moral principles? In the ―Dialogue‖, Hume addresses this metaethical problem in the semi-literary form of an imagined debate
between a cultural relativist and a defender of moral universality.
The problem of cultural relativism
―A Dialogue‖ begins with a story reminiscent of Jonathan
Swift‘s Gulliver’s Travels, one of Hume‘s sources of inspiration.8
The narrator‘s friend Palamedes describes a journey to the strange
country of Fourli, where people are highly civilized and intelligent,
but where siblings are allowed to marry, murder and suicide are
accepted and sometimes even strongly admired, and it is customary for older married men to have open homosexual relations with
younger lovers. The narrator, appalled by the account, questions its
veracity and argues that such ―barbarous and savage‖ customs go
against human nature (Dial. 12; SBN 328).9 But Palamedes replies
that he has all along only been talking of the ancient Greeks and
Romans, using exotic names to disguise well-known historical figures; the suicide of the Fourlian Alcheic is a parallel to that of Socrates, the murder of Usbek to that of Caesar, and so on. The real
point, he explains, was to demonstrate the cultural relativity of
morals.
I only meant to represent the uncertainty of all these judgments concerning characters; and to convince you, that fashion, vogue, custom,
and law, were the chief foundation of all moral determinations. The
Athenians surely, were a civilized, intelligent people, if ever there
8

Emilio Mazza, ―Cannibals in ‗A Dialogue‘ (In Search of a Standard for Morals)‖, in Instruction and Amusement: Le ragioni dell’illuminismo britannicco,
eds. E. Mazza & E. Ronchetti. Padova: Il Poligrafo, 2005, p. 55.
9
―A Dialogue‖ will be cited in the text as ―Dial. ‖, followed by the section and
paragraph number in Beauchamp‘s edition of An Enquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals (EPM), and ―SBN‖, followed by the page number in the SelbyBigge-Nidditch edition of the same work.
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were one; and yet their man of merit might, in this age, be held in
horror and execration. The French are also, without doubt, a very
civilized, intelligent people; and yet their man of merit might, with
the Athenians, be an object of the highest contempt and ridicule, and
even hatred… How shall we pretend to fix a standard for judgments
of this nature (Dial. 25; SBN 333)?

The narrator replies that there is in fact a way to establish such a
standard, namely, to identify the more general and fundamental
principles underlying the manifold of moral notions among men.
The same force of gravity makes the Rhine flows north and the
Rhone south because of the different inclinations of the ground on
which they run; similarly, people always reason from the same
moral principles, but draw very different conclusions from them.
Although religion, language, laws, and customs have changed in
countless ways since antiquity, ―none of these revolutions has ever
produced any considerable innovation in the primary sentiments of
morals‖. Moral views differ because an action or trait can be more
valuable in certain external circumstances than in others, and because people sometimes disagree about the degree to which actions
and traits have beneficial consequences (Dial. 26; SBN 333, Dial.
36; SBN 335–336).
In periods of war, a higher value is placed on military virtues
than in peaceful times (Dial. 39; SBN 337). Politeness is more important in densely populated countries than where the population is
sparse (Dial. 49; SBN 340). Inflexible rigour and integrity may be
beneficial for society and personal safety in some ages and countries but not in others (Dial. 40; SBN 337). In such cases, variation
in moral outlooks only reflects the differences in circumstances,
and the fact that some virtues ―better suit the circumstances of one
age than those of another‖. On a deeper level, there is no real conflict of values.
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In other cases, there is genuine disagreement, resolvable by argument. That ―the principles upon which men reason in morals are
always the same‖ does not imply
that they all reason aright with regard to this subject, more than with
regard to any other… It is sufficient, that the original principles of
censure or blame are uniform, and that erroneous conclusions can be
corrected by sounder reasoning and larger experience (Dial. 36; SBN
336).

Hence, the way to reconcile some moral disputes is to decide
the issue by argument, drawing on general principles which both
sides accept, showing one side to be right and the other to be mistaken.
There can also be real but faultless disagreement about some
matters of value. Hume mentions two kinds of reasons for this.
First, moral principles lack sufficient precision to provide determinate answers for all questions to which they apply, and the same
principles may provide equally good reasons for both of two opposing views. For instance, although sexual relations between
close relatives are generally considered to be wrong, that principle
does not specify the precise allowable degree of proximity in family relations, and therefore does not answer the question whether
marriage between half-siblings should be allowed. The Athenians
may have gone too far in one direction, or we in the other (Dial.
29; SBN 334). Second, there are no universal standards for some
aesthetic matters. Despite the general constancy of moral and aesthetic sentiments, Hume writes, there exist ―some minute differences‖. While few eighteenth century Britons would find a low
forehead and joined eye-brows attractive, the former was considered a mark of beauty by Horace and the latter by the Greek poet
Anacreon (Dial. 36; SBN 336). These are matters of aesthetic
taste, and although Hume does not explicitly say so, the principle
de gustibus non est disputandum seems applicable to them. How-
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ever, the absence of objective standards for the attractiveness of
joined eye-brows does not imply absence of objective standards
for all aestethetic issues, much less for all matters of value.
Aesthetic judgement in „Of the Standard of Taste‟
In the ―Dialogue‖, Hume only hints at the question whether
there can exist universal standards for aesthetic judgements. The
essay ―Of the Standard of Taste‖, however, is specifically devoted
to this problem.10 The main tendency of the argument is the same.
Hume argues that aesthetic judgement requires the adopting of a
special point of view; he searches for general principles or rules
―by which the various sentiments of men may be reconciled; at
least, a decision, afforded, confirming one sentiment, and condemning another‖; he claims that there exist general principles of
taste which are uniform in human nature and ―whose influence a
careful eye may trace in all operations of the mind‖; and he maintains that rational argumentation about matters of taste is therefore
possible. However, because of differences in individual dispositions and culture ―the different humours of particular men‖ and
―the particular manners and opinions of our age and country‖,
there can also be faultless disagreement in some matters; ―a certain
degree of diversity in judgment is unavoidable, and we seek in
vain for a standard, by which we can reconcile the contrary sentiments‖ (EMPL, p. 229–239, 243–244).
Like the ―Dialogue‖, the ―Standard of Taste‖ deals with a problematic test case for the idea of universality in value discourse.
The analysis of aesthetic judgement develops the previous discussion in the Treatise and ―Dialogue‖ further in several ways. Hume
10

David Hume, ―Of the Standard of Taste‖, in D. Hume, Essays, Moral, Political, Literary, ed. Eugene F. Miller. Indianapolis: Liberty Classics, 1985, pp.
226–249. The Essays will henceforth be cited in the text as ―EMPL‖, followed
by the page number in Miller‘s edition.
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emphasises the importance for proper judgement of making comparisons with other artistic works and of practising one‘s aesthetic
sense to enhance its ―delicacy‖, the capacity to identify and clearly
distinguish aspects of a work that are relevant to its assessment
(EMPL, p. 238, 241) — a capacity which appears equally important in moral judgement. Perhaps most interesting for our present
purposes is the way in which Hume draws attention to what hermeneutic philosophers have later called the fore-understanding, or
horizon of understanding, of both the critic and the other (the author, speaker, agent, or artist subject to aesthetic criticism or moral
evaluation).
An orator addresses himself to a particular audience, and must have a
regard to their particular genius, interests, opinions, passions, and
prejudices; otherwise he hopes in vain to govern their resolutions, and
inflame their affections. … A critic of a different age or nation, who
should peruse this discourse, must have all these circumstances in his
eye, and must place himself in the same situation as the audience, in
order to form a true judgment of the oration. … A person influenced
by prejudice, complies not with this condition; but obstinately maintains his natural position, without placing himself in that point of
view, which the performance supposes. … Full of the manners of his
own age and country, [he] rashly condemns what seemed admirable
in the eyes of those for whom alone the discourse was calculated. …
So far his taste evidently departs from the true standard; and of consequence loses all credit and authority (EMPL, pp. 239–240).11

Hume thus emphasises the importance in historical and crosscultural interpretation of acknowledging differences between interpreter and other in background beliefs and attitudes. This crucial
aspect of interpretation and criticism between traditions is less de11

On Hume as a theorist of interpretation, see Henrik Bohlin, ―Sympathy, Understanding, and Hermeneutics in Hume‘s Treatise‖, Hume Studies. Vol. 35, No.
1 & 2, 2009, pp. 135–170.
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veloped in the ―Dialogue‖, but the core idea is already well formulated when the narrator, having heard Palamedes lay out his argument for cultural relativism, responds by saying ―Would you try a
Greek or Roman by the common law of England? Hear him defend
himself by his own maxims; and then pronounce‖ (Dial. 18; SBN
330).
The problem of “artificial lives”
Towards the end of ―A Dialogue‖, Palamedes directs the narrator‘s attention to another type of value conflict, which involves the
―artificial lives and manners‖ founded on the extreme teachings of
certain philosophers. For example, he claims, Diogenes placed an
excessively high value on living in independence of external things
and other people, while Pascal valued dependence to an equally
high degree; the former was a fierce enemy of superstition, while
the latter believed in its ―most ridiculous‖ forms; and so on. Again,
Palamedes challenges the narrator to come up with a universal
standard of morals, by which to decide conflicts between such
teachings or between them and more commonsensical value systems (Dial. 52–56; SBN 341–343).
In his short reply, the narrator admits that there can in fact be no
such standard.
When men depart from the maxims of common reason, and affect
these artificial lives, as you call them, no one can answer for what
will please or displease them. They are in a different element from the
rest of mankind; and the natural principles of their mind play not with
the same regularity, as if left to themselves, free from the illusions of
religious superstition or philosophical enthusiasm (Dial. 57; SBN
343).

The notion of ―artificial‖ moral views and sentiments may seem
like an arbitrary conceptual device specifically designed to support
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the narrator‘s case by hiding away possible cases of cultural relativity in an amorphous residual category. Let us take a closer look
at this notoriously difficult concept, beginning with the question
what Hume means by ―artificial‖.12
When Hume in the Treatise discusses the question whether justice is a natural or artificial virtue, he differentiates three main
senses of the word ―natural‖. The natural can be opposed, first, to
the miraculous, or super-natural, second, to the unusual, and third,
to the artificial, or the result of human invention (T 3.1.2.8–10;
SBN 474–475). Justice is a natural virtue in the first and second
but not the third sense. Even this, however, can be legitimately
disputed.
Mankind is an inventive species; and where an invention is obvious
and absolutely necessary, it may as properly be said to be natural as
any thing that proceeds immediately from original principles, without
the intervention of thought or reflexion. Though the rules of justice be
artificial, they are not arbitrary. Nor is the expression improper to call
them Laws of Nature; if by natural we understand what is common to
any species, or even if we confine it to mean what is inseparable from
the species (T 3.2.1.19; SBN 484).

The word ―artificial‖ can thus refer either quite generally to that
which is created by humans, or only to that which is humanly invented and is not ―obvious and absolutely necessary‖. In the dis12

On the notion of artificial lives, see Kate Abramson, ―Hume on Cultural Conflicts of Values‖, Philosophical Studies, Vol. 94, 1999, pp. 180–183, James
King, ―Hume on Artificial Lives with a Rejoinder to A.C. MacIntyre‖, Hume
Studies Vol. 14, No. 1, 1988, Hans Lottenbach, ―Monkish Virtues, Artificial
Lives: On Hume‘s Genealogy of Morals‖, Canadian Journal of Philosophy.
Vol. 26, No. 3, 1996, Michelle Mason, ―Moral Prejudice and Aesthetic Deformity: Rereading Hume‘s ‗Of the Standard of Taste‘,‖ Journal of Aesthetics and
Art Criticism. Vol. 59, pp. 59–71, 2001, and Gerhard Streminger, ―Religion a
Threat to Morality: An Attempt to Throw Some New Light on Hume‘s Philosophy of Religion‖, Hume Studies. Vol. 15, No. 2, 1989, pp. 277–294.
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cussion of ―natural‖ and ―artificial‖ virtues, the latter term clearly
has the first, wider sense. It is not entirely obvious which of the
complementary senses of ―natural‖ Hume is implying when, in the
―Dialogue‖, he says that the ―natural principles‖ of the mind in artificial lives ―play not with same regularity, as if left to themselves,
free from the illusions of religious superstition or philosophical enthusiasm‖ (Dial. 57; SBN 343). However, when he calls entire
moral systems ―artificial‖, it seems clear that he uses that word in
the latter, narrower sense. Thus, ―artificial‖ moral systems are such
that are invented by humans in ways that are not ―obvious and absolutely necessary‖. Unfortunately, this is not a very illuminating
distinction in a reflection on cross-cultural moral criticism, since
cultures are in general equally artificial and natural even in this
sense.
A striking aspect of disagreement due to ―artificial‖ moral
views is that, from the viewpoint of a disputant whose natural
moral sentiments have not been distorted, the ―artificial‖ views
seem not only wrong, but morally reprehensible to the degree that
they cannot be tolerated as permissible although perhaps regrettable variations in moral outlook; the moral subject whose judgement is uncorrupted cannot resolve the disagreement by argument,
and cannot simply accept to live with it. Even more clearly than in
the ―Dialogue‖, Hume recognises the possibility of such thoroughly radical going disagreement in his essay ―The Sceptic‖.
Where one is born of so perverse a frame of mind, of so callous and
insensible a disposition, as to have no relish for virtue and humanity,
no sympathy with his fellow-creatures, no desire of esteem and applause; such a one must be allowed entirely incurable, nor is there any
remedy in philosophy. He reaps no satisfaction but from low and sensual objects, or from the indulgence of malignant passions: He feels
no remorse to control his vicious inclinations: He has not even that
sense or taste, which is requisite to make him desire a better character: For my part, I know not how I should address myself to such a
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one, or by what arguments I should endeavour to reform him (EMPL,
p. 169).

As examples of issues of such radical disagreement today, we
may think of religiously motivated repression of women13 or violent religious fundamentalism—Hume‘s category of artificial lives
in ―A Dialogue‖, I believe, has a much larger importance than the
teachings of a few eccentric philosophers.
Conclusion
Moral approbation and disapprobation, in Hume‘s view, are
contingent upon human sentiments, but can nevertheless have universal validity. Morality, he writes, depends on ―some internal
sense or feeling, which nature has made universal in the whole
species‖ (EPM 1.9; SBN 173). Underlying the superficial diversity
of moral outlooks, there are deeper principles, accepted or potentially accepted by everyone except those whose natural sentiments
have been distorted, by ―artificial‖ philosophical teachings or otherwise. But those universal moral standards are not necessarily explicitly and generally acknowledged from the outset. They may
have to be discovered by philosophical reflection, or by crosscultural discussion.
It seems to me that Hume in the ―Dialogue‖ in effect lays out a
theoretical framework and methodology for such critical and selfcritical reflection on other cultures and one‘s own. When the moral
thinker finds himself in disagreement with others over a moral issue and argumentation back and forth does not seem enough to resolve the matter, he ought to adopt a common, or steady and general point of view, thus imagining himself being in the place of the
13

Susan Moller Okin, ―Is multiculturalism bad for women?‖, in S. Moller Okin, Is
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people most directly affected, and so on. If disagreement remains,
he may ask himself whether the issue is perhaps a simple matter of
taste over which there can be faultless disagreement. If not, the
disagreement may be taken as indication of a real gap between traditions. He then needs to take into consideration the nature of the
other‘s tradition and his own. What are the background beliefs and
attitudes — the ―interests, opinions, passions, and prejudices‖ —
of the others, and, by contrast, of his own time, culture, or particular group? Are the other‘s views or actions justified against that
background? If so, are there good reasons for the background beliefs themselves in the external circumstances of the other‘s conditions of life (their being involved in military contention, for instance)? Are the other‘s different underlying principles and standards such that on closer scrutiny, the conflict with those of the
critic turns out to be a genuinely uncertain matter (such as the exact limits for incest)? If not, can shared principles be identified on
a more fundamental level such that on the basis of these one side
can be shown right and the other wrong? Or must the other‘s views
be dismissed as the outcome of bad reasoning beyond the point of
rational corrigibility?
Hume recognises the possibility that even the best attempts at
dialogue and integration may fail because there is no common
ground for argumentation with the other, or too little of it. If the issue of disagreement is a morally significant one, then, it seems, we
ought to stick to what we after the most careful critical reflection
and self-reflection possible find to be right. Thus we do not adopt a
stance of tolerance and openness towards superstition, dogmatism,
and fanaticism.
A possibility that Hume does not explicitly consider in the
―Dialogue‖ is that not only the moral judgements of others but
equally those of oneself may be products of distorted moral sentiments. To use somewhat anachronistic examples, sexism, racism,
or ethnocentrism can be deeply ingrained in our way of seeing the
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world, to the point where we do not even think of them as such.
Whether or not Hume clearly recognises the need for such selfcritical reflection on one‘s own perspective and culture, it is in
many ways a version of the cultural criticism in which he and
other Enlightenment thinkers excelled.
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HUME’S RECEPTION IN THE NETHERLANDS
Frits van Holthoon
1. Introduction
Was Hume read in the Netherlands? Did his work provoke a
debate? The answer to the first question is that several of his works
were translated into Dutch or French during the eighteenthcentury. So presumably he was read. None of his works were
translated in the nineteenth-century and we had to wait for a new
translation till 1978 when Kuin translated the Enquiry Concerning
Human Understanding again.1 Since then a number of translations
of several of Hume’s works have appeared, ending so far with the
translation of A Treatise of Human Nature in 2007.2
That Hume was not translated does not mean of course that he
was not read or discussed. As to the eighteenth-century some
translators introduced their text with a short comment, but a debate
on Hume’s philosophy in general did not take place. His Political
Discourses are another matter. Isaac de Pinto, an Amsterdam merchant, made extensive use of Hume’s essays in his Traité de la
1

Hume D. Het Menselijk Inzicht. Ed. and transl. by J. Kuin. Amsterdam: Boom,
1978.
2
Hume D. Traktaat over de Menselijke Natuur. Ed. and transl. by F.L. van Holthoon. Amsterdam: Boom, 2007.
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Circulation et du Crédit … and de Pinto asked for Hume’s help
when the Scot was secretary at the British embassy in Paris. 3 Until
around 1880 no studies on Hume appeared and the reception of his
works was as desolate and barren as a desert. Since 1880 his work
was on the intellectual menu with now and then a book on the
Scottish philosopher. So was there any reception of Hume’s philosophy? The blunt answer is none at all or more genteelly put:
virtually nothing. Yet it may be of some interest to ask why
Hume’s impact on Dutch intellectual culture was so small. This is
a question which calls for some speculation, but may help us to put
Hume’s reception in Europe in perspective. Hume was discussed
in Germany from the moment that his works appeared, but this debate was never converted into an industry where one interpretation
vies with another. In fact that industry came into being after world
war two in the United States and Canada and since then American
scholars within the Hume Society and Hume Studies, its journal,
dominated the discussion on Hume. In more recent years Hume’s
reception in the Netherlands fitted in with leisurely discussions of
Hume’s philosophy in Great Britain or on the continent.
2. The Eighteenth Century
At the end of this century the Dutch reading public could get a
fair view of Hume’s writings. A first set of essays (containing the
Political Discourses) was translated and published in 1764. The
translator recommended these essays by writing that they were not
meant for sluggish minds, but for
All philosophical minds, therefore, all thoughtful merchants who
have a thirst for knowledge, all lovers of the most useful of all

3

Nijenhuis I.J.A. Een Joodse Philosophe, Isaac de Pinto (1717-1787). Groningen: Diss. Neha-Series III, 1992. P. 17.
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sciences, all honest patricians who have the interest of the commonwealth, commerce, welfare and freedom at heart.4

Hume’s short autobiography My Own Life was translated in
1777 and many other publications were available to the reading
public in French. Those were the days — hard to imagine — that
the Dutch elite read, spoke and even wrote French and English was
only known to those who needed it for commercial purposes.5
Pride of place holds a translation of Hume’s History of England
which was published in eight volumes between 1769 and 1773.
The printer announced that it might be considered a drawback that
a French edition already existed, but that edition was so defective
that his readers might prefer his Dutch one. He also told his readers that he had approached Hume by letter and that the Scot had
kindly answered that a new edition in quarto was at the press. That
must have been the edition of 1770. The remark of the printer suggests that he made use of this new edition, but he did not. Checking a selection of places where alterations or additions appeared in
the 1770 edition for the first time none of them can be retraced in
the Dutch translation.6
The Dutch could be aware of two of Hume’s critics. George
Campbell’s Dissertation sur les Miracles appeared in 1759. It was
a fair criticism of Hume’s section on miracles and drew a courteous reply from Hume. This could not be said of James Beattie’s
Essay on Truth which was translated in 1773. He presents Hume
as a sophist full of vile intentions. We remember the man as that
―bigotted silly fellow,‖ but his book was a huge success. The au4

Wysgeerige en Staatkundige Verhandelingen van de Heer David Hume. Amsterdam: Kornelis van Tongerloo, 1764. P. 2–3 (my translation).
5
Het Leven van David Hume, Beschreeven doort Hemzelf. Amsterdam: Esvelt
& Holtrop, 1777; Essais Moraux et Politiques. London, 1788.
6
Historie van Engeland, in acht deelen. Rotterdam, 1769–1774. I checked
whether the publisher used the 1770 edition by using my Variorum Edition of
Hume’s History of England. Charlottesville:, InteLex, 2000.
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thor was portrayed by Josiah Reynolds in the corner of one of his
painting with his book in hand, while a creepy creature (Hume)
was led to the bottomless pit. So the Dutch knew of his reputation
as a sceptic and (in Beattie’s interpretation) a hypocritical atheist.7
From the Dutch no comment. Let me guess: his History was
admired, but its message that the English had inherited a risky experiment in government from the Glorious Revolution meant little
to the Dutch who had their own political problems. Hume’s criticism of natural religion must have fallen on deaf ears. In Spinoza
the Dutch had their own formidable critic and the only philosopher
of distinction in the eighteenth-century, Frans Hemsterhuis was
strongly influenced by Spinoza.
However, the main reason for the relative lack of interest in
Hume was the Dutch orientation on Germany and France. Elie de
Luzac, ―the bookseller of the Enlightenment‖ as he is called in a
recent book, a bookseller in Leiden and sometime in Göttingen,
accepted Christian Wolff as his intellectual hero.8 Wolff fitted in
well with the dominant stream of natural jurisprudence in Dutch
intellectual culture.
W.W. Mijnhardt, comparing the Dutch and English Enlightenment writes:
It was the task of the English Enlightenment, given on the one hand
the flourishing market economy which increasingly brought prosperity to new groups of people and, on the other hand, the way aristocracy and gentry dominated society, to reconcile an individualistic
pursuit of self-interest with the preservation of a stable social structure. … The focal issue[s] of the Dutch Enlightenment were not the
social problems of prosperity but the consequences of unremitting de7

Beattie J. Grondbeginzelen der Zedelijke Wetenschap. 3 vols. Utrecht: Yzerworst, 1791–1794; Campbell G. Dissertation sur les Miracles. Utrecht: Spruyt,
1765.
8
van Vliet R. Elie de Luzac, Boekverkoper van de Verlichting. Nijmegen:
Vantilt, 2005.
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cline, the causes of which were sought chiefly in the moral sphere.
Both the evolution of societies in the Dutch Republic and their scientific and cultural significance have to be interpreted against this background.9

The issue of decline obsessed the Dutch and fearing the bankruptcy of the political system they were looking for improvement of
education, and social solidarity rather than economic progress as a
solution to their worries. The elite were still fabulously rich, but
they invested their capital abroad. It is ironic that Hume who poured
scorn on the financiers as social parasites admired the Dutch and
their political system. He (and his friend Adam Smith) did not see
the economic and political stagnation in the Dutch republic.
Mijnhardt explains that the warring principles of Christian humanism and secular utilitarian reform became reconciled in the period between 1795 and 1813. The period we call the French era in
Dutch history. Then the Dutch entered on a phase of national consolidation that would set the trend for a calm and placid future into
the nineteenth-century.
3. The Nineteenth Century until 1880
The period between 1795 when French troops invaded the
Dutch Republic and the liberation from the French in 1813 meant
havoc to trade and industry, but it also had a positive effect. The
Dutch found the key to national unity. During the reign of the first
Dutch king William I provincial particularism, to the extent that it
obstructed decision-making in the political center, the bane of the
Dutch Republic, completely disappeared. This is an amazing fact
for which no scholar, as far as I know, has found a satisfactory explanation. The other remarkable fact is that the Dutch and the Bel9

Mijnhardt W.W. Tot Heil van ’t Menschdom. Culturele Genootschappen in
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gians, who found themselves to be part of one United Kingdom,
never attempted to establish national unity on this larger scale. National unity for the Dutch meant Dutch national unity and the two
parts of the United Kingdom remained separate after 1815 and
went their own way after 1830.
The Dutch also had to come to terms with their past. The days
of independent power politics were over. They now became a
small nation of which independence had to be guaranteed by the
major European powers. So the effort had to be to adjust to this
new fate and find the cultural terms that fitted this fate.
The Dutch Gladstone, Johann Rudolf Thorbecke, a man of formidable intellectual powers, was the architect of the constitution of
1848 which in one important aspect is still with us.10 He wrote an
essay on our relationship to Germany. Why, Heinrich Leo had
asked, will the Dutch not join the German Union? Thorbecke’s answer was
We Dutchmen are no Germans. We acknowledge, however, and take
pride in our relationship of spirit and blood. … We take our place
midway between Germany and England.
10

A leading principle of the so-called French doctrinaire liberals was le roi
règne et ne gouverne pas. Thorbecke did not accept this principle. We find the
following note in his personal papers: ―Le roi règne et ne gouverne pas is not the
right word. The King administers and governs indeed but always in cooperation
with his ministers who are responsible‖ (van Holthoon F.L. ―De Genese van
Thorbeckes Organische Staatsleer,‖ in: BMGN. No. 101. 1986. P. 190 (my
transl.); see also my ―Thorbecke and Dutch Liberalism,‖ in: Britain and the
Netherlands, Varieties of Liberalism in Past and Present. XII. (Zutphen: Walburg Press, 1997. P. 46 ff.). Thorbecke adhered to the German monarchical
principle and envisaged a close relationship between the King and his ministers,
but in practice it did not work and when the principle of ministerial responsibility grew in importance the monarch became more or less the prisoner of ministerial responsibility. In a way Thorbecke’s construction still is operable today.
The present queen is the nominal head of the government but has no say in government decisions.
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and
There is no country with which we share so many political interests,
as with Germany. Does it follow that we must accept incorporation in
the German body or German Union. The contrary is true.11

Thorbecke signalizes two aspects of the relationship. There is
first the acknowledgment of the powerful German influence, perhaps less political (Thorbecke writes long before the creation of
the German Empire) than cultural.12 Secondly it is the proud claim
that the Dutch have the right to national independence. Thorbecke
was an example of the power of German influence. He was deeply
influenced by the German romantic poets and by the German tradition of constitutional law, but he did not want his country to join
the German union and he became alarmed about the power of
Germany when the union was effected.
Thorbecke was a member of a group of intellectuals who urged
their compatriots to take a firm stand in public affairs and assert
their national identity. De Gids (The Guide) was published for the
first time in 1837 and it became the organ of a cultural campaign
to create a new golden age and not look back in nostalgia to that
glorious seventeenth-century, when the Dutch fought naval battles
with the English and occasionally won them. It is quite possible
that Hume is mentioned in De Gids during the first fifty years of
its existence, but his ideas played no part in the Dutch effort to
create a cultural renaissance. Now you might say that Hume was
not much discussed in Great Britain during the first half of the ni11

Thorbecke J.R. ―Onze Betrekking tot Duitschland,‖ in: Historische Schetsen
(1860). Nijmegen: Sun 1980. P. 21 (my transl.). It was reprinted as an appendix
to: de Wit C.H.E. Thorbecke en de Wording van de Nederlandse Natie.
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Thorbecke published his essay in 1837. As soon as it became clear that German unification would become a fact he became alarmed at the prospect and the
threat it would be to the national independence of the Dutch. This is probably
the reason why he deplored the separation of Belgium and the Netherlands.
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neteenth-century, but he was there, while he was absent in the
Netherlands.
Absent? This we should not take literally of course. The first
edition of the Winkler Prins (the Dutch equivalent of the Encyclopedia Britannica), published in 1876, has a lemma on Hume. He is
described as ―a clever philosopher and as a writer not without merit‖.13 Not exactly an invitation to hero worship.
C.W. Opzoomer, professor in Utrecht, lawyer and philosopher,
introduced empiricism in the Netherlands. He dominated the intellectual scene between 1850 and 1890. Opzoomer occasionally
mentioned Hume in his many polemical essays. So he compared
the skeptical character of Hume’s theory of causation with his own
dogmatic interpretation of the same theory.14 For his empirical philosophy he drew inspiration from Comte and Stuart Mill’s positivism (particularly the latter’s A System of Logic). However, he
made an important reservation in accepting their positivism. Sensory experiences cannot be the only road to truth. ―And as no other
observation next to the one through the senses is possible than the
inward observation of self, so that inward observation is the
second source of all our science.‖15 Opzoomer had two important
followers, his students Allard Pierson and B.H.C.K. van der Wijck.
Van der Wijck quoted Hume’s notion of custom,16 but made no
further use of Hume’s philosophy. The world of Allard Pierson,
one of the leaders of the Réveil (a Dutch version of evangelicalism) was miles apart from that of Hume.
13

Geïllustreerde Encyclopedie. Amsterdam: Brinkman 1876. A. Winkler Prins
ed., VIII. P. 558.
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Opzoomer C.W. Een Nieuwe Kritiek der Wijsbegeerte. Amsterdam: Gebhard
1871. P. 22.
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Opzoomer C.W. De Waarheid en Haar Kenbronnen. Amsterdam, 1862. P.
132, as cited by W.van Dooren in his introduction to Opzoomer’s Het Wezen
der Kennis. Baarn: Ambo, 1990 (my transl.).
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1871. P. 47.
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Ferdinand Sassen characterized common sense as the denominator of nineteenth-century Dutch philosophy. This common element allowed for an accommodation of Christian belief and scientific knowledge in differing strands of philosophy.17 Common
Sense functioned in this way as in the Scottish school of that name.
In both cases there was no room for Hume’s philosophy. And this
remained the case during the first half of the twentieth-century.
Reading Sassen’s report on that century makes it clear that Dutch
philosophers were mainly interested in the kind of metaphysical
problems which Hume condemned to the flames in a famous (or
rather infamous) outburst in the closing sentence of his Enquiry
Concerning Human Understanding.
The Netherlands produced N.G. Pierson as an economist of international reputation. He had no interest in Hume as an economist
and indeed Hume’s political, historical and economical ideas draw
a complete blank in the Dutch bookish world. Absent? Yes in the
sense that Hume’s philosophy had no impact on Dutch intellectual
culture during the nineteenth- and most of the twentieth-century.
It is in the eighties of the nineteenth-century that we see appearing books and essays on Hume. The reason for this, I believe, is
the appearance of the Green and Grose edition of Hume’s works in
the seventies of that century.
4. 1880 to 1940
By means of the Green and Grose edition Dutch writers discovered Hume’s A Treatise of Human Nature and with few exceptions
they confirmed to the prevailing custom to regard the Treatise as
17
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Hume’s major work and to focus on the epistemology of book I.
Du Marchie van Voorthuysen gave a competent view of Hume’s
theory of belief. Du Marchie was an Utrecht patrician who died
young. His posthumous writings were published by a friend in
1887. Du Marchie thought it odd that Hume on the one hand maintained that our conviction of truth derives from our senses, but at
the same time insisted that we have ―to feign‖ the permanent existence of objects as a (necessary) fiction of our imagination. This is
the first mention of the problem of natural beliefs as Norman
Kemp Smith would call these fictions.18
Gerard Heymans became one of the great aces of the Groningen
University as philosopher and psychologist in the first two decades
of the twentieth-century. He discussed Hume’s theory of causality
in a book of 1890 and he published another one in 1894 called Die
Gesetze und Elemente des Wissenschaftlichen Denkens in which
he wrote that regarding Hume’s idea of causality the raw experience of causality needs to be refined by scientific analysis.19
That is a good point. The weakest part of Hume’s epistemology
is that he refuses to accept that speculation and scientific analysis
is a necessary part of what we mean by causality. My primitive
experience with causality is when I burn my fingers touching a hot
stove. That is a far cry from the causal explanation of the process
of burning (of which no one had a clue when Hume was writing
his Treatise). Add to this that Hume turned a blind eye on the heuristic potential of human reason by proclaiming that ―Reason alone
can never give rise to any original idea‖[THN. I, 3, XIV, 157] and
we may ask what Newton and Galileo were doing during the scientific revolution.

18

du Marchie van Voorthuysen H. Nagelaten Geschriften. IV, deel 2. Arnhem:
Gouda Quint, 1887. P. 381–383.
19
Heymans G. Die Gesetze und Elemente des Wissenschaftlichen Denkens, Ein
Lehrbuch der Erkenntnistheorie (1894). Leipzig: Barth 1923. P. 341.
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Around the turn of the century there were a number of studies
on Hume. The common element in all these works is that Hume is
discussed in the light of German philosophy and that authors quote
German authorities but not British ones. As the newly appointed
professor Melle put it in his inaugural of 1901:
Hume makes a desperate attempt at saving the foundations of a simple empiricism but his critical and exacting analysis ends with a form
of spiritualism.

It was Kant, Melle spoke, who provided the way out of Hume’s
dilemma. That was the common refrain of many Dutch writers.20
That comment, however courteously phrased, seems less than
helpful for a proper understanding of Hume’s philosophy.
A dissertation of 1903 on the doctrine of sympathy in Hume
and Smith made me curious. I have written on the subject and recently maintained that the major revision in the rewriting of the
Treatise is his different use of the concept of sympathy in his two
Enquiries compared with his Treatise.21 Though my view is supported by such luminaries as Norman Kemp Smith and Nick Capaldi I do not think my conclusion made much impact in the world
of Hume scholars. Appeldoorn indeed discovered the revision, but
reading his dissertation I was soon disabused about the relevance
of his intervention. According to Appeldoorn Hume applied an individualistic (read: egocentric) interpretation of sympathy in the

20

van Melle M.A. Beschouwingen naar Aanleiding van David Hume en zijn
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Treatise and switched to fellow feeling in the two Enquiries.22
With his interpretation the learned author missed the point of
Hume’s revision. In the Treatise sympathy is the organizing principle of Hume’s ethical theory. This became utility in the Enquiry
Concerning the Principles of Morals. Only if you have made this
point you can start to speculate on what Hume meant by making
this switch. As I see it the change is from a third person treatment
of ethics to an analysis of a moral economy which is the product of
the laissez faire of sentiments. Julius de Boer produced a pamphlet
on Hume in 1912. He at least accepted Hume as ―a great thinker‖
and made the opposite remark that the Enquiry Concerning Human
Understanding ―was the best form in which Hume’s doctrine appeared‖.23 However, when de Boer starts to explain Hume’s
epistemology he (like many) reverts to book I of Hume’s Treatise.
Nature, it seems, is stronger than proper insight.
I have left Wynaends Francken’s David Hume to the end of this
paragraph. Francken’s study is spot on. He scores some valuable
points. The first is that it was Hume’s aim to find practical answers
to ethical problems and that he was not interested in metaphysics
for its own sake. This is a useful answer to the Dutch critics who
accused Hume of inconsistency. Secondly he concluded that Hume
was not a sceptic and that he was not an atheist but an agnostic. 24 I
made the same, obvious, point and I added that Hume was an agnostic theist which means that he believed in God ―as something
personal.‖ However he was explicit in arguing that this belief in
God has no relevance for human affairs.25 We cannot expect any
help from Him nor can we learn anything about God’s will. A
22
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Dutch newspaper (of protestant denomination) called this an absurd notion, but I wonder whether many of us do not interpret
God’s existence in this manner. There are still those like Paul Russell who regards Hume as a rank and file atheist (calling the motto
of Tacitus on the title page of his first book in the Treatise an atheist manifesto; which is absurd26). Why cannot scholars accept
Hume’s words as they were written: ―But surely, where reasonable
men treat these subjects, the question can never be concerning the
being but only the nature of the deity.‖27
It is a sobering thought that someone, now completely forgotten, held the right interpretation of Hume’s thought which I have
been struggling to formulate it during a great number of years. The
difference between Francken (a prolific writer but rather isolated
who felt that he was not appreciated enough) and myself is that
Francken wrote his little book in the innocence of isolation while I
had to take in the welter of competing appreciations of Hume’s
philosophy before reaching this conclusion.
5. 1963 to the Present
Nuchelmans’ David Hume was the first book I read on Hume. I
was preparing a course on Hume’s social opinions and I needed
some background material on his life and his work to start with. I
could not have chosen a better book. It is lucid and well-informed
and its bibliography was up to date. Nuchelmans wrote that he
would restrict his analysis to Hume’s philosophy in the narrow
sense. That was not much of a handicap for my purpose. I wanted
to study Hume’s political and economic ideas in the context of
eighteenth-century Britain and in this respect Nuchelmans was
26
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helpful because he chose the Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding as his main text. It reveals best, he argued, Hume’s programmatic intentions:
Hume’s ideal that he also realized in his personal life to a great extent, is an equilibrium of three components, an interest in arts and
sciences, resulting in erudition and an all round education, next giving full scope to the gifts which are necessary for a convivial and social personal life, and thirdly a practical and businesslike bent of
mind which we need for accomplishing a successful career.28

The choice to use the first Enquiry as his principal text was a
fortunate one. Too often scholars ignore the fact that Hume repudiated his Treatise as an authoritative text and doggedly insist on
explaining the Treatise as the main venue to Hume’s philosophy.
I do not think that Hume founded utilitarianism which then was
developed by Bentham and the two Mills. As I explained elsewhere Hume (and Adam Smith!) emphasized the motives of actors
not the consequences of their actions. The emphasis on intentions
creates a major difference compared to the consequentialism of the
other three.29 Is Hume a ―living contemporary‖ who captivates a
present audience?30 Nuchelmans takes an Olympic view of Hume
and pays no regard to the strains and stresses in Hume’s system
which resulted from the struggle Hume had in reaching his final
position, nor does he casts a critical eye on the blind spots in
Hume’s reasoning.
Snethlage’s book appeared two years earlier. It is pleasantly
written, but rather chatty and superficial. He regards Hume as one
28
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of the great leaders of mankind, because as a sceptic he combated
fanaticism and superstition.31 He gives little substantiation for this
claim, but it proves that late in the day Hume has become accepted
in Dutch culture.
A.G. Vink wrote a dissertation on Philo’s summing up in
Hume’s Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion. That is the passage which occurs in the Norman Kemp Smith’s edition on page
227 starting with ―If the whole of natural theology … ― and ending
with ―that the cause or cause of order in the universe probably
bear some remote analogy to human intelligence.‖32 Vink gives a
very useful account of the different opinions on this passage which
scholars often interpret as Hume having had a kind of religious
conversion. Vink argues, rightly I think, that the passage does not
mean that Hume changed his mind.
Hume according to Vink reaches a ‖non-theistic‖ position.33
This means that Hume in the verbal dispute between the theist and
the atheist chooses the side of the atheist. I beg to differ, why is it
that so few scholars are willing to accept Hume’s words at face
value? Hume said and wrote that he was not an atheist, and to interpret his words as ironic or hypocritical is beside the point.
M.A. Stewart has pointed out that Philo’s Summing Up was
written in 1756 and not in 1776.34 The correct dating of the Summing Up is important, because it means that the Dialogues were
virtually completed, when Hume published his Natural History of
Religion. These two works, together with the first Enquiry, should
be interpreted, inter alia, as Hume’s attempt to purify religious belief from superstition. And according to Hume any thought that
31
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God could or would interfere in human affairs is a form of superstition.35 Did Hume believe in God? I think he did, though obviously he was no Christian. What, however, anybody’s opinion is on
the matter, it must be clear that Hume was very careful not to attack the church as an institution. The church was important as an
instrument of social control and public education and that is why
churches had to be purified from superstition.
Anton van den Heuvel’s dissertation of 1992 is an acute and detailed analysis of Hume’s Treatise. He uses a very simple explanatory instrument for explaining Hume’s text. Hume combined a method of reduction with foundational analysis. According to the first
method Hume asks what impression is responsible for a particular
idea. The foundational analysis establishes the systematic implications of associative relations between perceptions. Van den Heuvel
uses this approach to emphasize the cohesion of Hume’s arguments in book I, II and III:
The double structure of contemplation and feeling is of great importance for the explanation in part III of the morality of men and the
system of justice. In a reductive analysis it is shown that moral distinctions are not derived from reason alone, and neither from a matter
of fact. Morals are a matter of contemplation and feeling; in this
manner one can regard Book III as a consistent working-out of Book
I as well as Book II.36

This is an acceptable approach, but van den Heuvel pays little
attention to the strains in Hume’s reasoning. No words are spent
on Hume’s discussion of the problem of the infinite division of
time and space. Hume argues that this is a sophism propagated by
mathematicians. Hume is plainly wrong here, I think, and he becomes dogmatic when he refuses to accept that reason can be an
35
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independent force which can help us to make discoveries in the
world outside us. Hume is blind to the fact that the scientific revolution since the sixteenth-century is exactly doing this. Its great
achievement was to capture reality in mathematical formulae. I
mentioned Nijenhuis’ dissertation on Isaac de Pinto in which
Hume played an important part. Another one is Judith Vega’s dissertation on a feminist approach to the eighteenth-century Enlightenment.37 I wonder whether this approach is useful in a century
when philosophes had no clue what feminism meant.
Looking back on these six books it becomes clear that the authors were en courant of major publications available at the time
of their writing. It strikes me though that they accepted findings
which suited their arguments but did not participate in the discussion. Their first duty was of course to inform the Dutch public but
they had no ambition to become polemical. This does not apply to
the best essay published in these years, in 1980 to be exact. Hans
Mooij in his essay Hume on Is-Ought and the Standard of taste38
takes C.L. Stevenson and A.C. MacIntyre to task for their interpretation of this difficult problem. Mooij maintains that according to
Hume moral sentiments are based on facts and hence are causal.
Secondly he thinks that in the case of moral standards Hume in the
end verged to accept the common good as the ultimate standard.39
This would make Hume a precursor of the utilitarianism of Bentham and the two Mills. As to the first conclusion I think he is absolutely right. What would be the point of the famous ought-is
passage in book II or in fact of the whole of book II, if this interpretation is not accepted? As to the second conclusion I must respectfully disagree. Hume was not a consequentialist nor a rational37
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ist, so he cannot be a precursor of nineteenth-century utilitarianism.40 I prefer de Martelaere’s solution to this problem. The perfect standard for Hume is where the utile and the dulce meet in
perfect harmony and transform the moral experience into an aesthetic one.
My review does not include Belgium. It would be interesting to
compare the intellectual culture of the two countries regarding
Hume, but that task is too complicated for me. However, I do not
think that the exploration of the Belgian scene would reveal a picture very different from the Dutch one which means that Hume
was read in the eighteenth-century, hardly in the next and that the
interest in Hume gradually picked up in the twentieth-century.
At the moment the study of Hume’s works looks more promising in Belgium than in the Netherlands. Academic teaching in Belgium exacts higher standards in the study of philosophy and is less
modish than in my country. Gilles Deleuze and Herman DeDijn, as
philosophers with an international reputation, are sources of inspiration. The regretted Patricia de Martelaere, novelist and philosopher, gave distinction to the study of Hume’s work.41 I adopted her
idea that Hume regarded moral experience as in the end an aesthetic one.42 Willem Lemmens translated together with Walter van
Herck Hume’s Natural History of Religion , edited a number of essays together with Patricia de Martelaere and published an interesting article in the Journal of the Scottish Society in 2005.43 Lem-
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mens’s essay is a comparison of Spinoza and Hume’s views on
emotions and wisdom. This year he published Voorbij de Kalme
Zonneschijn van de Geest, Hume over Moraal en Religie.44 It so
far the best interpretation of Hume’s religious beliefs. Both Dutch
and Belgian scholars took a lead in Spinoza-studies after world
war two. In Belgium, I guess, a focus on Spinoza has led to a renewed interest in Hume’s philosophy. Obviously Hume and Spinoza shared an interest in the passions as the spring of human motivation. And as long as their common interest is regarded as a case
of parallelism rather than of influence comparative study is a fruitful undertaking. Parallelism means that Spinoza and Hume took
part in the exploration of human nature as a reaction to Aristotelian
or rather Thomist ontology. To assume that Spinoza influenced
Hume is questionable. As far as we know (and probably can know)
Hume did not read Spinoza, but read about his philosophy and
readily took over the idea of Bayle and his friends among the
moderates that Spinoza was a wicked atheist and if you do so you
miss the point of Spinoza’s philosophy. Willem Klever recently
wrote:
Hume is … totally ―sold‖ on Spinoza and it is urgent that this percolates through the secondary literature where Hume is celebrated as the
great Scottish Enlightenment philosopher. He certainly was, just as
Locke and Mandeville were philosophers of the English Enlightenment. However, do we have to wait three centuries before historians
or philosophers establish the fact that they all three worked in the
wake of Spinoza and his formidable renewal of thought?45
losopher: Hume and Spinoza on Emotions and Wisdom,‖ in: J. Scottish Society.
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Well, the idea that Hume wrote his Treatise with Spinoza’s
Tractatus Theologico Politicus and his Ethics at his elbow is absurd. And as a reaction I wrote an essay to point out that Spinoza
and Hume were on different trajectories and to warn those scholars, such as Paul Russell and Annette Baier, who believe that
there is a connection, to be careful. When I protested that a paper
on Hume in the Netherlands would contain few substantial facts to
tell Mikhail Mikeshin wrote back that any paper of mine on Hume
would be an example of Hume’s reception in the Netherlands. In a
curious sense this is untrue. I am a specialist in American history
and the study of Hume was a hobby which I was able to pursue,
because I regularly visited the United States and Canada. So while
reading up on Hume I took part in a discussion on Hume which to
a great extend was centered in America. However I got bored by
what I now regard as an excessive regard for analytical problems
in Hume’s philosophy. The two questions which preoccupied me
from the start were: why did Hume rewrite his Treatise and how
did he do it? These questions evoked little interest among my
American friends (and friends they are). My A Dialogue on David
Hume, on His Revision of a Treatise of Human Nature was published in 2007, in the same year when my translation of A Treatise
appeared. Two years later my Hume, Leven en Werk followed.46
So I have been busy writing on Hume in recent years even to the
extent that my friends urged me to move on. I also mention a ten
year project which resulted in a variorum edition of Hume’s History of England which InteLex published in 2000 as part of its Past
Masters project and on a separate disk. In this edition I registered
the revisions Hume made in the editions which appeared during
46
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his life. I have the feeling that this edition is not used very often
which is a pity.
All my activities took primarily place on the international scene
and it remains to be seen whether they will have much impact in
my country. Fortunately Eric Schliesser, a young and promising
scholar of mixed American-Dutch background has been appointed
to a research chair in Ghent university and has been elected as executive member of the Hume Society. He has published inter alia a
paper on how Hume used Newton’s idea of causality to his own
advantage.47 Perhaps he can help to broaden the interest for Hume
in both the Netherlands and Belgium so that scholars of the Low
Countries will join in the European reception of Hume.
The word European calls for a final reflection. If I muster the
troop of Hume scholars in Europe and America since the nineteenth-century until the Second World War, such as Leroy in
France, Giarizzo in Italy, Metz and Lipps in Germany, Laird and
Kemp Smith in Britain and Hendel in the United States I get the
picture of capable minds who are taking part in a leisurely and
courteous debate on the interpretation of Hume’s works. Under the
influence of the Hume industry in America since world war two
the debate has become hectic and also more Anglo-centric. The
Dutch lack of interest in Hume is to be regretted, but if there is to
be a boost in Hume scholarship in the Netherlands, I hope it will
be in the spirit of a European reception, a spirit which acknowledges that in the eighteenth-century Hume was regarded — even
in the Dutch Republic — as a shining (or abhorrent) example of
the European — and not only the Scottish — Enlightenment. We
should be grateful of course for all the work that has been done in
America, but this massive influence needs a counterweight. It is
time that we start to regard Hume’s achievement within the broad
47
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perspective of the transformation of European thought since the
middle ages. Perhaps the conference in Helsinki will help to create
a forum for a debate between European scholars on Hume’s philosophy within this perspective.
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THOMAS THORILD AND COMMON SENSE:
An Enlightenment before The Enlightenment
Pekka Hongisto
Nihil spernere.
Thomas Thorild

Thomas Thorild (1759–1808) was a radical Swedish poet and
philosopher who was expelled from Sweden due to his political
views and lived the rest of his life in exile in Greifswald, Germany.
Or actually: expelled to Sweden because Greifswald was part of
Sweden at that time.
1.
Thorild puts as a motto of his 25-pages long poem ―Passions‖:
―Born originals, how comes it to pass that we die copies?‖ [Edward Young, 1756].
―The less we copy classics, the more we resemble them… Shakespeare is not the ancient‘s son, but brother; their equal; and that
in spite of all his faults … Imitate ancient authors by all means, but
imitate aright… Drink where Homer drank, at the true Helicon,
that is at the breast of Nature‖ [Young].
Thorild is original himself but he has been studied, as academic
copies can only do, in diminishing the classics to academic small-
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talk-projects or studied not at all. The same has happened to David
Hume. Has Hume fallen victim to the specialization of modern
academic disciplines, and victim of too narrow, bigoted and
crushed modes of analytical presentation in ―a deformed language
like too tight shoes‖ [Wittgenstein]? Has the ironic tension been
dispersed in Hume‘s modern analysis? Has Thorild‘s satire been
also misunderstood or understood not at all? Is it possible to save
the original Hume/Thorild or only repeat academic copies? Should
Hume be saved? From what? Which Hume? Original? Academic
copies?
What was originally the idea of the Enlightenment? Does a
common sense notion of the Enlightenment exist?
According to the disposition of the organs, the same object may be
both sweet and bitter; and the proverb has justly determined it to be
fruitless to dispute concerning tastes. It is very natural, and even quite
necessary, to extend this axiom to mental, as well as bodily taste; and
thus common sense, which is so often at variance with philosophy,
especially with the sceptical kind, is found, at least to agree in pronouncing the same decision… But though this axiom, seems to have
attained the sanction of common sense, there is certainly a species of
common sense, which opposes it, at least serves to modify and restrain it [Hume].

Does shared common sense occur as a matter of fact and ―seeming harmony‖ [Hume], as generally good, excellent, undisputed,
self-evident, fixed notion? What in general is the Spirit of Age?
And specially the Spirit of Age of the Enlightenment? Has the Enlightenment fallen victim to unfair generalizations? Has ―the substance been sacrificed for the shadow‖, as Hume says?
Ernst Cassirer defines this:
The peculiar charm and real systematic value of this age lie in its development, in the intellectual energy which spurs it on, and in the enthusiasm with which it attacks all its various problems. The Enligh-
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tenment wants philosophy move freely in constantly fluctuating activity, not in the abstract theoretical form, but also in their immediate
operation. The age senses that a new force is working within it; but it
is even more fascinated by the creations brought forth by that activity… The eighteenth century is very fond of calling itself the ‗Century
of philosophy‘, but it is not less fond of calling itself the ‗Century of
criticism‘.

2.
What would I save from my house in case it caught fire? Fire!
Jean Cocteau

What is left or what should be saved from the Enlightenment?
Of several answers I pick up some. According to Adorno and
Horkheimer: almost nothing. According to Tzvetan Todorov: values and reason, maybe also utopies but most of all the spirit of criticism, ‖the Enlightenment has been tuned for critical spirit‖. According to Goulemot: fight against barbarism in favor of tolerance,
confidence in reason, and optimism. This is crucial because we are
now living the age of New Barbarism: military, economical, technical and even social barbarism. For Goulemot, Enlightenment is
as absent as philosophy in our time though people cry: Philosophy,
where are you! Can you help me read my times! Can you tell me
how to live!
If we talk about saving the fire of the Enlightenment we are
talking about Thorild. His actual name was Thorén but he changed
it into Thorild, which means Thors eld, Thors fire. Thor was an ancient Scandinavian God who had great powers, and lightnings are
called Thor‘s fires. Thorild calls his philosophical style, or ―stile‖,
flash of lightnings in an instantly twinkling of an eye (ögonblicken). And to him this flashes are similar to brainwaves. Finnish national writer Aleksis Kivi owned the Collected Works of Thorild
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(1819–1824) and he also calls his philosophical ideas lightnings
(―leimauksia‖).
In Enlightenment light means seeing and seeing means understanding. To throw light on the objects and thoughts is to enlighten. If you
don‘t understand you don‘t see, and your poor soul is blind [Thorild].

3.
Thorild spent in England (―Ängland‖) the years 1788–1790
where he published radical pamphlets on various political, philosophical and theological issues in English, using the pseudonym
―A Philosopher of the North‖. Ängland was for him a promised
land: ―England is the homeland of my soul‖.
Of English influences Thorild mentions Ossian‘s song (Ossian
became his poetical hero), David Hume, Alexander Pope, Lord
Shaftesbury and Edward Young. Thorild mentions Hume many
times when he talks about scepticism (already in Sweden) 1779–
1790. Hume‘s autobiography ―My own Life‖, where he treats his
egotism ironically, has its equivalent, I would say almost a pastiche, in Thorild‘s ―Karaktär‖.
In ―The Sermon of Sermons. On the Impiety of Priests and the
Fall of Religion‖ (1789) he attacks the religious rhetoric in the
same manner he had already done in Swedish years earlier. He criticizes the bad oratorical habits of the clergy and contrasted these
with his own view of ―true eloquence‖:
If this is supposed to be the voice of Heaven and wisdom, then I
would be really interested in hearing just once how madness speaks!
… People look for genius, taste and decency. But I have as yet not
heard the voice of the soul! The one moving and strong voice that
tells me that the preacher has himself felt the bliss and the delights he
preaches! ... Only those who lack true inspiration need to resort to
conceit and rhetorical ornament. To please is to flatter, and when re-
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duced to mere flattery, the truth to be communicated is reduced to a
harlot!

At the same time this politically radical pamphlet attacks on the
idea of the right to own as basis to clerical nonsense! He also published a pamphlet ―True Heavenly Religion‖.
―The Royal Moon, or on Insanity in Politics‖ is a brilliant political essay and pamphlet which I shall discuss later in the next Conference on Utopias.
When Thorild went to England his purpose was ―to explain all
nature and reform the whole world‖, when he came back to Sweden his intention was to ―make us one people‖.
4.
Comedy cannot be written with the help of common sense.
Charles Baudelaire

Back in Sweden Thorild was in the middle of the fight for
common sense. His main opponent was a more classical poet Johan Kellgren who established a society called ―Pro Sensu Communi‖ which had over 500 members. Their main target was ―the
sect of Thorild‖. They accused Thorild of being a Swedenborgian
alchemist as superstitious interpreter of dreams who had stolen the
idea of genius: ―Fools don‘t own the genius. You don‘t own the
genius, it belongs to everyone‖ (Kellgren).
Thorild accused them of reducing the fire of Enlightenment to
ashes of mediocrity and of superficiality and misunderstanding of
the true greatness of Nature and insisted to establish a society
called ―Pro Sensu Sublimi‖:
The members of this society favour mediocre wit to real wit and genius. Genius has nothing to do with common sense, genius seeks
heights and depths, common sense thinkers stay on the plat ground. It
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is only natural that among madmen the greatest madness is wisdom.
Common sense is violence against the genius… The sublime removes
the boundaries of the infinite.

Kellgren accused also Thorild for the lack of rules in poetry
(―Ni rime, ni raison‖) and Swedish language‘s centuries long order.
In this their fight is similar to the fight between August Ahlqvist
and Kivi in Finland.
Real question was still about the genius and his relationships
not only to philosophy but also to people:
Light is our life, not the orders… this pseudoclassic puristically polished French elitist sensus commun uses power not only against the
genius but also against the people … it is clear that fools don‘t own
the wit but the real issue is in the freedom of mind. In this we are dependent of the society. The freedom of the genius and the freedom of
the people are both dependent on the freedom of thought, its free
movement… Freedom is not only for the elite and the genius but for
the whole people.

Interesting is that in his support for sublime reason he uses
ideas that are to be risen at the same time and later in European
thought and specially English ideas of Shaftesbury. Hume himself
used both ‗common sense‘ and ‗plain reason‘ almost similarly:
A more mitigated scepticism or academic philosophy is corrected by
common sense and reflection [Hume].
Plain reason prevents those controversies to which the abstract
sciences are so much exposed [Hume].

Thorild criticized sharply Shaftesbury‘s notion of the ridiculous
(―Shaftesbury is wrong‖) and established himself a more precise
notion of the ridiculous and its use as a tool for the genius in the
comic theatre. His notion of the comic theatre might in my opinion
influenced Aleksis Kivi.
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Weak need rules, but rules are chains and crutches for the strong, they
hinder and shackle them … Unprescribed beauties and unexampled
excellence, which are characteristics of genius, lie without the pale of
learning‘s authorities and laws… Genius is the highest sublimation of
reason, the quintessence of all its faculties and abilities: ‗Genius is
sublime reason‘ (Shaftesbury)… Genius owns his light himself, rules
follow his orders, genius does not follow the rules. Genius has the
right to establish his own rules … But passions break all the Rules
and Boundaries [Thorild].

Thorild attacks and revolts against rules in the name of Nature.
Passions have to do with poetry and art as the language of the
beautiful according to Burke. Thorild cites Shaftesbury: ―All beauty is truth‖. The truth speaks the language of beauty because beauty means harmony. And for Thorild the harmony of the Nature is
the highest ideal. He speaks of all-harmony, dynamic force in Nature which acts everywhere. ―Nature is forever in league with genius; what one promises, the other is sure to perform‖ (Schiller).
The genius alone possesses real magic power; he not only speaks
to our understanding and taste but arouses and soothes the tempest
of passion in our souls.
5.
It is better to be a witty fool than a foolish wit.
Shakespeare

Thorild wanted to say ―great things greatly‖ and opposed prudent academic small-talk. Thorild was accused of being a romantic, pathetic and abstruse philosopher (and is still accused). According to Fischer, Thorild‘s elliptical mode of expression is confusing and contradictory to more theoretical, which is not necessarily synonymous with philosophy, scholars, or: demanded by
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science or philosophy taken more strictly. Thorild exhorts, exemplifies and affirms, he jumps over the method in his fiery run from
problem to solution, he stretches the language to the breaking
point. He attacked everything with force and fire. Is this unscientific or unphilosophical?
―The learned, a stubborn independent race of mortals‖, says
Hume, but does Thorild go further? He said that he ―hated the meticulous tinkering of the philosophers‖. Hume‘s translator, Finnish
philosopher Wilhelm Bolin, called ―lukewarm academic thinkers‖,
for whom Thorild‘s style shall always be inconceivable, inaccurate
and illegible, ―cathedral chewers and ruminants‖ (in Finnish: ―kateederimärehtijät‖).
Hume appreciates abstruse philosophers in his Essay ―On
Commerce‖:
The greater part of mankind may be divided into two classes; that of
shallow thinkers, who fall short of the truth; and that of abstruse
thinkers. who go beyond it. The latter class are by far the most rare;
and, I may add, by far the most useful and valuable. They suggest
hints at least, and start difficulties, which they want perhaps skill to
pursue, but which may produce fine discoveries when handled by
men who have a more just way of thinking. At worst, what they say is
uncommon; and if it should cause some pains to comprehend it, one
has, however, the pleasure of hearing something that is new. An author is little to be valued who tells us nothing but what we can learn
from every coffee-house conversation… All people of shallow
thought are apt to decry even those of solid understanding, as abstruse thinkers and metaphysicians, and refiners; and never will allow
any thing to be just which is beyond their weak conceptions… The
difference between a common man and a man of genius is chiefly
seen in the shallowness or depth of the principles upon which they
proceed [David Hume].

Hume goes beyond many prevailing ―truths‖ and beyond common sense truths what philosophy should be, calling them either
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sceptical or academic. Are those philosophies which go beyond
truths actually Utopias?
6.
In a perfect world Utopias are homeless.
Ernst Bloch

Utopias can be ―utmost outreach of thinking‖ [Bloch and Bachelard]. Thorild called his prose fragments Utopias. Ou-topos is a
place which either exists not or has not yet become reality. Utopias
can be unknown thoughts and places for the philosopher to discover. Hume‘s discovery of a new topos for philosophy precedes
Nietzsche‘s demand: ―Get aboard the ships, you philosophers!
There are still new continents to be discovered!‖
Hegel defines Enlightenment as a process which aims to go
beyond the colorless empty being and tries to transplant Heaven to
the earth below. The outcome of Enlightenment is in contradiction
pure utilitarianism: everything is useful, man makes use of the others and is himself made use of. Its belief is: what is useful is just a
thing, just matter. This is a purely negative attitude to the positive
function of belief. Enlightenment is belief satisfied, while belief is
Enlightenment unsatisfied. Pure insight is a concrete actual consciousness satisfied with itself. Enlightenment is merely this
process, it is the activity of the notion in still unconscious form.
7.
There is something in poetry beyond prose reason;
there are mysteries in it not to be explained, but admired.
Young

Thorild is primarily a poet who writes with fire which burns in
his hands and makes him think rapidly and turn it into satire and
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epigrams, poems and aphorisms. Does Hume write with fire or has
he damped it into irony? Maybe Thorild writes with spiritus forte
which ―burns away the fear‖ (as Aleksis Kivi says) and goes over
the head? Maybe Hume writes with Scotch whiskey, which, according to Hemingway, is the fuel which should be burned all the
time with small flame in order to gain its true power and maintain
the fire of inspiration?
Thorild describes with sharp sentences the difference between
satire and irony:
SATIRE is everything which is commonly regarded as blameworth in Literature. It‘s Power lays in its Truth, in the beautiness of
it‘s bold colours, and as such it is the Spirit and the Life of the Critics.
But in the same measure as it has been regarded unreliable or phantastic in Poetry – which basically could be all that we know about the
Satire – it is insult, abuse and mockery disguised in festive splendidness.
On the other hand, Dear Sir, it is either fine or playful or manly
IRONY – which is only a tone or tinge, or an Air, which‘s purpose is
to entertain and enliven that which the Understanding and Wit has
proved on something. That is why it is as innocent and clear as a Metaphor.
EPIGRAMS – they present just as much as there is in the Being itself [Thorild].

Shaftesbury says that the magic of poetry lies in its immediacy.
To Hegel poetry is a slower way of thinking than philosophy. And
here is its greatness of being in several cases above philosophy. As
a poet Thorild revolted against dead classicism and dogmatic rules
in favor of the living verse (often without rhyme) but was not
merely a critic of the poetics nor a romantic genius-poet in the
similar manner as Sturm und Drang poets in Germany.
He was more: he was first with great enthusiasm interested in
the ideas of the French Revolution and later he turned radically to
actual criticism of aristocracy and King‘s absolutism. Little is
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known about his profound studies on French radical philosophy
before the Revolution. He knew by heart Voltaire‘s work. He studied thoroughly Montesquieu (made his dissertation on him), made
very interesting notions on Condillac‘s sensualism as a revolutionary philosophy, Rousseau‘s thoughts on nature and society, pantheism and even ―modernized Spinoza‖ (Arvidson). He wrote a
number of articles and satires and political attacks on the freedom
of the press, on free markets, on finances, on ―True Freedom of the
Trade‖ and was one of the first philosophers to promote economic
liberalism, which meant something else in those days than today.
And he wrote very interestingly on Utopias: Monarchia Mentum,
Republica Mundi and Utopian Nature-State.
Hume said that errors in philosophy are ridiculous. Thorild‘s
fight in Sweden had started as a conflict in literature, but became
political and dangerous, which philosophically was not ridiculous
at all. He pursued militant attacks against aristocracy in favor of
the people. ―Aristocrats have become kakistocrats‖. ―People‖ was
for him equivalent to honesty and fairness in contrast to the decline
of the aristocrats. This makes him the first democratic poet in
Sweden, and he was greatly admired by Aleksis Kivi in Finland
and by August Stindberg both as a poet of the Göta-people and as
the writer of ―Magna Charta of Women‘s Liberation‖ in 1793. He
cannot be reduced just to his older days in Germany as a prominent Kant criticist in Latin and German, though he called Kantians
―transcendental tramps‖.
Does all this make him a lesser philosopher? Can philosophy be
radical statements without long theoretical explanations? Can philosophy be written in poetry? What is the native language of philosophy? Method or poetry? ―Poetry can never submit to exact
truth‖ (Hume). Does the whole Philosophy submit only to exact
truths or can it flow freely? Thorild calls Spinoza poet and not a
pantheist (―Spinosa, skald icke panteist‖). Should Hume be called
a poet in prose? Was Hume in a broad sense a poetical utopist?
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And Thorild as a revolutionary radical poet far greater a philosopher than has been so far commonly admitted?
The real task of Poetry is to learn Philosophy to speak [Thorild]
If pomp and etiquettes make machines out of men, it is the task of
the Poet to make Men again out of these machines [Lessing].
Translations from Swedish into English by Pekka Hongisto.
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Young, Edward. Conjectures on original composition. 1795.
— Complaint, or Night-Thoughts on Life, Death and Immorality. 1–
9. 1742–1746. Illustrated by William Blake.

Supplement
Thomas Thorild

The Royal Moon
or on Insanity in Politics
(being some [one] Chapters by a Traveller)
Verba pondero, non numero.
London (Febr. 1789)
Chap. 1.
And this then is glorious England! so
high in spirit and so low in fact! whose
boasting eminence is to pronounce proudly
the weighty sillables of Con-sti-tu-tion — a
word as mystic as Abracadabra, and at last
even as Idolatrous and dull!
Constitution, without public principle and true national sense is but
a stupid Idol, good for Court-popery and a staring devot mob.
And really this grand-patchery of a Regency! by the little cunning
fumbler of a mad king! this Majority of base parasites and sneakers for a
venal Favor! this quiet contempt of Common-sense, of plain Laws, of
decency! this darkness and stupid mystery in so clear a matter! all this
half-wit, imposture, impudence, prosperous at last, does it not prouve,
that the high Politics of England are but a mock, a trick, a juggle?
Hail, silly adoring multitude of Pittites! Thou art happy through a miracle: God has chosen the foolish things, and the base things, and things,
which are not, to bring to nought things that are. 1. Cor. 1. 27, 28. and
gleaming over you shines again the Royal Moon your divine light: and
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when her clearing beams reflect from your half-witty front, this oracle
may be read there: thrice blessed dullness!
Chap. 2.
Indeed Pittites, you were worth the pity of heaven. For as it is related
of the ancient hesperian mobs of stupid remembrance, that when their
dear Luna was labouring in her wane, they begun, as out of mind, a cry
of woe, ringing with horrid dim the bells, rattling and clinking with pans
and kettles, howling, stretching their arms to heaven in order to help or
recall her; even so, when this grand Royal Moon sunk deeper in her fatal
lead-colour, in her native gloom, o what a dreadful howling of you all! of
the quick-scented monotonous eternally barking dog of The World, of
the fanatic Old-woman of The Times, of all the pious dupes and splendid
drudges of ministry. —
In these moments I came to see and adore the first people on Earth:
and had the amazement to hear, in their temples of base superstition, that
this dreary moon-gloom was for the — Sins of the People.
Chap. 3.
I said: is this glorious England? or, how conceive that the influence of
a Court cannot be distinguished from the influence of Bedlam?
Let them be, I said, even so frantic adorers of the Moon: but is not the
Nation in all its Rights, that is, the Majesty of the People, the Sun —
whence this moon borrows her faint glimmering, and who creates the
bright day of glory and happiness to all?
Yes, so it seems.
But then comes Pitt, knight of the moonshine and grand Prophet of
the intellectual shades — and tells the wise-multitude of England: Night
is Day, Moon is Sun: One is more than millions, and I am the all of this
One.
The multitude bend their knees, snatches his graces, blesses his loads;
and the grandees sneak to be the parasites of a parasite.
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Chap. 4.
Fy! Fy! I exclaimed: a Britton born a king of his independence and
noble rights — such a kringer in bigottry, in politic shame and superstition! an idolatre of the fickle moon! base and dull! not worth the sweet
bliss of a Sunbeam!
Chap. 5.
But they call the king their Head. Then the stupid body must from
necessity trail itself after it, and obey, in various turns, its whim and
madness.
Ah there is the mysterious problem solved! No brain but in the head.
And, in consequence, all the brain of Great Brittain in this lunatic Head.
This is very clear. And all that I have seen, this prodigy of politic
vileness, is but this simple truth: mad is mad.
But what a principle this for glorious England, that the king is the
head of a nation; a principle, the highest of impudences, the lowest of
stupid lies!
Chap. 6.
Now the majestic Moon rose from its fatale wane. Thence the Feast
of candles, called Illumination.
It was the splendor of their returning sense, the eclat of their dull joy.
Mad men, I said, have not reason; but very often wit. But in all this
brilliancy of adulation, idolatry and base subjection — not a spark of wit.
―Long live the king!‖ ―For ever live the king!‖ ―Rejoice and sing, Long
live the king!» &c. — all plain dull vulgar superstition!
Why has not, thought I, this noble Duke in his window the Constitutional Rights on a little altar, which might rest upon a Moon almost at
full, with these words of Salomon above: The Lord is the guardian of
Fools. The only true embleme of the time.
I entered a Coffee-house, half ashamed, and half tired of the dull idolatrous show. I took a sheet of paper and wrote my Device for the lustrous night, to put in my ideal window:
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O might all kings recover!
I smiled at the grand hopeless wish; and burned the paper at the candle; and saw before me the noble feast of London — smoke, blaze and
vanity.
Chap. 7.
A Kings Person — is nothing without his personal exellencies: his
Majesty is that of his place, or, that of the People. — Is this king then, I
asked, so mightily divine, that all must be mad or wise with him? no. Is
he then so great a man, that all lives by his breath, relies upon his motion? no. Eh, if he be a common good man, a king as kings are — in the
name of heaven, you have then had hundered, and you will have thousand; and kings grow around you as mushrooms. A block is innocent till
you make of him a God. A commendable honest man, through your dull
worship, will be ridiculous, and the mock and scorn of all that has good
sense.
But this is your damnation, o pitiful Pittites! that the blessed, the glorious revolution, through which you have both existence and kingdom
and kings, both wealth and glory and religion and happiness, this revolution was, in your little most contemptible minds, not worthy of a candle!
And now; only the shade, the uncertain phantom of a king, throws you
into raptures.
So mighty is the least beam of the Royal Moon on sympatizing
brains!
Chap. 8.
Loyalty — magic word! what an heavenly asylum for base pusillanimous wretches!
I thought that the king served the State and not that the State served
the King. Yea, as there is but one State, or the Republic; so there is but
one public Virtue — the Fidelity of all to all, — or Republicanism. And
consequently — the king must be the first republican; or the first Rascal.
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Now, the stupid Loyalty, a shade of old gothic superstition — is the
reverse of this; and pretends that the People ought to be devoted to the
King in stead of the king being devoted to the People.
If in the brain of any king the mad idea could rise: I am higher than
the State, or, I am an Opposite to the State, — and he durst pronounce it:
then, in stead of the first Republican or the man of the People, he would
be but a splendid Rascalissimo: he would be first the mock, secondly the
scorn, thirdly the fiend of every true man.
What is then Loyalty? the idolatrous piety, the dull virtue of slaves.
And Republicanism? the free noble sentiment of every good man.
Chap. 9.
That truly is an idolatrous dull piety of slaves — to kneel down and
praise a Wife, that she has not run away from her sick husband, who has
loved her with so german a faith, and given of it so many living evidences!
Senators kneeling down, and adoring a petticoat!
But all this is Loyalty — that is explained: — sweet baseness.
Chap. 10.
Through this Loyalty, every king may be all, and every People nothing. Laws, liberty, grandeur of sentiment — will fall, faint, vanish. And
it is clear, that the least servile Loyalty, in its nature, is but a polite smile
of high — treason.
Therefore you will hear every perfidious desertor of the republic,
every base cringer for a king — call his perfidy and baseness Loyalty.
Thus one single person, vain, stupid, mad, treacherous, as it may
happen — will be opposed to the whole divine society of men. And these
will suffer Wars, Taxes, Fraud, Misery, — and sing and adore.
O shame! o idolatry!
* * *
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All this old stupid gothic Pomp of submissions, thankgivings, adoration, feasts, &c. are so many holds of tyranny, and all but the shining
beauties of slavery.
Yea, such is the dull despicable piety of slaves — that they will adore
a Quack, because he has done his duty: and in a science so dim and venturous, where the lowest fumbler may be an Apollo.
And the depth or height of servile bigottry and politic baseness is
such, that they will hymn a cunning steward, because he has fought for
his stewardship, and dully praise and extol the vile ridiculous hero of his
Self.
Virtue, Virtue, they cry, at his frigid decency, his servility of temper.
As if Virtue did consist in white cold blood as that of amphibious. It is
an old maxime: that designing dangerous minds always were sober,
grave, decent, nicely virtuous — that a false man never was seen got
drunk. They want this apparel and this prudence. But a free generous
man, suspicious of nothing, meets the cheering smile of friends, wine
and love, and every one, naturally, in these gay moments, is bonteous,
open, generous; which prouves the character of men of pleasure — these
men of brighter both sense and senses!
Yet you will for ever hear the dull pious multitude of servile soules
cry out: long live the virtuous Pitt! yes, yes, with cunning, catechism and
Tea!
And truly for good politic heathens no matter, that their God is of
wood. He is always their God.
Chap. 11.
Parties!
When the loyal rogues or slaves are many, they form a party.
Naturally there is but one party — that of the republic. But they who
do feel no shame of basely adoring a stupid idol — they have also the
mad impudence to profess themselves — the party of the King: that is,
the party of perfidious wretches.
For if the king himself be the first Republican, or if not, a Stuart, a
venturer of high-treason, what a cruel impudence to form a Reign of his
single person!
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The king is sworn to the State. His person, in the chance of succession, may be what you please. But Royalty is a Principle of the People, is
its revealed Majesty. Therefore to the Royalty it is you must be faithful,
not to the kings single person, which is the grand Zero of the State,
alone, empty and without any value.
Let there be another party of desperados, as they say. That would be
the other extreme. Both are detestable. In every Republic, as in Rome, it
is equally infamous — to be of the Party of a Catilina or of the Party of a
king. The one is a bold treason, the other is a base treason.
But it is impossible — that a true free Majority, can desert the Republic, that is, themselves. Whence is then a Majority for a King’s person?
He can buy them — for wealth and glory: that is, he can make them loyal. There is the mystery! What a madness to have given to a single man
all that is bright to fancy, dear to human wishes — and at the same time
pretend to Liberty!
In a Country of such a pitiful Constitution — an Opposition is a miracle of human sense and grandeur.
For they who form this opposition, have they not five senses? not a
fancy for brillant vanities? not a heart for pride? not a wish for wealth,
glory, high places?
What a power then inspires them? Ah, the natural divinity of a great
mind; the glow for true public Glory; the noble disdain of Servility.
Such was the Opposition in every Republic and in every age: equally
in Government, Sciences and Religion.
Remember the immortal heroic Opposition of Greece and Rome: of
every great Genius to sacred ignorance and despotic lies; nay! of every
Prophet, Moses, Jesus, Luther.
What a magnanimous Opposition now in France! and, in its little circuit, the sweet and bright glory of Geneva!
All that the world now has, and ever shall have — of blessedness and
grandeur, depends of an heroic genius of Opposition.
Chap. 12.
But let through a dull miracle of your fancy, an Opposition exsist
only for opposing. It will, as the temptations of the devil, do guard and
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exalt the piety of Saints, it will keep up the fainting wit and probity of
ministers.
Yet, there is a higher rule, tremendous for you, vile shades of a king,
miserable Pittites!
That is this:
As the King‘s Ministry disposes of all that is wealth and honor, that
is, of all that can enchant rogues and fools — so, in every sense, the character and number of opposition is the divine Standard of the Worth of a
Ministry.
Then every voice of Opposition is a voice of damnation. And on the
contrary, every voice for the ministry is naturally suspected as the voice
either of loyal base superstition or of venal roguery.
Every brightness of talents in opposition accuses ministry of dullness;
every spark of Magnanimity betrays an opposite vileness; every motion
for the Republic and Humanity infers on the other side fraud and tyranny. For if the Opposers have wit and honesty, whey should they be opposed to wit and honesty, opposed to themselves only to exclude themselves from wealth and high places: which is an absurdity. Hence every
splendor of Opposition either of number or high character or talents — is
an evident shame for Government. And because want of honesty naturally would induce them to court kings and snatch favors, it remains, as an
axiom, at last: Whenever an Opposition exsists, either this opposition is
blind mad, or Ministres are dunces or rogues.
But from all this it is clear: that in such a patched stupid Constitution,
where you have three Powers in stead of one: a vast kingly Band, opposed to the Commons; Lords, servants of an individual; a sovereign
Person in stead of a sovereign Principle — there all both safety and
glory of the Republic is in an Opposition.
* * *
And this then is glorious England? In Turkey they are contented with
a half Moon; but here they must have a whole.
―The king reigns in our hearts‖ what a stupid idolatrous language!
This should be said of God and Honor.
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And then all this loyal Ipecacuanha in the paragrafs of litterary
drudges!
O Pittites! insects of the moonshine! race of vileness! You have made
me contemn the Land I came to adore.
Always, a dull petty Person for the servile idolatry of this grand Mob,
instead of a noble eternal Principle.
They wanted a king: Well, there is one in the person of so noble a
Prince. They wanted a king: not a lame Regent, not an abracadabrous
phantom. He stood before them: the Law was plain: how simple! But
what is simplicity of reason and plainness of public Law — for a cunning Juggler, and a people that can be a juggler‘s mock?
He paid his vile suspicious compliments of Parricide and High treason to the Prince. But what is more striking: he told through his Plan and
Conduct the majestic People of England these very words: ―It is clear,
that you are all in your hearts Felons, that you wait only for a moment of
Perjury, Perfidy, Regicide; that in the instant of the Prince‘s accession,
you will laugh at your Oath and Honesty, trample your Laws and abandon the sacred king, doubly sacred in his utmost need of human kindness. It is clear, that you are the last, the most contemptible of mankind:
Therefore you shall have a Mad-reign‖. Said and done. They heard, and
blushed dully and adored.
What followed — the divisions, the noble indignation of the Irish, the
fire kindled in every worthy man‘s breast — the dreadfull prospect of
domestic wars — proves now that Salomon is right: the Lord is the
guardian of fools.
Now all is an oriental mystery, and a theocratic wonder, and one man
looks at the other and cannot distinguish Sun from Moon; and every foreigner feels the shame of the noble Britton; and all Europe smiles at the
grand Equivoque.
O glorious England! dost thou deserve a smile of disdain, or still a
tear of pity?
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DAVID HUME AND THE VOICE FROM HEAVEN
Rope Kojonen
Introduction
David Hume’s Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion (1779)
is one of the best books ever written on natural theology (the attempt to provide some publicly available evidence in support of
belief in God). The Dialogues’ great merit is that it is written as a
dialogue between a natural theologian, a mystical theologian and a
skeptic, and attempts to do justice to all three positions. The same
three parties are also present in modern-day debates. Some defend
belief in a theistic God using arguments, others try to make room
for a deeper and more mystical theology, and some are just skeptics about the existence of God. There are well-informed and intelligent people on both sides of the modern debate.
Recent decades have seen many serious defenses of natural theology. Modern natural theology is defended by Christian philosophers such as William Lane Craig, Robin Collins, J.P. Moreland
and Richard Swinburne, though there are also Christian philosophers critical of natural theology (e.g. Alvin Plantinga). A controversial defense of natural theology has also been provided by the
―Intelligent Design‖ movement, which argues that some properties
of nature are best explained by reference to the action of some intelligent agent, and criticizes Darwinian evolutionary theory. Mod-
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ern natural theologians have not accepted the Dialogues as the final word on the subject, and they formulate their arguments explicitly to avoid Hume’s objections to the argument. To continue to
be relevant, Humean arguments must be reformulated and new
criticisms have to be developed.
In this paper, I will focus on an important, but seldom discussed
aspect of natural theology: thought experiments. Hume’s Dialogues contains one such thought experiments by Cleanthes, as well
as a response from Demea and Philo. I will quote the example below, but for now I will paraphrase its idea: If all men simultaneously heard a voice from heaven teach wise things, would it not
be reasonable to believe that it has an intelligent, personal cause, in
spite of philosophical ideas which purport to make this impossible? And does this show the reasonability of design arguments?
Hume discusses this question, and thus his Dialogues forms a good
starting point for developing criticisms of modern thought experiments in support of design arguments.
In my paper, I discuss five thought experiments. These are
Cleanthes’ voice from heaven, William Dembski’s incredible talking Pulsar, the movie Contact, Michael Behe’s ―survivor‖ and John
Leslie’s God in the particles. My modern examples thus come
mostly from the Intelligent Design movement, with John Leslie as
the notable exception. I also discuss the nature and logical structure of such thought experiments, and the conclusions we can
make from them.
The Design Argument
To understand the arguments of this paper, some knowledge of
design arguments is necessary. Even after Hume, many people
continue to feel that the beauty, rational orderliness and the useful
arrangements of the universe reveal the existence, power and wisdom of its Creator. Design arguments based on the universe’s
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properties aim to be empirical arguments to give evidence of the
existence of a wise creator or at least an intelligent designer with
very great capabilities. Whereas metaphysical proofs of the existence of God often begin with the question ―why is there something rather than nothing‖, design arguments begin with the question ―why is that which exists the way it is?‖
Modern design arguments can be broadly divided into two categories. First, there are cosmic design arguments based on the overall rationality of the cosmos and the fine-tuning of natural constants benefiting life. These arguments are defended by a broad variety of theistic thinkers and are generally thought to be compatible
with mainstream scientific views. Secondly, there are biological
design arguments based on the apparently purposeful order of biological organisms. The Intelligent Design movement (ID) is an example of a controversial defense of design arguments, because of
its criticism of evolutionary theory and its intrusion into the realm
of naturalistic science.
The design argument is understood in the Dialogues to work by
analogy. Cleanthes argues as follows: “The curious adapting of
means to ends, throughout all nature, resembles exactly, though it
much exceeds, the productions of human contrivance; of human
design, thought, wisdom, and intelligence. Since, therefore, the effects resemble each other, we are led to infer, by all the rules of
analogy, that the causes also resemble.” (Dialogues, part I) In the
modern discussion, the understanding of the design argument as an
analogy has been questioned. For example, the design argument
can also be formulated as an inference to the best explanation. Because of this many of Hume’s criticisms do not apply directly to
modern design arguments. This is not the subject of this paper,
however (see Ratzsch 2010 for more discussion).
Cleanthes’ thought experiment comes after several criticisms of
this argument by Philo (Dialogues, part II). First, for Philo, repeated observation is the only reliable way to demonstrate the
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connection of cause and effect. Because we have not observed the
generation of several universes, we cannot make general claims
about what is required to make one. Secondly, Philo argues that
there is a profound dissimilarity between human works of art and
the cosmos, rendering analogical design arguments unsound.
The Voice From Heaven
In response to Philo’s criticism, Cleanthes presents thought experiments, starting with the following:
Suppose, therefore, that an articulate voice were heard in the clouds,
much louder and more melodious than any which human art could
ever reach; suppose that this voice were extended in the same instant
over all nations and spoke to each nation in its own language and dialect; suppose that that the words delivered not only contain a just
sense and meaning, but convey some instruction altogether worthy of
a benevolent Being superior to mankind — could you possibly hesitate a moment concerning the cause of this voice, and must you not
instantly ascribe it to some design or purpose? Yet I cannot see but all
the same objections (if they merit that appellation) which lie against
the system of theism may also be produced against this inference (Dialogues, part III).

Cleanthes argues that Philo’s objections could also be used
against this inference. We could argue that we have no example of
any previous event like this, and therefore an inductive inference
won’t work. We would need to observe several such voices caused
by divine beings before being able to make the inference. An analogical inference could be criticized because of the many dissimilarities between human voices and the divine voice. No human
voice could be so powerful, and no human so virtuous and wise.
The vocal chords required to produce such a voice would be difficult to imagine, and so on. Cleanthes argues that such objections
are intuitively absurd, and this reveals the emptiness of Philo’s
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scepticism: “You see clearly your own objections in these cavils;
and I hope too, you see clearly that they cannot possibly have more
force in one case than in the other.”
Cleanthes’ though experiment is an attempt to test the cogency
of Philo’s sceptical arguments by applying them to a new case. It is
a reductio ad absurdum where Cleanthes is trying to show the falsity of Philo’s premises by extending them to their logical (but intuitively absurd) conclusion. His argument is that either Philo’s
sceptical arguments also work against the evidence in the thought
experiment, or they do not work at all. So Philo should either reject the intuitive conclusion of design in the case of the voice of
heaven, or also accept it in the biological world. For Cleanthes, the
design argument works both in the case of the voice and of the
cosmos.
Thought experiments such as the ―voice from heaven‖ are vehicles to explore our concepts and their relations by supposing
some counterfactual situation. They are quite common in science
and philosophy. Thought experiments have been used by scientists
like Galileo Galilei (1564–1642) and Albert Einstein (1879–1955)
to great effect, showing the incoherence of rival theories. Famous
thought experiments include the ―brain in a vat‖, arguing the possibility that our perceptions are just illusions, ―monkeys and typewriters‖, arguing that chance can generate order given infinite resources, and Searle’s ―Chinese room‖, designed to show that computers do not think or understand. Thought experiments are varied,
and their simple classification is difficult. Some thought experiments assume only the logical possibility of their example, while
others assume situations that could realistically occur in our known
universe.
The significance of thought experiments is disputed. Some argue that thought experiments are unreliable guides to philosophical
and scientific truths because of their counterfactual nature. However, the majority opinion seems to side with the thought experi-
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menters. As long as the background assumptions of thought experiments are not too bizarre, they serve well to test our concepts.
Thought experiments provide a test of the adequacy of our models,
concepts and intuitions. In both philosophical and scientific discourse, our intuitions and models built to support them are important. (For some varying opinions of thought experiments, see
Häggvist 1996, Sorensen 1992 and Wilkes 1988)
Other Thought Experiments
I now move on to analyze modern thought experiments, beginning with the Intelligent Design movement. In his article “On the
very possibility of the design argument” ID theorist William
Dembski formulates a thought experiment on the ―Incredible Talking Pulsar‖. His purpose is to show that the detection of supernatural design is in principle possible, and thus the exclusion of design from consideration of possible explanations is not rational.
Suppose that a pulsar star some billions of light years away emits
regular radio magnetic signals, which are found to be a message in
Morse code. As the worldwide scientific community studies the
signal, the pulsar identifies itself as “the mouthpiece of Yahweh,
the God of both Old and New Testaments, the Creator of the universe, the final Judge of humankind.” To confirm this claim, the
pulsar agrees to answer any questions we might put to it. Soon,
through the messages, medical doctors learn how to cure AIDS,
archaeologists find lost civilizations, physicists find their unifying
theory of the forces of nature, and mathematicians obtain proofs
for problems which are impossible to solve without infinite computational resources. Dembski argues that this would be clear evidence of divine design.
Dembski himself acknowledges the outlandishness of his example: Probably no theologian would expect God to reveal himself
in this way. Thus the example is for Dembski a mere logical possi-
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bility, not something that would realistically happen. However, for
him the example demonstrates that “Design has at least the possibility of becoming perfectly evident.” This then opens up the possibility of considering whether we have at least some evidence of
design in our universe. Dembski goes on to argue that design can
also be the best explanation for some pattern of nature even if it
the evidence is not quite as strong as in his example. He uses the
thought experiment to simply to open us to consider evidence several further questions: “Q1. Have any events that would constrain
us to postulate design actually occurred, and if so, what are they?
Q2. How subtle can the evidence for design be and still constrain
us to postulate design? In particular, what methods of inquiry
would enable us reliably to detect these more subtle instances of
design? Q3. Why isn‟t the evidence for design as obvious as it
might be?” (Dembski 1994)
The ID movement also uses less outlandish examples from
science fiction and from human life. Dembski, Behe and Meyer
have all referenced SETI pioneer Carl Sagan’s science fiction book
Contact (1985, also as a movie in 1997) as an example of how we
might detect the existence of nonhuman intelligence. In Contact, a
signal from space is found to contain a long series of prime numbers and the blueprints for a vast machine. The signal is understood to be a message from an alien civilization. The ID’ers argue
that this conclusion would be the only reasonable one, and it
would be foolish to insist that we search for a materialistic, nonpersonal explanation for the message. This is thought to show how
nonhuman design can in principle be detected. The ID theorists go
on to argue that just the same type of order is also found in nature,
for example in the genetic information of organisms, and that this
provides evidence that life is intelligently designed: the existence
of its features can only be explained if we suppose the operation of
a mind (e.g. Meyer 2009, similarly Dembski 2005, 30).
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Thought experiments are also used outside the Intelligent Design movement. In his influential book Universes (1986), philosopher John Leslie also uses thought experiments to show that many
objections to the design argument are unreasonable. For example,
it has been argued that we cannot have evidence of design, because
(1) this is the only universe we have observed, (2) it is unreasonable to seek for an explanation for the properties of the laws of nature, since the laws are themselves the fundamental reality, and (3)
there is nothing mysterious about the fact that natural laws allow
for life, because otherwise we couldn’t be here.
Responding to these arguments, Leslie formulates his thought
experiment: “the question-begging would be obvious were electron
microscopes to reveal that particles regularly formed long chains
which spelled out „GOD CREATED THE UNIVERSE‟, this then
being shown to result inevitably from basic physics” (Leslie 1986,
109). If it is valid to claim that we cannot have evidence of divine
design because this is the only universe, then surely the pattern
―GOD CREATED THE UNIVERSE‖ as a result of natural laws
also would be evidence of design. Likewise, if seeking to explain
the basic laws of nature is unreasonable, then wouldn’t it be unreasonable even if the basic laws created the pattern? Furthermore, of
course we could not observe the pattern if it did not exist, but this
does not yet provide an explanation for the pattern. Leslie argues
that the order of the cosmos we observe is also reasonable to explain by reference to the action of a deity, even if the evidence for
divine design is not as obvious as in the example.
Structure of the Argument
Though there are differences in the above thought experiments,
it seems that all of them have roughly the following logical form:
1. Model X says that we cannot have evidence of design unless condition Y.
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2. In hypothetical situation Z, we have evidence of design, even
though condition Y is not fulfilled.
3. Therefore, model X is faulty and not a trustworthy guide to evaluating design arguments.

Thought experiments thus act as evidence against any model of
design detection which does not make sense of the situations imagined. For example, suppose that model X argues that we cannot
have evidence of supernatural design unless we already have previous evidence of the existence of this same supernatural intelligent being. The ―voice from heaven‖ and other thought experiments seem to show that this model is false: we can at least imagine situations where we would have evidence of supernatural design even without fulfilling the condition of prior evidence.
Thought experiments also act as defenses of the premise that if
something functions as evidence of design in the context of human
artifactuality, then it can function as evidence of design even outside of this context.
What are we to think of this argument? Though I will soon develop some criticisms, I would argue that these thought experiments actually works against some common criticisms of natural
theology. For example, consider the objection that design cannot
be a good explanation for the order of the universe, because only
natural and reductionistic explanations are good explanations (e.g.
Dawkins 2006, chapter 4). Would this be a reasonable answer to
the situations in the analogies? Faced with a voice from heaven
and ―MADE BY YHWH‖ marks on all particles, would we still insist that only a reductionistic and non-purposeful explanation is
good enough, and that there is no explanatory value to the idea that
there is a mind is needed to create such a voice? I do not think so.
Yet if we should always prefer reductionistic and materialistic explanations over ones involving purposes and minds, then this
would also make it irrational to accept design in these hypothetical
situations. This seems to count against these defenses of material-
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ism. (Of course, Dawkins’ arguments are of course also otherwise
problematic, as has been shown by numerous critiques.)
Criticism of the Argument
Now it could still be, even given the thought experiments, that
evidence for divine design or using design to increase our understanding of the world is conceptually impossible. This can be true
if the concept of divine design is itself somehow contradictory.
Then perhaps the thought experiments themselves are confused.
Some thinkers in the modern debate on theism and atheism have
argued in this way. Some even argue that even the concept of human design is incoherent: in reality, consciousness is an illusion.
However, such views are rather extreme and not accepted as reasonable by the majority commenters.
Though the ID theorists and other defenders of the design argument often use thought experiments, they are more rarely commented on by the naturalistic critics of these arguments. Robert
Pennock’s analysis of Dembski’s “Incredible Talking Pulsar” and
the analysis of Del Ratzsch’s bulldozer in space provided by Mark
Perakh and Matt Young provide two exceptions. Pennock argues
that Dembski’s example is misleading because of the difference
between the Talking Pulsar and the biological evidence: “in each
case we infer an intelligent signaller not because these are cases
of complex specified information in a generic sense, but because
the pattern of information matches a previously known pattern that
we associate with intelligence” (Pennock 1999, 254).
Mark Perakh and Matt Young similarly argue that Ratzsch’s example of an alien bulldozer, recognizable as designed despite our
lack of knowledge about the designer, is misleading. After all, the
bulldozer can still be recognized as a bulldozer, leading to much
knowledge about the designer’s characteristics and purposes. It also has signs of artifactuality. Organisms, on the other hand, do not
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have such a clear purpose for their designer, and have the capability of undergoing evolution. Thus differences between the thought
experiments and the evidence we actually have is crucial for the
critics: “We know nothing whatsoever about the alleged disembodied designer of the intelligent design theory or about what that
designer‟s creations should look like. The case is therefore very
different from bulldozers and poems. A reference to such a designer lacks explanatory power (Perakh & Young 2006, 194–195).
It seems to me that in these responses to thought experiments,
critics of the design argument make some important concessions to
defenders of the design argument. The critics affirm here that “a
previously known pattern” which we associate with intelligence
can be evidence of design even outside the context of human activity. Thus the in principle possibility of evidence for design is admitted, and many objections to design arguments have to be
waived. However, because thought experiments are hypothetical,
they do not themselves provide evidence of design, but only test
our concepts. This leaves open a number of criticisms of the design
argument, such as the idea that there is a crucial difference between our situation and the thought experiments.
I will now sketch some more durable Humean criticisms of
these thought experiments. I do not argue that these criticisms are
unanswerable. However, to me they are still the best criticisms of
these thought experiments. First, the order of nature is different
from the cases in these analogies, and the evidence for design thus
isn’t as strong as in the thought experiments. In the Dialogues, Philo argues that the order of the cosmos is not like human artefacts,
but can also be compared to other types of order, such as that of
vegetables which seem to grow by themselves. Philo argues that
the differences make it possible to argue that even if there is an
analogy to the human mind in the cause, this analogy is at best
very distant.
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I would supplant this line of argument using Del Ratzsch’s indepth analysis of design arguments. Ratzsch differentiates between
several markers of intelligent design used in the human context.
The strongest kind is ―mind affinity‖. For example, on reading a literary work, the structure appears so clearly rational to the human
mind that we feel like we can almost get in touch with the author’s
mind. The idea that there is a designer is forced on us in a way that
does not depend on our prior knowledge that humans produce
books. Many of the situations in the thought experiments, such as
the voice from heaven, are examples of mind affinity. But Ratzsch
also defines other types of evidence which we use to detect design
in the human context, such as ―mind correlativity‖, a weaker sort
of commonality with our mind. The order of the universe does indeed appear rational to us, and science depends on this supposition, but the rationality is not the rationality of a message. Ratzsch
argues that this order does give evidence of design even outside
the human context: if some property is evidence of design in the
human context, then it will be evidence for design even outside the
context of known human activity. However, his distinction could
also be used to argue, as Hume does, the difference between the
order of the cosmos and the thought experiments (Ratzsch 2001).
The second line of Humean criticism I would develop is the religious criticism of natural theology. In the Dialogues, both Demea
and Philo argue that the design argument can only show the existence of some powerful and wise intelligent creator, but that this is
still far for the God of Christian theism, for Demea the ―greatest
possible being‖ (Dialogues, part IV). Philo also uses the problem
of natural evil to argue the same point. The design argument is arguably a sort of ―problem of natural good‖ for the atheist: if there
is no God, why is the order of nature so rational? Philo uses the
problem of natural evil to argue that the order of nature is actually
not that good, and that the hypothesis of a good creator does not
make sense. At most we might say that the Creator is of an un-
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known nature, having only a distant analogy to the human mind
(Dialogues, part X).
Design arguments require an account which leaves room for a
realistic description of God as a designer, though acknowledging
that God is much more (such as the ground of being). While
Hume’s particular criticisms can be contested, the general line of
argument is nevertheless sound. I would supplant this line of argument with some broader theological arguments. For example, it
can be argued that the rationality of religious communities and beliefs is based on quite broad grounds, not just the arguments of
natural theology, which many deeply religious people are even unaware of (see e.g. Vainio 2010). When emphasizing the need for
evidence for belief, there is the danger of scientism: the idea that
this evidence must be scientific in nature. Scientism would negate
the power of everyday and religious experience and the role of religious communities and authorities in forming religious beliefs,
which would be devastating for traditional Christianity (Stenmark
2001). And if God is thought of primarily as a designer, then it is
easily missed that the doctrine of creation is not about physics so
much as about the dependence of all things on their Creator (Cunningham 2010).
Conclusion
In conclusion, David Hume’s Dialogues Concerning Natural
Religion continues to be relevant for the current discussion on natural theology and design arguments. Thought experiments such as
the voice from heaven represent just one class of arguments that
are still being repeated today. They function to test our models of
how we could have evidence of both human and divine design. I
have argued that the thought experiments do provide evidence
against some models of how we detect design, namely those models which rule out the possibility of evidence for design a priori.
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For example, the argument that we cannot seek explanations for
the universe’s basic laws or that we cannot have evidence of design, since we have only observed one universe, seem faulty.
However, in the Dialogues, the thought experiments do not
mark the end of the discussion in the favour of the natural theologian. Rather, Hume shows us how to develop a more enduring critique of these thought experiments and design arguments. These
are based on the following premises: (1) the order of nature is different from the cases in these analogies, and the evidence for design thus isn’t as strong as in the thought experiments, and (2) religious belief in God, in any case, requires more than the design argument. These counterarguments aim more at limiting the power
of design arguments and opening up the possibility for scepticism
rather than a proof against the very possibility of design arguments. Thus they make it possible to formulate a response which
takes the thought experiments into account.
Defenders of the design argument, on the other hand, need to
argue the broader theological and religious case, as well (as is indeed done in e.g. Craig & Moreland 2010). If they present a problem of natural good for atheists, this can be balanced with a discussion of the problem of natural evil. Thought experiments can be
expanded into a full-fledged defense of the logic of design arguments, and design arguments need to be linked to the wider discussion on theism and religion. All of these issues are discussed in
Hume’s Dialogues, and thus the work continues to be important
for the modern discussion of design arguments.
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HUME IN THE EMPIRE OF METAPHYSICS
Mikhail Mikeshin
It is well-known what Hume tells us of metaphysics. I remind
his words from the first chapter of his Enquiry Concerning Human
Understanding1:
Moral philosophy, or the science of human nature, may be treated
after two different manners; each of which has its peculiar merit, and
may contribute to the entertainment, instruction, and reformation of
mankind.

Here is the first type of philosophy:
The one considers man chiefly as born for action; and as influenced in his measures by taste and sentiment pursuing one object, and
avoiding another, according to the value which these objects seem to
The research is supported by the RFH grant № 10-03-00667a. I also thank
the Helsinki Collegium for Advanced Studies for excellent working conditions
provided for my researches. Illustrations taken from http://www.myspace.com/
giocher/photos/albums/album/1325254.
1
Hume D. An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding, and Concerning the
Principles of Morals. Reprinted from The Posthumous Edition of 1777, and
Edited with Introduction, Comparative Tables of Contents, and Analytical Index
by L.A. Selby-Bigge, M.A., Late Fellow of University College, Oxford. Second
Edition, 1902. Section I. Of the different species of philosophy.
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possess, and according to the light in which they present themselves.
<…> this species of philosophers <…> make us feel the difference
between vice and virtue; they excite and regulate our sentiments <…>

The second type of philosophy is metaphysics:
The other species of philosophers consider man in the light of a
reasonable rather than an active being, and endeavour to form his understanding more than cultivate his manners. They regard human nature as a subject of speculation; and with a narrow scrutiny examine
it, in order to find those principles, which regulate our understanding,
excite our sentiments, and make us approve or blame any particular
object, action, or behaviour. They <…> push on their enquiries to
principles more general, and rest not satisfied till they arrive at those
original principles, by which, in every science, all human curiosity
must be bounded.

Each of the above described types has its advantages and disadvantages:
It is certain that the easy and obvious philosophy will always, with
the generality of mankind, have the preference above the accurate and
abstruse; and by many will be recommended, not only as more agreeable, but more useful than the other. It enters more into common life
<…> On the contrary, the abstruse philosophy, being founded on a
turn of mind, which cannot enter into business and action, vanishes
when the philosopher leaves the shade, and comes into open day; nor
can its principles easily retain any influence over our conduct and behaviour. <…>

There follows an excellent description of exoteric ‗easy philosophy‘ and the esoteric ‗abstract reasoner‘, who ―lives remote from
communication with mankind, and is wrapped up in principles and
notions equally remote from their comprehension‖, but I have to
omit it and move to the Humean ideal:
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The most perfect character is supposed to
lie between those extremes; retaining an
equal ability and taste for books, company,
and business <…> In order to diffuse and
cultivate so accomplished a character, nothing can be more useful than compositions
of the easy style and manner, which draw
not too much from life, require no deep application or retreat to be comprehended
<…> By means of such compositions, virtue becomes amiable, science agreeable,
company instructive, and retirement entertaining.

The choice of the philosopher‘s position is defined by the human empiria:
Man is a reasonable being; and as such, receives from science his
proper food and nourishment: But so narrow are the bounds of human
understanding, that little satisfaction can be hoped for in this particular, either from the extent of security or his acquisitions. Man is a sociable, no less than a reasonable being: But neither can he always enjoy company agreeable and amusing, or preserve the proper relish for
them. Man is also an active being; and from that disposition, as well
as from the various necessities of human life, must submit to business
and occupation: But the mind requires some relaxation, and cannot
always support its bent to care and industry. It seems, then, that nature
has pointed out a mixed kind of life as most suitable to the human
race <…>

And then follows Hume‘s famous: ―Be a philosopher; but,
amidst all your philosophy, be still a man.‖
Hume, however, finds some words to defend metaphysics:
…as the matter is often carried farther, even to the absolute rejecting
of all profound reasonings, or what is commonly called metaphysics
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<…> one considerable advantage, which results from the accurate
and abstract philosophy, is, its subserviency to the easy and humane;
which, without the former, can never attain a sufficient degree of exactness in its sentiments, precepts, or reasonings. <…> An artist must
be better qualified to succeed in this undertaking, who, besides a delicate taste and a quick apprehension, possesses an accurate knowledge
of the internal fabric, the operations of the understanding, the workings of the passions, and the various species of sentiment which discriminate vice and virtue. <…> Accuracy is, in every case, advantageous to beauty, and just reasoning to delicate sentiment. In vain
would we exalt the one by depreciating the other.

And at this very moment Hume warns us that metaphysics is
not a source of accuracy only:
But this obscurity in the profound and abstract philosophy, is objected
to, not only as painful and fatiguing, but as the inevitable source of
uncertainty and error. <…> Here indeed lies the justest and most
plausible objection against a considerable part of metaphysics, that
they are not properly a science; but arise either from the fruitless efforts of human vanity, which would penetrate into subjects utterly inaccessible to the understanding, or from the craft of popular superstitions, which, being unable to defend themselves on fair ground, raise
these intangling brambles to cover and protect their weakness <…>

Philosophers must turn from false to true metaphysics:
The only method of freeing learning, at once, from these abstruse
questions, is to enquire seriously into the nature of human understanding, and show, from an exact analysis of its powers and capacity,
that it is by no means fitted for such remote and abstruse subjects.
<…> Accurate and just reasoning is the only catholic remedy, fitted
for all persons and all dispositions; and is alone able to subvert that
abstruse philosophy and metaphysical jargon <…> there are many
positive advantages, which result from an accurate scrutiny into the
powers and faculties of human nature.
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It is possible that ―we can go no farther than this mental geography, or delineation of the distinct parts and powers of the
mind.‖ However,
Some instances, especially late ones, of success in these enquiries,
may give us a juster notion of the certainty and solidity of this branch
of learning. And shall we esteem it worthy the labour of a philosopher
to give us a true system of the planets, and adjust the position and order of those remote bodies <…> Astronomers had long contented
themselves with proving, from the phaenomena, the true motions, order, and magnitude of the heavenly bodies: Till a philosopher, at last,
arose, who seems, from the happiest reasoning, to have also determined the laws and forces, by which the revolutions of the planets are
governed and directed. The like has been performed with regard to
other parts of nature.

So, inspired by Isaac Newton‘s success, we would be happy,
if we can unite the boundaries of the different species of philosophy, by reconciling profound enquiry with clearness, and truth
with novelty! <…> And still more happy, if, reasoning in this easy
manner, we can undermine the foundations of an abstruse philosophy,
which seems to have hitherto served only as a shelter to superstition,
and a cover to absurdity and error!

Thus, Hume proposes to solve the problem of metaphysics in
the spirit of Newton‘s hypotheses non fingo. Metaphysicians are
philosophers who strive to explain ‗how and on what principles the
world (or its important part) is arranged‘. To be convincing, they
develop as accurate systems as they can. Instead, or, better, together with that, Hume says, following Newton, they should turn to
their principles and stop to concoct them. Any principia should describe well what we see and feel, and ‗to explain‘ means to go not
more than one step further, as the law of gravitation, being itself
unexplained, explains orbits of planets, says Newton. Philosophi-
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cal principles, says Hume, should appeal to our common sense and
fit to our thoroughly studied thoughts, feelings, deeds, and values.
If we want to be precise, we should first of all describe the human
being as the social being that lives inside society. Consequently,
we cannot use as our principle any principle that is formulated as if
we can make one step further, out of the human world, and take a
position ‗out there‘ to see ourselves ‗from above‘, as God does. In
any of our explorations we should remain human.
The Humean ‗science of human nature‘ is a Newtonian science
in the above mentioned sense. The Humean science is just human,
it is aware of its boundaries as the limits of human cognition; and
human cognition, to stay human and not to imaginatively trespass
its natural limits, should be in this sense empirical, skeptical, accurate and ironic.
* * *
Metaphysics rules and thrives now at universities. Here is an
advertisement from the official site of the University of Helsinki:
By longstanding tradition in the University of Helsinki, the philosophy faculty is divided into two major areas, the practical and the theoretical <…> the division corresponds to the idea that practical philosophy centers on human activity <…> Theoretical philosophy in turn
centers on the question of the nature of reality as a whole and how
<…> the world can be known.2

And this is the main mission of a Master‘s course of Metaphysics at the Central European University (Budapest):
The course offers a general introduction into some of the major problems of contemporary analytic metaphysics. Metaphysics is a study of
the most general categories in order to answer the questions what is
real and what are the ultimate constituents of reality.3
2
3

http://www.helsinki.fi/socialandmoralphilosophy/
http://philosophy.ceu.hu/courses/20102011/metaphysics
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The majority of the interested discusses whether Hume is empiricist or
rationalist, skeptic or completely controversial, ironic or muddle-head.
Thus, they decisively co-opt him into
the glorious cohort of metaphysicians. Of course, Hume plays his role
for metaphysics, it was due to his
skepticism and criticism metaphysicians had to revise some of their principles. There surely is a ‗metaphysical projection‘ of Hume, the ‗metaphysical dimension‘ of his philosophy. Metaphysicians dig it up to make of it a reasonable and coherent metaphysical construction to ascribe it to Hume.
Again, at the Central European University the students are told
in the Master‘s course Hume’s Metaphysics:
Many contemporary views in metaphysics are called ‗Humean‘ which
indicates that one of the most important early modern sources of our
contemporary metaphysical outlook is Hume‘s philosophy. However,
the interpretation of Hume‘s original texts is as controversial as the
exact relation between his work and his followers‘ alleged ‗Humeanism‘.4

Peter Strawson in his classification hesitated to call ironical
Hume ‗a metaphysician‘ and separated him from both revisionists
like Descartes, Berkley and Leibniz, and descriptive metaphysicians like Aristotle and Kant.5
4

http://philosophy.ceu.hu/courses/20102011/humes-metaphysics
Стросон П.Ф. Индивиды. Опыт дескриптивной метафизики / Пер. с англ.
В.Н. Брюшинкина, В.А. Чалого; под ред. В.Н. Брюшинкина. Калининград:
Изд-во РГУ им. И. Канта, 2009. 328 с. С. 8 (Strawson P. Individuals. An Attempt of Descriptive Metaphysics. Kaliningrad, 2009. A Russian translation).
5
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In Russia we have ‗etatism‘ in philosophy. This is a special
streak of local metaphysics. Metaphysics that wants to occupy ‗the
third point‘ ‗outside‘, ‗above‘ this world and human beings, easily
mixes up with the position of the state ‗above‘ the society. Besides,
in the country, especially in the Russian thought, the state, together
with the Orthodox religion (or the Communist ideology, or Slavofilism, or Putinism — you name it) always claims to be the only
form of human unity, of organization and of the collective reason.
Russians have mostly been quite experienced in European philosophy. As independent thinker Andrei Bolotov declared at the end
of the 18th century, he ―used to roam in the extensive steppes of
metaphysics <...> and to get acquainted with systems and thoughts
of the most glorious philosophers of the last centuries, and met
personally that great, or, to put it plainly, incoherent Kant‖.6 And
the most enlightened and, because of this, the most un-metaphysical thinkers of the country are to be found on the throne. Catherine the Great ironically remarks:
If a man is a philosopher, he cannot be a cleric, and if he is a cleric,
he cannot be a philosopher. Definitely, the metaphysical confusion
that some now consider to be philosophy can perfectly get along with
clerics, Jews, and pagans, but it is incompatible with the common
human mind.7
6

«…скажу что и мне случилось таки в свой век побродить по обширным
степям метафизики <...> и спознаться с системами и мыслями славнейших
философов последних веков, а великого или прямее сказать бестолкового
Канта лично самому видать» (Cited from: Newlin Th. The Voice in the Garden: Andrei Bolotov and the Anxieties of Russian Pastoral, 1738–1833. Evanston (Illinois): Northwestern University Press, 2001. P. 192. Appendix).
7
«Если человек — философ, то он не может быть духовным лицом; а если
он духовное лицо, то не может быть философом. Разумеется, тот
метафизический сумбур, который нынче некоторые выдают за философию,
может всего лучше уживаться с попами, жидами и язычниками, но только
он несовместим со здравым человеческим умом» [Екатерина. Русский
архив. 1886. Кн. 1. С. 235].
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Hume in my country is mostly an idealist, individualist, extremist, agnostic, and subjectivist. And his main service to the humanity,
for sure, consists in ―waking Kant from his dogmatic slumbers.‖
It seems, that for the last couple of centuries thinkers in some
corners of the world are constantly trying to find decent occupations aside from metaphysics, to invent new philosophical languages. ‗The empire of metaphysics‘, at least its enclave in my
country, often reacts to these searches like this: they are announced
to be various manifestations of the mental illness that has stroke
philosophy. Its last healthy state was that of the Hegelian system,
or positivism, or Marxism, at the latest. Then there came the gloom
of Nietzsche‘s lunatic asylum. The philosopher became insane. Or,
as Leo Tolstoy said about Chekhov: ―He has nothing firm in him,
and especially he has no window into the religious.‖
So, to what direction does Hume lead us from metaphysics? He
escapes from the shell of the self-confident mind to the variety of
human activities, and to the human sociality.
Professor Peter Jones, to whom I mostly owe my inspiration in
conversations with Hume, writes in his abstract sent to this conference:
Profoundly influenced by both Cicero and by French authors and elite
society, Hume readily adopted Addison‘s view that the key lay in
‗conversation‘. He had already prepared volumes of ‗essays‘ for publication, and this format enabled him to reflect on both the nature and
merits of conversation, and their possible textual analogues. French
writers had held that conversation is the cement of society and, in endorsing that conclusion, Hume sought to provide an adequate philosophical grounding for it. Scholarly Parisian friends such as d‘Alembert, along with other members of the élite intellectual salons,
enriched understanding of what an ideal notion of ‗conversation‘
would be: but this left unresolved the question of whether its virtues
could be captured in any textual form for promulgation among absent
readers <…> left unresolved the issue of how to ensure understanding
across widely different contexts <…>
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Hume ventures to form his position in practice by writing his
History of England, in which he tries to get rid of any preassigned
party historiosophy, that is, any metaphysical principles, and, at the
same time, to preserve the exactness of his reasonings. And, as
Scottish historian Nick Phillipson presumes, ―no one could have
pleaded less dogmatically than Hume‖. Then Phillipson continues:
Believing that history is a science means believing in a past which exists independently of the historian and is recoverable by him. It means
believing in the possibility of authoritative history and in historians
who are able to legislate for their readers. But Hume‘s discursive philosophical history is not in the least authoritative. It is written for
those who are curious about their past, and want to rethink the stories
they have been told about the worlds they have lost. He sets agendas
for those who want to discuss <…> His history is discursive in the
sense that it is designed to generate conversation and reflection
among his readers <…> There is nothing in the History and nothing
in Hume's philosophy to allow him to legislate historiographically for
his readers.
And this from the man who saw in philosophical history the
framework out of which a science of man could be constructed. The
primary purpose of that science of man had been to <…> liberate
human beings from the priestcraft of historians as it was to liberate
them from the clerics.8

Philosophers always try to work with contents, but they can
deal with (mostly) forms, forms of thoughts, forms of communications. When we organize communication (talks, texts), we cannot
predict how it will develop, what will happen in it, and in what it
will result. We can try to organize its forms and restrictive rules
and observe them. It is like to be a scientist who cannot predict results of her explorations, but, to keep them ‗scientific‘, she has to
8

Phillipson N. David Hume: The Philosopher as Historian. L.: Penguin Books,
2011 (cited from the Amazon electronic edition, location 2600).
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observe the rules accepted by a certain research community. Presumably, a philosopher‘s role is very ‗simple‘ and formulated already by Socrates: to organize and support a dialog in correspondence with certain rules (which a philosopher more often does not
declare, and sometimes they are just her intuitions). I like Socrates‘s aspiration and skill to ‗mix‘ a dialog, but I do not like his
‗substation‘ (the idea of Good, ―know yourself,‖ and other metaphysics). Not to impose the contents, but to propose a form of discussion. Any philosophical conception is in this sense a ‗frame‘. It
does not ‗enslave‘, but ‗liberates, creates and proposes a ‗working
space‘, thinking conditions — bad or better ones. A philosopher
makes a medium by sending her messages, and her collocutors also send their messages to constantly change the medium.
For I am sure that ―philosophy is more a matter of passionate
vision than of logic. <…> Place yourself similarly at the centre of
a man's philosophic vision and you understand at once all the different things it makes him write or say. But keep outside, use your
post-mortem method, try to build the philosophy up out of the single phrases, taking first one and then another and seeking to make
them fit, and of course you fail‖.9
I subscribe to William James‘s rhetorical exclamation in his
Hibbert Lectures: ―doesn‘t David Hume‘s technique set, after all,
the kind of pattern most difficult to follow? Isn‘t it the most admirable?‖10

9

James W. A Pluralistic Universe. Hibbert Lectures at Manchester College on
the Present Situation in Philosophy. http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/11984 [A
Pluralistic Universe (1909), Hibbert Lectures, University of Nebraska Press,
1996].
10
Ibid.
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DAVID HUME’S THEORY
OF THE INDIRECT PASSIONS
AS A SOCIOLOGY OF THE EMOTIONS
Petter Nafstad
In this paper I will attempt to contribute to the answering of a
question of how to use rather than a question of how to interpret
Hume’s theory of the passions. I will suggest than one way of
doing so might be to use his general framework and model for analyzing passions, especially the so-called indirect passion, as a
model for a possible “sociology of the emotions”. That would
seem to presuppose that there is a social dimension built into
Hume’s passion-theory and that this dimension might be analyzed
into variables that could be used to express varieties of social configurations between individuals and their social surroundings. This
is exactly what I claim to be the case. I will argue that, in particular
the two indirect passions that Hume calls pride and humility reflect, or are mental responses to, and also map, the situations of individuals in social settings.
My more general agenda is to show the deeply social character
of our passions as they are represented by Hume, and also their relevance for social theory.
The indirect passions are in a sense our “social radars” monitoring certain features of our social surroundings. These features in-
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clude the conceptions that others have of us, differentiated according to the relevance for ourselves that we ascribe to others. They
also include not only the perception of value that we place in different objects, but also of the comparative or relative value of objects. The emotional value of some object will vary according to
the distribution of the same kind of value among others. In short:
Pride and humility picture social situations and our position in
these relative to other people. Therefore, by implication: If we, by
some miracle, knew the emotional life of people from some other
culture or historic period, we would also know something about
the society in which they live(d).
Even though Hume calls these passions “simple and uniform
impressions” there is no doubt that analytically they can be dealt
with as composed of different formal components. Hume himself
does exactly that. For instance; the passions in question are the
products of what Hume calls “a double relation”, a relation of idea
and a relation of impression. These relations produce a certain passion that has “self as its object” as Hume puts it with a rather unusual use of the term “object”.
I read Hume here as to mean that these passions have “self” as a
product of the manner in which the passions are experienced in the
sense that pride or humility are conceived as a modalities of something, and this something is the self. After all, Hume has just, in
the previous book, said that there is no unified, identical self. After
having said that, he has not introduced anything new to explain the
existence of a self except for the indirect passions. In fact, Hume is
also quite explicit on regarding the self as a product of the two
passions:
Here then is the passion placed betwixt two ideas, of which the one
produces it, and the other is produced by it. The first idea, therefore,
represents the cause, the second the object of the passion.
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And the object of pride and humility is, in Hume’s terminology,
the self.
So, a self is something we experience, not through the cognition
or impression of an object, but through, or as, something having an
emotional modality.
The relation of impression is established as a relation between
an impression of pain or pleasure and some quality in an object.
The relation of idea is produced by the association of the same object and the individual who is experiencing the passion. The first
relation is, in other words, an evaluative experience. The second
relation is some sort of imagined connection between, or association of an object and the human individual.
So far:
1. The self is a product of the indirect passions pride and humility.
2. These passions can be investigated or analyzed along two
separate dimensions.
i. The kinds of qualities likely to produce pride or humility.
ii. The kinds of relationships between an individual and a subject having the required qualities that must obtain for the subject to
produce pride or humility. What counts as an emotionally relevant
relationship between a person and an object/event?
What would be the relevance of Hume theory when it is read as
a kind of theory of a sociology of the emotions? I will suggest two
possible areas of contemporary debate in which Hume would be
relevant.
One has to do with the question of “the rationality of the emotions”. Do emotions have cognitive components? Do they have
components of evaluative and social judgments? Can they, to some
extent, be regarded as rational responses to the phenomena referred to by these components? If emotions have cognitive and
normative components that can be explicated as judgement, they
would also have truth-conditions or, more generally, conditions of
success, to use a term from John Searle. These conditions must
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necessarily be found in some qualities in the object to which the
emotions are responses (or to which they refer). If so, the “sociology-relevance” of the emotion-theory is to be found in the interaction between social situations and the mental states of individuals.
There is a tradition, starting with Aristotle’s Rhetoric that regards emotions as capable of being analyzed into sets of formal
components. Such components consist of various aspects of features of objects in a person’s surroundings and aspects of the relationship (real or imagined) between these objects and the person in
question. For instance; fear is a response to certain objects or
events in the person’s surroundings that are experienced as dangerous. Various objects can induce fear, lions, terrorists, tsunamis,
high speed etc. They all have in in common something that might
be called the formal object of fear, namely danger. For Aristotle
anger is a response “to a real or apparent revenge for a real or apparent slight affecting a man himself or one of his friends, when
such a slight is undeserved”.
I regard Hume to be part of this tradition. All the passions (direct or indirect) are, according to him responses to something. Joy
is a direct response to something good/pleasant, grief to something
bad/painful. Hope and fear are responses to situations where joy or
sorrow is more or less probable.
Pride and humility are responses to something that is experienced as honorable or shameful. Their objects cover a narrower
field than those of the direct passions in the sense that for instance
all objects that can cause pride can also cause joy, but not all objects that can cause joy can cause pride.
What is specific with the objects that can cause pride or humility is that their relevant qualities as well as their relationship to a
person are possible only in social contexts. The (real or imagined)
admiring or condescending look of others is part of the context of
the emotional response. The same holds for the value and amount
of some good or bad compared to the value and amount of some
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comparable good in the possession of others. A small amount of
money may be experienced as poverty and shame in some context,
but be quite agreeable in another.
That gives us three dimensions of the indirect passions that may
also be used to compare social contexts.
1. What counts as an object and a quality of an object that may
be considered a proper cause of pride or humility?
2. What counts as a relevant relationship between such objects
and persons?
3. What counts as relevant arenas of comparison?
These dimensions open up for three separate kinds of discourses
over specific emotional expressions. Confronted with a given emotional expression one might ask whether or not this expression is
adequate or appropriate given the kind of object and quality to
which it is a response. Some emotional expressions might, for instance, be considered as misplaced, inappropriate or exaggerated.
Joyfulness in funerals is, for instance, often considered to be inappropriate, while it, at least in some situations, is considered appropriate at the gathering after a funeral.
One might also ask whether or not there is such a connection or
relation between the person expressing an emotion and the object
as to morally justify the emotion. Someone might be proud for a
fellow country-man having performed well in a sports-event. But,
do you really have any reasons to be proud? After all you had no
part in the performance yourself. In sports there is an interesting
transition from “you” to “we” (from “you won the competition” to
“we won the competition”). This transition is obviously mediated
through some sort of “representation”, in Hume’s terminology,
some sort of association.
Someone might be proud for having a good education compared
to the children in the neighborhood he grew up in. However, their
lack of education might be caused by poverty, deceases or other
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factors influencing their capabilities. This might diminish the
(moral) reason for pride.
One might add a fourth kind of moral discourse related to the
intensity of a given passion. Passions comes in grades according to
intensity. A given expression might be considered to be too strong
or too weak. The measure, the condition of satisfaction, for this
moral evaluation of intensity would be another graded variable, the
value of the object.
My general point here is to show that such discourses will reflect relatively complex conceptions of social relations and they
might give us information about the moral conceptions structuring
different social groups.
1. Hume himself suggests a kind of catalogue of things that are
considered to be proper causes of pride (and humility). He presents
them as rather universally accepted causes for these passions. It is
vice and virtue, beauty and deformity, external advantages and disadvantage and property and riches.
It is however obvious that pride and humility are in fact often
caused by qualities whose values is culture-specific, and that the
evaluation of them characterizes identity-formation that are specific to cultures or cultural sub-groups. In some groups the ability to
succeed by your own work is much valued, while other groups
place value on family-heritage and despises the “self-made man”.
Some people are honored for their performances in the sportsarena while others have never heard the names Diego Maradona or
Matti Nykänen. In some groups successful criminal behavior can
trigger admiration and hence pride. Pride and humility reflects
evaluative attitudes that can be ranged from relatively universal via
relatively culture specific to relatively group specific.
Hume himself gives us an example of a culture-specific cause
of humility:
Commerce, therefore, in my opinion, is apt to decay in absolute governments, not because it is there less secure, but because it is less ho-
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nourable. A subordination of ranks is absolutely necessary to the support of monarchy. Birth, titles, and place, must be honoured above industry and riches (Of civil liberty, Essays, p. 93).

Generally it can be said that Hume ranges the causes of pride
and humility according to an, implicitly, moral hierarchy. The basis
for such rating is rooted in his evolutionary view on society. Hume
regards society as something developing from one stage to another,
from barbarism towards civilization. In civilized societies there are
still people feeling pride for behavior that Hume would associate
with barbaric social states, for instance violent problem-solving or
fanatic behavior. In civilized social contexts such pride would be
given a lower moral rating than they would have been given in
“barbaric” ones. On the other side, virtues promoting the happiness
of oneself and others would, in civilized societies, be given high
moral rating.
2. The relationship between a person and an object/event is of a
kind that can be called “artificial” (as an analogy to “artificial virtues”). Hume’s approach is, also in this case, rather universalistic.
He considers relationships as forms of association based in the
three principles of association. We know that specific relationships, for instance those of “family” (which Hume takes to be
causal) are considered to be of different significance in different
social settings. The same holds for “property”. Some people are
proud (or ashamed) for the place they grew up. The relation between the person and the place would be one of contiguity. By inference of analogy one might be proud for some action that resembles some previous action held in general esteem. The general idea
is that relations between persons and things/actions/events are construed within social universes and they reflect social codes structuring these universes. Even though Hume takes the principles of
association to be rather universal, the moral consequences of their
application in specific cultural contexts will vary.
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3. There is a strong element of comparison built into our emotional responses. This would seem to be a very common-sense observation. The same personal qualities can make us feel proud in
one context and humiliated in another. This suggests that there are
various scenes of comparison. Such scenes could be described
from the perspective of certain common, but variable qualities.
Two of these could be the two relations in the double relationship
that makes up the indirect passions.
i. Different qualities are differently evaluated on different scenes.
ii. Relationships are differently construed and evaluated in different contexts (Racial relationships are highly evaluated in some
groups and considered irrelevant in others).
iii. The distribution of goods and the significance of such distribution differ in different social systems.
Hume himself suggests an application of the emotion-theory on
the comparative study of behavior. In his essays on economics, we
will see that a very important part of the development of modern
“commercial” societies consist in the changed patterns of consumption with an increasing focus on “novelties”. Things or commodities get a stronger social significance and they get an increasing comparative value. By “comparative value” I here mean their
value relative to the difference (qualitative and quantitative) of the
distribution of similar or comparable commodities in the relevant
social group. On the urban scene there arises a social class that for
whom the emotional life relies upon the exhibit of sophisticated
sense and consume. Refined taste produces distinction-markers.
“The city” is for Hume a typical arena for this kind of comparison and therefore “comparative pride or humility”. “The city” is an
example of an arena for comparison. It is the stage for modern civilized display, “the true scene for a man of letters”, as he puts it in
his short self-biographical note, My own Life. Vanity is, for instance, a variant of pride on a special kind of comparative scenes.
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They flock into cities; love to receive and communicate knowledge;
to show their wit or their breeding; their taste in conversation or living, in clothes or furniture. Curiosity allures the wise; vanity the foolish; and pleasure both (Essays p. 271)

My general conclusion here is that pride and humility may be
called “social passions”, because they occur within relatively stable systems of values, interaction and ascription of relationships
and that they are one way that individuals monitor these systems.
As our eyes and ears monitor the audio-visual qualia of ours surroundings, pride and humility monitor the social ones.
I said that I would suggest two contemporary areas where this
understanding of Hume could be relevant. I will end by shortly
sketching a possible area of relevance for Hume’s theory in modern political philosophical discussion. What I have in mind is the
place of the term “recognition” in some modern political-philosophical writings, especially those of the German social philosopher
Axel Honneth. The issue is the relationship between recognition
and justice/injustice. I am not going into details, but just say that
according to Honneth the essence of any injustice is the misrecognition of some persons or social groups. I think this is wrong and I
believe that we can use Hume to understand why. In Hume’s
theory there are more or less proper objects for the passions. You
can be proud for things that are really a better cause for shame.
You can feel shameful (or misrecognized) for “the wrong reasons”.
The reason is that these passions are responses to conventionally
established value-systems. Therefore: The justice or injustice of
some action, distributive system or something else should be evaluated, not according to the emotional response it causes, but according to the value that causes this response.
I believe that this insight is the reason why Hume waits until
Book III of the Treatise to discuss justice. The difference between
matters of passions and those of justice is that the latter depends on
the operation of what we could call “second order rules”, our own
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evaluation of our own emotional or more immediate responses according to more general rules. These are the result of our communication with others and our adaption to their expectations.
To conclude: Hume conceives of the indirect passions as mental
responses to socially relevant situations. These responses can be
analyzed according to different variables representing features of
the situations. The relevant situations are conceived in a valuemodality. The indirect passions are therefore a source to a possible
understanding of the way inter-personal encounters are conceived
in different socio-cultural surroundings.
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HUME, KANT AND DELEUZE’S
“TRANSCENDENTAL EMPIRICISM”
Vesa Oittinen
In the Introduction to Prolegomena (1783), Kant famously acknowledged his debt to Hume, who had awakened him from his
―dogmatic slumber‖.1 However, closer examination reveals that it
is not easy to say where and to what extent Hume has actually influenced Kant. One could say that, between his pre-Critical and
Critical periods, Kant had a short ―empiricist‖ stage, the main
work of which was the Träume eines Geistersehers, published in
1766.2
The Insufficiency of Hume’s Theory of Knowledge
Four years later, however, Kant’s Inaugural Dissertation of
1770, which the author regarded as the turning-point of his
thought, contained no explicit reference to Hume. One could, nev1

―Ich gestehe frei: die Erinnerung des David Hume war eben dasjenige, was mir
vor vielen Jahren zuerst den dogmatischen Schlummer unterbrach und meinen
Untersuchungen im Felde der speculativen Philosophie eine ganz andere Richtung gab‖ (Kants Werke, Akademie-Ausgabe, vol. IV, p. 260).
2
See, for example, Manfred Kuehn, Kant’s Conception of “Hume’s Problem”,
in: Beryl Logan (ed.), Immanuel Kant’s Prolegomena to Any Future Metaphysics in Focus, London/New York: Routledge 1996, p. 156 sqq.
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ertheless, perhaps speak of the ―hidden presence‖ of Hume in this
work, because in it Kant formulated for the first time several important conceptual distinctions against empiricism and scepticism.
For example, he constated in § 6 that the logical and mathematical
concepts are not abstractions from the data of experience, as empiricism claims; on the contrary, Kant says that these concepts themselves set the abstractions onto the empirical data (Hinc conceptus
intellectualis abstrahit ab omni sensitivo, non abstrahitur a sensitivis, et forsitan rectius diceretur abstrahens quam abstractus3). This
is already, in nuce, the well-known principle of Kant’s Critical
Philosophy, which states that the concepta intellectualia provided
a yardstick according to which we deem our sense-datas given in
experience.
Therefore, one could say that, despite Kant’s ―debt‖ to Hume,
their positions concerning the origin of our knowledge were diametrically opposed. Hume asserted that all knowledge stems ultimately from sensuous experience and that it ―is not, in any instance, attained by reasonings a priori‖ (Enquiry, § 23). On the
contrary, Kant argued that no knowledge is possible without an
apriorical element, the synthesis of which, with the empirical ―material‖, first constitutes real knowledge.
Recent research has rather unanimously agreed that Hume’s
epistemological theory is not able to satisfactorily explain the genesis of our knowledge. It suffices here to cite Norman Kemp
Smith, the author of what may still be the most important monograph on Hume’s philosophy. Kemp Smith lamented that the influence of Hume’s theory of knowledge, as presented in An Enquiry concerning Human Understanding (1739) ―has been unfortunate and misleading‖.4 The latest research also appears to ap3

De mundi sensibilis atque intelligibilis forma et principiis, in: Kants Werke,
AA vol. II, p. 394).
4
Norman Kemp Smith, The Philosophy of David Hume, London: Macmillan
1941, p. 110.
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prove of what Kemp Smith said in his 1941 book regarding the
feebleness of Hume’s theory of cognition, although it has otherwise criticized many of his statements on Hume as being overly
straightforward.5
It is true that Hume had tried to revamp his theory of ideas, both
in the later edition of Enquiry and in Treatise, but he did not succeed in removing the fundamental shortcomings of his theory. As
Kemp Smith notes, Hume’s notion of an idea is hopelessly vague.
On the one hand, Hume argues that all ideas are in the last instance
but images. Here is where the difficulty arises because ―every image is particular […] Only particulars exist; only particulars, therefore, can be perceived; only particulars, therefore, can be mentally
entertained in idea‖.6 On the other hand, Hume must of course
concede that an idea expresses something general or universal
(which to him is synonymous with the abstract). Hume wrote that
―[w]hen we have found a resemblance among several objects […],
we apply the same name to all of them‖ (Treatise, I: i, 7). This argument overlooks the fact that, if we really are able to find the
common universal feature that the singular things share, we must
already possess some non-sensual idea of the general.
As Kemp Smith bitingly remarks, ―Hume is cutting the ground
from under his own theory‖, since the ―resemblance‖ between different singular objects ―is not a particular, completely determined
image‖. This contradicts Hume’s initial definition of the idea; if all
5

See, for example Louis E. Loeb, What is Worth Preserving in the Kemp Smith
Interpretation of Hume?, in: British Journal for the History of Philosophy 17(4)
2009, pp. 769–797. Loeb criticizes, for example, Kemp Smith’s interpretations
of Hume’s ideas about belief and reason, and Hume’s naturalism and his theory
of morality, but does not focus at all on those problematic moments in the Humean theory of knowledge that later led Kant to reject it. For another recent
short survey on the discussion on Hume’s epistemology, see I.T. Kasavin, Devid
Jum i sovremennaja epistemologija, in: Epistemologija i filosofija nauki t.
XXVII, No. 1, 2011, pp. 5–17.
6
Kemp Smith, op. cit., pp. 257–258.
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ideas are only particular images, there cannot be any idea of ―resemblance‖ between singular objects.7
So, it seems that Kant’s doctrine of the a priori component in
our knowledge is a necessary conclusion from Hume’s incongruities. Kant insisted that a clear distinction should be made between
sensualia and intellectualia. According to Kant, it was a mistake to
think that the senses and the intellect constitute a kind of continuum (as Leibniz’s doctrine of petites perceptions suggested); on
the contrary, they are radically different and form ―two stems of
human knowledge‖, which cannot be reduced to each other.
Knowledge arises first in the synthetic act of the I (the Ego), which
unites the ―matter‖ given by the senses and the ―form‖ given by
the intellect.
Kant’s philosophy has been described as a combination of rationalism and empiricism. This holds true at a general level, but one
should not lose sight of the fact that the rationalistic element is
stronger in Kant’s Critical philosophy. He repeatedly stressed that
the intellectual principle, which expresses the ―spontaneity‖ of the I,
is the leading one, while sensuality is a passive principle, standing
for the ―receptive‖ side of the subject. In other words, Kant argued
that the synthesis, of which true knowledge consists, is created primarily by the spontaneous power of the intellect. The sensuality
functions only as a passive conveyor of ―material‖ for the intellect.8
7

Kemp Smith, op. cit., p. 260.
This even applies to the ―figurative synthesis‖ (synthesis speciosa), which
some have seen as proof of Kant’s admission that sensuality is also open to
spontaneity. However, the relevant passages make it clear that Kant gives the
leading role in the figurative synthesis to the understanding, since he remarks
that this transcendental synthesis of the imagination is ―an effect of the understanding on the sensibility‖ (eine Wirkung des Verstandes auf die Sinnlichkeit;
KrV B 152). In other words, for Kant the imagination (Einbildungskraft) as a
faculty consists of two components: of the sensuality and of the understanding;
the spontaneity that characterizes the productive imagination (produktive Einbildungskraft) does not spring from the sensual, but from the rational component of the imagination.
8
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I. Kant and D. Hume. Illustration from: Staudlin C.F. Geschichte und Geist des
Skepticismus vorzüglich in Rücksicht auf Moral und Religion. Leipzig, 1794.

In short, Kant’s leitmotif in his theory of knowledge is that
knowledge is an active process in which the leading role is played
by the intellect, the spontane moment of the I, and that this activity
is clad in the form of a synthesis. The synthesis is expressed in
forms of judgement, where the singular is subsumed under the
universal. So, when I say ―Bill is a man‖, I subsume the singular
person ―Bill‖, which is given to me as a sense-datum, under the
general concept of Man, of which I cannot have a sensuous mental
image.
Deleuze’s Hume: A Critic of the Subjectivity Paradigm
In the last century, the Kantian critique of Hume has been contested by Gilles Deleuze. In his first important book, Empirisme et
subjectivité (sub-titled Essai sur la Nature humaine selon Hume;
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1953), Deleuze attempted to defend Hume’s empiristic startingpoint. By this stage, Deleuze was already critical of all kinds of
―totalizing‖ modes of thought, and in this respect his early work on
Hume foreshadowed his later philosophy, which stressed the significance of the individual and the “singularité”, to the extent that
he seemed to completely deny the generalities in favour of the differences that comprise a world of autonomous individualities.
However, although there is some undeniable consanguinity between Hume’s empiricism and Deleuze’s philosophy of the singular, Deleuze has grasped the problem with Hume’s insufficient
empiristic theory of knowledge. Kant’s critique seemed to be justified. So how to challenge it?
Deleuze attempted to reverse the results of Kant’s critique of
empiricism by trying to find and define ―the absolute essence of
empiricism‖.9 In doing so, Deleuze interprets Hume as a thinker al
pari with Kant, a thinker who has struggled with the same problematics but sought a solution for them in an opposite direction. According to Deleuze, the ―essence of empiricism‖ seems to be found
in the ―specific problem of the subjectivity‖.10 Before we start our
inquiry on empiricism, however, we should ask how subjectivity is
defined. It is a fact that the subjectivity itself is given, thus:
Voici le problème: comment, dans le donné, peut-il se constituer un
sujet tel qu’il dépasse le donné? Sans doute, ce qui dépasse le donné
est donné, mais d’une autre façon, en un autre sens. Ce sujet […] se
constitue dans le donné de telle façon qu’il fasse du donné lui-même

9

Gilles Deleuze, Empirisme et subjectivité. Essai sur la Nature humaine selon
Hume, Paris:Presses Univ. de France 1953, p. 92; the English translation by
Constantin V. Boundas, Empiricism and subjectivity. An Essay on Hume’s
Theory of Human Nature, New York: Columbia Univ. Press 1991, p. 87.
10
Deleuze, op. cit., p. 90: ―[n]ous avons cru trouver l’essence de l’empirisme
dans le problème précis de la subjectivite‖.
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une synthèse, un système […] Dans le problème ainsi posé, nous
découvrons l’essence absolue de l’empirisme.11

Thus, contrary to widespread belief, even Hume’s empiricism
seeks the possibility of a synthesis that constitutes the knowledge.
The subject is something that ―transcends‖ (dépasse) the empirical
sense-data given to the consciousness; however, it is ―given‖
(donné) as the empirical sense-data are given, just ―in another
way‖ (d’une autre façon).
When Deleuze stressed that the subject in Hume’s theory, the
Ego, is ―given‖, he did so in order to mark the difference towards
Kant’s theory. For Kant, it would not have made sense to say that
the subject as the transcendental Ego is ―given‖; what is given is only the concrete psychological states of the mind that can be discerned through introspection. The transcendental Ego is the principle, as if behind the veil of the empirical inner states of the subject, a principle of which nothing more can be said than that it ―accompanies‖ all the contents of my thoughts, but which is nevertheless just the instance that produces the unity of the Ego as a subject.12 In this sense, Kant’s view on the Ego can also be read as a

11

Deleuze, op. cit., p. 91–92 . Boundas translation, p. 86 sqq: ―The problem is
as follows: how can a subject transcending the given be constituted in the given?
Undoubtedly, the subject itself is given. Undoubtedly, that which transcends the
given is also given, in another way and another sense. This subject […] is constituted inside the given in such a way that it makes the given itself a synthesis
and a system […] In this formulation of the problem, we find the absolute essence of empiricism‖.
12
Cf. the famous passage in KrV B 404: ―Zum Grunde derselben [i.e., ―der Natur unseres denkenden Wesens.‖ — V.O.] können wir aber nichts anderes legen,
als die einfache und für sich selbst an Inhalt gänzlich leere Vorstellung: Ich, von
der man nicht einmal sagen kann, dass sie ein Begriff sei, sondern ein blosses
Bewusstsein, das alle Begriffe begleitet. Durch dieses Ich oder Er oder Es (das
Ding), welches denkt, wird nun nichts weiter als ein transcendentales Subject
der Gedanken vorgestellt = X, welches nur durch die Gedanken, die seine
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critique of Descartes’ cogito. Descartes’ mistake was that he did not
make an accurate enough distinction between the empirical Ego
(that is, the contents of the mind) and the transcendental Ego, which
does not ―exist‖ in the same sense as the mind-content of which it is
conscious.
For Deleuze, however, the positive contribution of Hume’s
thought is that it breaks with the idea of a subject operating as if
―behind‖ the impressions of mind and organizing them into a
whole. The expression theatrum mentis employed by the Cartesian
tradition is also inadequate for Hume, since it implies a kind of
place in which the sense-data is displayed, a background that is
different from the sense-data or ideas themselves (although Descartes never expressed this clearly). However, Hume does not
draw the same conclusions from the faults of the Cartesian concept
of mind as Kant. Instead, he rejects the entire idea of a duality of
an empirical and a transcendental subject.
Deleuze cited a passage from Hume’s Treatise in which he
wrote: ―The comparison of the theatre [i.e., the theatrum mentis —
V.O.] should not mislead us; nor have we the most distant notion
of the place, where these scenes are represented, or of the materials
of which it is compos’d‖.13 Thus, for Hume, concludes Deleuze,
[l]e lieu n’est pas différent de ce qui s’y passe, la représentation n’es
pas dans un sujet […] Sans doute, Hume répète constamment que
l’idée est dans l’imagination. Mais la préposition ne marque pas ici
l’inhérence à un sujet quelconque, au contraire elle s’emploie métaphoriquement pour exclure de l’esprit comme tel une activité distincte
du mouvement de l’idée…14
Prädicaten sind, erkannt wird, und wovon wir abgesondert niemals den mindesten Begriff haben können….‖
13
David Hume, A Treatise on Human Nature, ed. by L.A. Selby-Bigge, Oxford:
Clarendon Press 1888, p. 253.
14
Deleuze, op. cit., p. 3; Boundas translation p. 23: ―The place is not different
from what takes place in it; the representation does not take place in a subject
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Therefore, the human subject contains no activity that would be
different from the movement of the sense-data or ―ideas‖ (which
for Hume, as we recall, mainly are but sensual images). Here, Deleuze indeed offers a seminal re-interpretation of Hume’s contribution to the theory of knowledge. For Deleuze, Humean gnoseology
is not something merely defective, as it has previously been evaluated even by those who otherwise have been sympathetic to the
main ideas of Hume’s philosophy; Kemp Smith, for example. On
the contrary, Deleuze sees in Hume a radical alternative to a Kantian and, more generally, to rationalistic subject philosophy in Cartesian tradition, which poses a free and independent subjectivity as
a final ground of its philosophical inquiries. In Deleuze’s interpretation, therefore, one could say that Hume’s empiricism foreshadows the ―anti-humanistic‖ tendencies of the latter-day French
structuralistic discourse. Just as the structuralists allow the subject
to dissolve in more or less objective structures, of which it was no
more than a kind of nodal point of intersecting structural relations,
Hume dissolves the subject in the ever-changing stream of sensedata and sensual perception.
“Passive” Humean synthesis vs. active Kantian synthesis
The obvious question is how a synthesis can take place if there
is no kind of subjective spontaneity that (as in Kant) would function as the movens of the synthesis. If the subject is dissolved in
the sense-data and ideas and does not play an active role in forming the Ego into an ordered theatrum mentis, how then could it
―exceed‖ its own constituents?

[…] It is true, Hume constantly reiterates, that the ideas are in the imagination.
But the preposition here does not signify inherence in a subject; rather, the use
of the preposition is metaphorical, and it means to exclude from the mind an activity which would be distinct from the movement of ideas…‖
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Deleuze’s own and original interpretative ―coup‖ consists of the
assertion that a kind of synthesis is found in Hume that is contrary
to the Kantian synthesis, namely a passive synthesis. Moreover,
not only is the idea of a passive synthesis attributed to Hume, but it
becomes the cornerstone of Deleuze’s own future authorship, the
hallmarks of which are the ideas of ―singularity‖, rejection of ―totality thinking‖ (or even hate towards it, as in the case of Deleuze’s
relation to Hegel) and the ―joyous affirmation‖ of individuality.
It is true that, this idea was not yet formulated clearly in Empirisme and subjectivité of 1953. The most explicit passage is in
Chapter 5, where Deleuze distinguishes transcendental and empirical forms of critique. The transcendental (that is, Kantian) critique
suffers from a methodological reduction: it seeks for its operations
a standard or an echelon upon which it can lean and which gives it
an ―essential certitude, a certitude of an essence‖. This standard
lies outside of the experience of the subject. According to Deleuze,
the Humean optics are quite contrary to this approach. The ―empirical critique‖ is not looking for an external standard for its operations, but instead remains totally immanent:
La critique est empirique quand, se plaçant d’un point de vue purement immanent d’où soit possible au contraire une description qui
trouve sa règle dans des hypothèses déterminables et son modèle en
physique, on se demande à propos du sujet: comment se constitue-t-il
dans le donné? La construction de celui-ci [le donné. — V.O.] fait
place à la constitution de celui-là [le sujet. — V.O.]. Le donné n’est
plus donné à un sujet, le sujet se constitue dans le donné.15
15

Deleuze, op. cit., p. 92; the Boundas translation p. 87: ―The critique is empirical when, having situated ourselves in a purely immanent point of view, which
makes possible a description whose rule is found in determinable hypotheses
and whose model is found in physics, we ask: how is the subject constituted in
the given? The construction of the given makes room for the constitution of the
subject. The given is no longer given to a subject; rather, the subject constitutes
itself in the given‖.
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It is just this insight of Hume that makes him important for Deleuze:
Le mérite de Hume est déjà d’avoir dégagé ce problème empirique à
l’état pur, en le maintenant éloigné du transcendental, mais aussi du
psychologique.16

Deleuze’s formulations here are not the clearest — in the decisive turning points of the presentation of his thought, he often becomes obscure. However, the sentence ―[l]e donné n’est plus
donné à un sujet, le sujet se constitue dans le donné‖ (the given is
no more given to the subject; the subject is constituted from that
which is given) already provides us with a sufficient definition of
the ―passive synthesis‖. This is a synthesis that takes place not by
the initiative of a transcendental-spontaneous subjectivity, as is the
case in Kant, but instead is a result of the ―given‖ (that is, the
sense-data). In other words, the sense-data, which are but impressions of external objects, take care of the constitution of the subject, which therefore remains totally immanent, rather than hidden
behind the transcendental veil, as in Kant.
Although Deleuze in 1953 did not have such a positive concept
of the transcendental as in his later philosophy, he already saw in
Hume a philosopher who had managed to refute Kant’s transcendental idealism. Therefore, later interpreters of Deleuze have not
unjustifiably called his own philosophy, which essentially draws
upon Humean empiricism, a ―Transcendental Empiricism‖. For
example, both Marc Rölli in 2003 and Anne Sauvagnargues in
2009 used the term in the titles of their books.17 This shows that
16

Ibidem; the Boundas translation, ibidem: ―Hume’s merit lies in the singling
out of this empirical problem in its pure state and its separation from the transcendental and the psychological‖.
17
Marc Rölli, Gilles Deleuze – Philosophie des transzendentalen Empirismus,
Wien: Turia + Kant 2003; Anne Sauvagnargues, Deleuze – L’empirisme transcendantal, Paris: PUF 2009. – The most recent book in the same vein is by Sté-
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Deleuzianism presents itself as a philosophical alternative to Kantian Transcendental Idealism.
Problems with the “Passive Synthesis”
In itself, the expression ―passive synthesis‖ does not occur in
Hume, of course, and Deleuze has borrowed it from Husserl. In
fact, it is rather easy to connect Husserl’s phenomenological
project with Hume’s empiricism, since Husserl’s concept of the
Ego was not Kantian. Rather, Husserl started from the ―immediate
givenness‖ of the consciousness, which was then made into object
of introspective observation by the means of the famous epokhê
operation. Such an immediately given consciousness amounts to
Kant’s empirical consciousness and does not acknowledge any
transcendental Ego behind the stratum of ―givenness‖.
In other words, Deleuze’s project can, without doing wrong to
him, be characterized as a continuation of Humean thematics with
ideas from Husserl’s phenomenology: both philosophical tradiphane Lleres, La philosophie transcendantale de Gilles Deleuze, Paris:
L’Harmattan 2011. Lleres claims, that Deleuze by his ―transcendental empiricism‖ actually completes the critical programme of Kant (op. cit., p. 241). In order to found this claim, however, Lleres makes a distinction that is very revealing with regard to the Deleuzian project. According to Lleres, there are actually
two forms of transcendentalism. The first, the ―un champ transcendantal illusionné‖, insists that there are things in themselves of which the subject never
can have experience. Thus, an ontology in the old sense (that is, as a positive
doctrine of Being as things in themselves) is not more possible. The other form,
―un champ transcendantal désillusionné‖, to which Deleuze belongs, is a transcendentalism that ―thinks the Being‖, not bothering with the dividing line between the subject and object. In the latter case, transcendentalism and ontology
merge together (Lleres, op. cit., p. 126). If we take this distinction made by
Lleres seriously, it follows that Deleuze falls back from Kant into the old Wolffian ontological thought, and the alleged ―completion‖ of Kant by Deleuze is actually nothing other than an attempt to revert to the dusty metaphysics which
Kant’s Copernican turn already had irrevocably made obsolete.
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tions view human consciousness as something that is fundamentally static and passive. It is symptomatic that Husserl rejects the
Kantian distinction between Denken and Anschauung. Just as the
thinking (Denken) for Kant stood only for the active principle, so
the phenomenologist actually makes it impossible to operate with
an idea of the activity of the subject when analyzing the contents
of the consciousness. While it is true that Husserl stresses the ―intentionality‖ of all human thought, he does not seem to view the
primary spontaneity of the subject as its source, and so why human
consciousness has this trait at all remains unexplained.
Husserl’s idea of a ―passive synthesis‖ has been discussed in
great depth. The context of this paper does not permit a further exploration of the discussions among the phenomenologists. It suffices to pose a question from the Kantian viewpoint: What would
be the main flaw of the alleged possibility of a ―passive synthesis‖? The first objection would concern the definition of the concept of ―passive synthesis‖ itself, which seems to involve a contradictio in adiecto. For Kant, the synthesis was expressly an action. He wrote: ―I understand by synthesis in the most general
sense the action of uniting different representations…‖ (KrV B
104).18 This definition of the synthesis as an action is also a necessary prerequisite for Kant’s doctrine of judgement, since to make a
judgement is nothing other than ―to unite the representations in
one consciousness‖ (Prolegomena, § 22).19 In other words, judgement is an activity.
A further objection would already move from definitory inconsistencies into the business of synthesis itself. ―Passive synthesis‖
would, per definitionem, be something that occurs without the ac18

In original: ―Ich verstehe aber unter Synthesis in der allgemeinsten Bedeutung
die Handlung, verschiedene Vorstellungen zu einander hinzutun, und ihre Mannigfaltigkeit in einer Erkenntnis zu begreifen‖.
19
In original: ―…die Vereinigung der Vorstellungen in einem Bewusstsein ist
das Urteil. Also ist das Denken soviel als Urteilen oder Vorstellungen auf Urteile überhaupt zi beziehen.‖
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tive assistance of the subject. Again, however, we would encounter
a contradiction. Let us, for argument’s sake, assume that Hume,
Husserl and Deleuze are correct and that we have allowed the passive synthesis to create some content of our mind. We can even assume Deleuze’s additional claim that there is no separate transcendental Ego, or a theatrum mentis, that is different from this actual
content of the mind, but that our mind consists only of the senseperceptions and ideas it has, and of nothing else. Now a question
arises: how, then, can I claim that this content is the content of just
my mind? In other words, how can I become conscious of what I
have perceived? For the Cartesian tradition, it was the theatrum
mentis, the ―stage‖ of the mind, that marked its contents as belonging expressly to the Ego that constituted it. For Kant, it was the Ich
denke, which as it were ―escorts‖ all my thoughts and gives to all
of them the ―imprint‖ of my Ego. In other words, thanks solely to
the activity of the transcendental Ego, I can recognize my consciousness and its contents as mine.
To further clarify this point, I would refer to the problem of ostentative definitions, which has a similar structure to the problem
of the content of my consciousness. It is often assumed that children learn to use concepts and to speak when their parents point at
things and utter their names. A closer look reveals that this cannot
be the case. It is not enough that the parent points towards some
object and pronounces its name. The child must also understand
that the parent is pointing at something — the child must understand the fundamental fact that significances exist and that the parent is not only pointing at the given object, but creating sense.
However, grasping senses requires an activity of the mind which is
not restricted to a passive registration of what the parent says. If
we assume that the mind is constituted solely through some kind of
passive synthesis, without such an active instance as the Kantian
Transcendental Ego, it becomes impossible to explain where the
meanings (senses, significances) come from, because in that case
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the mind of the child would consist only of the impressions of parents gesturing ostentatively, but senselessly.
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HUME AND PRAGMATISM
Sami Pihlström
Introduction: pragmatism and empiricism
David Hume is without doubt one of the most central background figures of the American pragmatist tradition, simply because pragmatists are generally empiricists and Hume, of course,
was one of the most influential classics of empiricism. The same
can be said about the other classical British empiricists, e.g., John
Locke, George Berkeley, and Thomas Reid.
I will in this paper discuss Hume‘s relevance to pragmatism by
drawing attention to the classical pragmatists‘ reception and criticisms
of Hume. I will then toward the end of the essay consider some more
metaphilosophical respects in which Hume can be said to have influenced pragmatism. Note, however, that this paper (unlike many others collected in this volume) is not concerned with the Nordic reception of Hume (though pragmatism itself has recently become stronger
in Northern Europe: see, e.g., the website of the Nordic Pragmatism
Network, www.nordprag.org). But I will definitely be concerned with
―Hume in the context of intellectual communication‖.1
1

I am most grateful to Professor Tatiana Artemyeva for her kind invitation to
present this paper in the conference, ―David Hume in the Northern countries‖ at
the Helsinki Collegium for Advanced Studies in October, 2011, and to the audience for critical comments and stimulating discussion.
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In order to fully understand Hume‘s relation to the pragmatists,
it should be noted that the pragmatist version(s) of empiricism —
as developed by Charles S. Peirce (1839–1914), William James
(1842–1910), John Dewey (1859–1952), and other classical pragmatists –– differs from classical British empiricism in crucial respects. In particular, Hume‘s (and other traditional empiricists‘)
atomistic and passive empiricism based on the experiencing subject‘s reception of individual sensory impressions should be contrasted with the pragmatists‘ more holistic and dynamic empiricism, according to which experience takes place within habits of action, requiring the perceiving subject‘s active contribution. The latter kind of empiricism is a form of experimentalism: our experiencing the world around us is a matter of continuous habitual experimentation. The meaning of this contrast between two forms of
empiricism will, I hope, emerge in the following.
Peirce on Hume
Let me begin with a brief remark on Peirce‘s relation to Hume.
Peirce, the founder of pragmatism, was in fact once called ―a modern Hume‖ by Paul Carus.2 Despite this, Peirce was sharply critical
of Hume‘s position:
Hume … equally denied the existence of mind and matter, maintaining that only appearances exist. Hume‘s philosophy is nothing but
Berkeley‘s, with this change made in it, and written by a mind of a
more sceptical tendency. The innocent bishop generated Hume…3

2

See Charles S. Peirce, The Essential Peirce, 2 vols, The Peirce Edition Project
(Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1992–1998), vol. 2
(1998), p. 152, and the editors‘ notes to this passage.
3
Charles S. Peirce, ―Fraser‘s The Works of George Berkeley” (1871), in The
Essential Peirce, vol. 1 (1992), p. 102.
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From Peirce‘s point of view, Hume is a skeptic and a nominalist. The pragmatist should, in contrast, be a fallibilist and a realist.
This is a crucial difference. While Peirce insisted that human cognitive capacities are fallible and that there is no certainty available
in our knowledge-acquisition, he never drew the skeptical conclusions that Hume and other skeptics did.4 Peirce‘s criticism of nominalism is perhaps even more decisive. Nominalism, for him, is
often the worst of philosophical sins; it ―blocks the road of inquiry‖. Instead of nominalism, Peirce defended the reality of ―generals‖ (i.e., habits, continuities, dispositions). Peirce‘s pragmatism
also accommodates the metaphysical doctrine of continuity — that
is, synechism, as Peirce labeled it — whereas Hume‘s empiricism
relies on particular sense impressions discontinuous from each
other.
Against this background, there is actually relatively little that
unites Peirce‘s and Hume‘s ideas. Both were, of course, empiricists
in some very general sense, but the kind of pragmatic empiricism
Peirce defends has already taken major steps away from the Humean version of empiricism.
James on Hume
In comparison to Peirce‘s views, William James‘s pragmatism
has more nominalistic tendencies and might thus appear to be
much more sympathetic to Humean empiricism. However, James
defends, for example, the commonsense notion of causal influence,
pointing out that ―Hume and ‗Science‘ together have tried to elim-

4

See, however, also Hume‘s acknowledgment of the fallibility of experience:
David Hume, Enquiry concerning Human Understanding (hereafter EHU), in
Enquiries concerning Human Understanding and concerning the Principles of
Morals (1777), 3rd ed., ed. L.A. Selby-Bigge and P.H. Nidditch (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975), sec. X, I, 87.
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inate the whole notion of influence…‖5 More generally, James defends the experiential reality of relations:
Now, ordinary empiricism, in spite of the fact that conjunctive and
disjunctive relations present themselves as being fully co-ordinate
parts of experience, has always shown a tendency to do away with the
connections of things, and to insist most on the disjunctions. Berkeley‘s nominalism, Hume‘s statement that whatever things we distinguish are as ‗loose and separate‘ as if they had ‗no manner of connection,‘ [etc.] are examples of what I mean.6

While James‘s radical empiricism — the philosophy of ―pure
experience‖ — is ―a philosophy of plural facts, like that of Hume
and his descendants‖, it ―differs from the Humean type of empiricism‖ in being ―radical‖: ―the relations that connect experiences
must themselves be experienced relations, and any kind of relation
experienced must be accounted as ’real’ as anything else in the
system‖.7 Radical empiricism, then, ―does full justice to conjunctive relations‖, without endorsing ―rationalism‖.8
Curiously enough, the Humean premise ―that all our distinct
perceptions are distinct existences, and that the mind never perceives any real connexion among distinct existences‖9 is also presupposed by the Hegelian absolutists James was strongly opposed to
(e.g., F.H. Bradley and Josiah Royce), who postulated the Absolute
to get rid of the plurality of disconnected existences. 10 In this
5

William James, Pragmatism: A New Name for Some Old Ways of Thinking
(1907), eds. Frederick H. Burkhardt, Fredson Bowers, and Ignas K. Skrupskelis
(Cambridge, MA and London: Harvard University Press, 1975), p. 88.
6
William James, Essays in Radical Empiricism (1912), ed. Ellen Kappy Suckiel
(Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska Press, 1996), pp. 42–43.
7
Ibid., p. 42 (original emphasis).
8
Ibid., p. 44 (original emphasis).
9
David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature (1739–40), 2nd ed., ed. L.A. SelbyBigge and P.H. Nidditch (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1978), Appendix, p. 636.
10
James, Essays in Radical Empiricism, p. 103.
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sense, James‘s campaign against the Absolute, which only intensified toward the end of his philosophical career, should be seen as
philosophically deeply integrated with his criticism of Humean
empiricism. He seems to have viewed his pragmatism as the
healthy philosophical approach that avoids both the barren landscape of Hume‘s empiricism, which does not properly acknowledge relationality, and the need to postulate the Absolute that apparently arises from the need to add relations to such a landscape.
James‘s most extensive criticism of Hume‘s view on causation
can be found in his posthumous work, Some Problems of Philosophy.11 Hume‘s empiricism, he there argues, was ―half-hearted‖, because he ―insists that the sequences which we experience, though
between events absolutely disconnected, are yet absolutely uniform, and that nothing genuinely new can flower out of our
lives‖.12 James goes on:
The reader will recognize in Hume‘s famous pages a fresh example of
the way in which conceptual translations always maltreat fact. Perceptually or concretely … causation names the manner in which some
fields of consciousness introduce other fields. It is but one of the
forms in which experience appears as a continuous flow. … But the
conceptualist rule is to suppose that where there is a separate name
there ought to be a fact as separate; and Hume, following this rule,
and finding no such fact corresponding to the word ‗power,‘ concludes that the word is meaningless.13

He further continues:
The truth is that neither the elements of fact nor the meanings of our
words are separable as the words are. The original form in which fact
11

William James, Some Problems of Philosophy: A Beginning of an Introduction to Philosophy (1911), ed. Ellen Kappy Suckiel (Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska Press, 1996).
12
Ibid., p. 198.
13
Ibid., pp. 198–199.
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comes is the perceptual durcheinander, holding terms as well as relations in solution, or interfused and cemented. … Causal activity, in
short, may play its part in growing fact, even though no substantive
‗impression‘ of it should stand out by itself. Hume‘s assumption that
any factor of reality must be separable, leads to his preposterous view,
that no relation can be real. … Thus does the intellectualist method
pulverize perception and triumph over life. Kant and his successors
all espoused Hume‘s opinion that the immediately given is a disconnected ‗manifold.‘14

Thus, while Hume‘s empiricism and pluralism were — also according to James — highly important steps in the development of
modern philosophy, they were, James argues, nevertheless ―halfhearted‖ and therefore led to the ―intellectualism‖ (rationalism) of
Kant and his followers. James himself, in contrast, proposes a
move toward a more radical empiricism, which fully acknowledges the reality of relations — as experienced.
Dewey on Hume
John Dewey continues essentially similar criticism of Hume:
When the isolated and simple existences of Locke and Hume are seen
not to be truly empirical at all but to answer to certain demands of
their theory of mind, the necessity ceases for the elaborate Kantian
and Post-Kantian machinery of a priori concepts and categories to
synthesize the alleged stuff of experience.15

This is an essentially pragmatic argument: if we give up the assumptions of Hume‘s (and other classical empiricists‘) ―theory of
mind‖, we do not need the (post-)Kantian a priori ―machinery‖ at
14

Ibid., pp. 199–200.
John Dewey, Reconstruction in Philosophy (Boston: Beacon Press, 1957), pp.
90–91 (first published 1920; enlarged ed. 1948).
15
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all. We can, according to James and Dewey, be more genuinely
(and ―radically‖) empirical philosophers by rejecting both Hume
and Kant.
In sum, then, these classical pragmatists suggested that we
should step beyond Hume‘s and the other classical empiricists‘
empiricisms by advocating a truly radical empiricism that has no
need at all for the kind of Kantian and other ―intellectualist‖ (rationalist, transcendental) postulations that Hume inspired Kant to
make. Given the pragmatists‘ — especially James‘s and Dewey‘s — generally critical picture of Kant, the fact that Hume‘s
empiricism leads to Kant‘s apriorism must have seemed to them
like a reductio ad absurdum of Hume‘s position.
Pragmatism, empiricism, and Kant
There is, however, a further twist to this argument, because one
may also suggest that classical empiricism (including Hume‘s) is,
from a pragmatist perspective, committed to the ―spectator theory
of knowledge‖, according to which knowledge amounts to a passive ―looking at‖ things and events in the world — to be contrasted
with a properly pragmatic conception of knowledge based on active experimentation.16 In this sense, pragmatism — even James‘s
and Dewey‘s pragmatisms, despite their rejection of the “a priori
machinery‖ — is in fact closer to Kant‘s transcendental philosophy
than Hume‘s empiricism, because the pragmatists joined Kant in
rejecting the ―spectator theory‖ — indeed, one might even argue
that Kant was the first philosopher to reject what Dewey later
called the ―spectator theory‖ — and insisting on the activity of the
subject of experience in organizing the experienceable world.

16

Cf. John Dewey, The Quest for Certainty: A Study of the Relation between
Knowledge and Action (New York: G.P. Putnam‘s Sons, 1960; first published
1929).
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The pragmatists rejected Kant‘s transcendental system and his
aprioristic philosophical methodology generally, but the basic idea
that the world is (quasi-transcendentally) categorized in terms of
human practices and habits of action maintains the crucial Kantian
idea that the world is not simply ―given‖ but in a sense constructed. The subject does not just receive distinct sense impressions from a given world but actively constructs the empirical
world through dynamically changing habits of action.17
Accordingly, turning to Hume‘s importance for the pragmatists
at a more general level, I want to argue that Hume played an important role as a background figure of pragmatism not merely, or
not even primarily, as a classical empiricist (let alone a skeptical
empiricist) — because the pragmatists‘ more radical form of empiricism is actually quite different, as we have seen — but rather because of his philosophical methodology and his (skeptical) conception of philosophy. In the remainder of this paper, I will very briefly illustrate this suggestion by two examples: (i) Hume‘s influence
on James‘s use of the pragmatic method; and (ii) Hume‘s antidogmatic conception of philosophy, as spelled out in his essays,
especially ―The Sceptic‖.
James on Hume on the substance
In Pragmatism, Lecture III, James illustrates the ―pragmatic
method‖ (which he derives from Peirce) at work by considering
―some metaphysical problems‖ pragmatically. The key idea of this
method is that we should examine the conceivable practical consequences or effects or concepts and conceptions — or their ob17

On the pragmatists‘ ―naturalized‖ reinterpretation of Kantian transcendental
philosophy: see Sami Pihlström, Naturalizing the Transcendental: A Pragmatic
View (Amherst, NY: Prometheus/Humanity Books, 2003). See also Sami
Pihlström (ed.), The Continuum Companion to Pragmatism (London and New
York: Continuum, 2011).
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jects — may have in our lives. The classical empiricists Locke,
Berkeley, and Hume all, James observes, ―made momentous contributions to truth‖ by means of the pragmatic method.18
James‘s discussion of the concept of substance in particular is
indebted to all three classical British empiricists. Berkeley, James
points out, showed pragmatically how the material substance is
nothing more than its sensible qualities. Analogously, Hume criticized the notion of a ―spiritual substance‖ in a pragmatic manner.19
James might here be referring (implicitly) to Hume‘s Treatise:
I desire those philosophers, who pretend that we have an idea of the
substance of our minds, to point out the impression that produces it,
and tell distinctly after what manner that impression operates, and
from what object it is deriv‘d. Is it an impression of sensation or of
reflection? Is it pleasant, or painful, or indifferent? I Does it attend us
at all times, or does it only return at intervals? If at intervals, at what
times principally does it return, and by what causes is it produced?20

James directly quotes Hume in Some Problems of Philosophy:
The fact that certain perceptual experiences do seem to belong together is thus all the word substance means. Hume carries the criticism to the last degree of clearness. ‗We have [therefore] no idea of
substance,‘ he says, ‗distinct from that of a collection of particular
qualities, nor have we any other meaning when we either talk or reason concerning it. The idea of a substance … is nothing but a collection of simple ideas that are united by the imagination and have a par18

James, Pragmatism, p. 30.
See ibid., p. 47. Compare Dewey: ―It is altogether likely that the ‗ideas‘ which
Hume found in constant flux whenever he looked within himself were a succession of words silently uttered … Through speech a person dramatically identifies himself with potential acts and deeds … Thus mind emerges.‖ (John
Dewey, Experience and Nature [La Salle, IL: Open Court, 1986; first published
1925; 2nd ed. 1929], p. 141.)
20
Hume, Treatise, Book I, Part IV, sec. 5.
19
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ticular name assigned them, by which we are able to recall, [either to
ourselves or others,] that collection.‘21

This discussion of the substance — that is, the way the substance is known through its sensible qualities and thus potential
practical effects on us — may here serve as an example of the
Humean character of James‘s philosophical methodology. On the
other hand, this does not prevent James from adopting a kind of
(quasi-)Kantian philosophical methodology as well. While rejecting aprioristic transcendental argumentation, he (along with the
other pragmatists) can be said to have considered, reflexively, our
habits of action as practices through which the experienced and
experienceable world is ―constructed‖ by us, analogously to the
way in which the empirical world is constructed by the subject of
cognition according to Kant.
Conclusion: Hume’s skeptical philosophy
I would like to conclude by drawing attention to a remarkable
essay by Hume, namely, ―The Sceptic‖ (1742), which concludes a
series of interesting essays by moving beyond the one-sided and
potentially dogmatic views of ―The Epicurean‖, ―The Stoic‖, and
―The Platonist‖.22 Hume can be seen as arguing, both in the essays
21

James, Some Problems of Philosophy, pp. 123-124. The quotation is from
Hume, Treatise, Book I, Part I, § 6. (The word ―therefore‖ and the phrase ―either to ourselves or others‖ are missing from James‘s quote.) James‘s annotated
copies of the Treatise and the Enquiries are preserved at Harvard University‘s
Houghton Library (see the editors‘ notes to Pragmatism, pp. 155–156). For further remarks on Hume‘s criticism of the notion of substance, compared (by
James) to the pragmatic method, see Sami Pihlström, Pragmatist Metaphysics:
An Essay on the Ethical Grounds of Ontology (London and New York: Continuum, 2009), chapter 5.
22
These essays are included in David Hume, Essays and Treatises on Several
Subjects, vol. I: Essays Moral, Political, and Literary, ed. T.H. Green and T.H.
Grose, in Hume, The Philosophical Works (reprint of the 1882 London edition),
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and in his major works, against dogmatic and foundationalist philosophical principles and system-building. This metaphilosophical
spirit of anti-foundationalism and anti-dogmatism is perhaps the
deepest link between Hume and the pragmatists. One should, according to Hume as much as the pragmatists, be critical of one‘s
own empiricist (and skeptical) principles, too, and be continuously
prepared to modify and reinterpret them on the basis of new experience. One might be worried about the possible circularity invoked here; even so, our habit of critically transforming our habits
of action is itself a vital meta-level habit. There is a certain kind of
circular structure here that cannot be easily abandoned.
In particular, our anti-dogmatic (and thereby also anti-skeptical)
need to avoid unrevisable principles is based on a further conviction shared by Hume and the pragmatists, namely, the idea that ultimately philosophizing must be in the service of human life that
cannot be reduced to any abstract philosophical principles.23 Let
us, therefore, give Hume the last word:
In a word, human life is more governed by fortune than by reason; it
is to be regarded more as a dull pastime than as a serious occupation;
and is more influenced by particular humour, than by general principles. Shall we engage ourselves in it with passion and anxiety? It is
not worthy of so much concern. Shall we be indifferent about what
happens? We lose all the pleasure of the game by our phlegm and
carelessness. While we are reasoning concerning life, life is gone; and
death, though perhaps they receive him differently, yet treats alike the
vol. 3 (Aalen: Scientia Verlag, 1964). An accessible selection with these and
other essays is available in David Hume, On Suicide (London: Penguin Books,
2005). Cf. also Hume‘s ―Of the academical or sceptical Philosophy‖ (EHU, sec.
12) and the discussion of ―the sceptical and other systems of philosophy‖ (Treatise, Book I, Part IV).
23
On Hume‘s conception of philosophy, in comparison to pragmatism (with an
acknowledgment of what may be called the ―truth in skepticism‖), see Sami
Pihlström, Pragmatic Moral Realism: A Transcendental Defense (Amsterdam:
Rodopi, 2005), chapter 4.
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fool and the philosopher. To reduce life to exact rule and method, is
commonly a painful, oft a fruitless occupation…24

24

Hume, ―The Sceptic‖, in On Suicide, p. 112.
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DAVID HUME
AND THE DUTIES OF A PROFESSOR
Mikko Tolonen
I believe Scotland qualifies as a country of Northern Europe.
Yet, it might strike first counter-intuitive to discuss Hume‘s relationship to his place of origin in a collection of essays on ―David
Hume and Northern Europe‖. However, I think that the case is
quite the opposite and Hume and his relationship to Scotland and
Scottish Enlightenment needs to be discussed at the same time as
his reception in other Northern European countries.
We need to distance Hume quite considerably from Scotland in
order to understand the context of his thinking as well as his relationship to the Scottish Enlightenment. The context in which
Hume‘s thinking is perhaps best understood is the general European context. This means that talking about him and the eighteenth-century French, Dutch, German and even Russian contexts
is just as important as the Scottish. If we only focus on the Scottish
context we run the risk of reaching the conclusion that all of
Hume‘s thinking came out of nowhere.
Now, to set Hume in the proper European context is an undertaking that would require many different perspectives, most importantly perhaps political economy. This is not my objective here.
My paper will concentrate on one important historical question
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that illuminates Hume‘s position in eighteenth-century Scotland:
why he was not first accepted by the moderate literati and why he
never got a professorship, even when he applied for it, not once
but twice.1
* * *
300 years since David Hume‘s birth; more or less two hundred
years from Dugald Stewart‘s main writings; 111 years ago William
Robert Scott introduced the term Scottish Enlightenment; and
about half a century since Hugh-Trevor Roper, Duncan Forbes,
J.G.A. Pocock and others made their mark at the beginning of the
exponential growth of writings on David Hume and the Scottish
Enlightenment.2 David Hume and the Scottish Enlightenment
sounds like an exhausted topic.
1

This paper is part of a project to write a longer chapter together with James
A. Harris on Hume in the Scottish context. Particularly for historical facts, I am
indebted to earlier accounts of the professorship episodes, especially to
M.A. Stewart, The Kirk and the infidel, Lancaster University Publications Office, 1995; Roger Emerson, ‗The ―affair‖ at Edinburgh and the ―project‖ at
Glasgow‘, in Hume and Hume’s connexions, M.A. Steward and J.P. Wright
(eds.), Edinburgh University Press, 1994, pp. 1–22 and Richard Sher, ‗Professors of virtue‘, in Studies in the philosophy of the Scottish Enlightenment,
M.A. Stewart (ed.), Oxford University Press, 1990, pp. 87–126. As a preliminary remark, it should also be noted that my understanding of the Scottish
Enlightenment in general has been shaped most by reading John Robertson‘s
works.
2
About the development of the concept of the Scottish Enlightenment, see John
Robertson, The case for the enlightenment, Cambridge University Press, 2005,
pp. 1–28 and the works cited there; Robertson, ‗The Scottish contribution to the
Enlightenment‘, in The Scottish Enlightenment: essays in reinterpretation, Paul
Wood (ed.), University of Rochester Press, 2000, pp. 37–62; Colin Kidd, ‗Lord
Dacre and the Politics of the Scottish Enlightenment‘, Scottish Historical Review 84, 2005, pp. 202–220 and Robertson, ‗Hugh Trevor-Roper, Intellectual
History and ‗The Religious Origins of the Enlightenment‘‘, English Historical
Review, 124, 2009, pp. 1–33.
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Yet, I do not think that we have a balanced account of Hume
and the Scottish Enlightenment, at least for three connected reasons. First, there exists a trend to overemphasise the role of religion and Hume‘s supposed atheism and the relevance of atheism in
the eighteenth century in general. Second, the question of religion
has been given too much emphasis when discussing the question
of Hume and professorships, which is an important issue regarding
Scottish Enlightenment, but at the same time has been blown out
of proportion. Meanwhile, a crucial context, I will suggest, that
can provide a logical explanation of this episode that ended in
Hume not getting a chair as a professor either in Edinburgh or
Glasgow has been underestimated.
Let‘s begin by defining Scottish Enlightenment. I think that to
understand the movement that can be called Scottish Enlightenment, we are best off following, in a traditional way, William Scott
and others, who put an emphasis on the not-so-Scottish Francis
Hutcheson and particularly what he represented (Whig, liberalminded, moderate Presbyterian, staunch moralist and particularly
inspired by Shaftesbury‘s Stoicism). I believe we benefit if we accept as a description of Scottish Enlightenment, at least in part,
Richard Sher‘s definition that it concerns ‗the culture of the literati
of eighteenth-century Scotland‘.3
Now, this kind of definition is obviously a contested issue. Not
all scholars, Paul Wood leading the way, see Scottish Enlightenment captured in the idea of Hutchesonian style of moral preaching at the University or that it is only Glasgow and Edinburgh that
matter.4 We should also emphasise that natural sciences played an
important role in moral philosophy in Aberdeen as well. I do not
see these as mutually exclusive ideas. At the same time, I believe
3

Richard Sher, in Church and university in the Scottish Enlightenment, Princeton University Press, 1985.
4
Cf. Paul Wood, ‗Natural history of man in the Scottish Enlightenment‘, History
of Science, 1989, 27, pp. 89–123.
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that in order to understand the actual movement in eighteenthcentury Scotland, we gain much by keeping certain Hutchesonian
ideals in our focus.
As I see Scottish Enlightenment, the heart of it concerns progress, but not just any progress, but the progress of humanity. I
take it that we may use Hutcheson as a mediator of this line of
thought, especially when we see this influence widely, crossing the
borders of authors who did not agree whether moral approbation is
founded on reason or sense, meaning that Turnbull of Aberdeen
and Hutcheson of Glasgow are on the same page about progress of
humanity but disagree about the role of reason. This progress of
humanity is a particularly Scottish feature, exemplified in Adams
Smith‘s Theory of Moral Sentiments. It grows out of Shaftesbury,
it has the particular flavour of going against old Calvinist views
but it is not irreligious and it has a practical dimension. In this
sense, I see people like David Dalrymple at the centre of Scottish
Enlightenment with their concrete improvement schemes in highlands (to which Hume never engaged). Although not necessarily as
irreligious as some claim, Hume does not really fit in the tradition
of the Scottish Enlightenment in this sense whereas Adam Smith
does.
Stoic “Warmth in the cause of virtue”
What I find as a defining feature of the culture of the moderate
literati (as some others before me) is a tendency towards Stoic
principles that have a Shaftesburyan origin. This Shaftesburyan
origin needs to be emphasised because it explains how characters
like George Turnbull and others are part of the movement and we
do not have to underline Hutcheson‘s originality, but can use him
as an epitome and influential catalyst.
If we look at the crucial idea of ―Warmth in the cause of virtue‖, this has been said to be a foundational difference between
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Hutcheson and Hume. I agree, but we should not so much understand this in terms of the analogy between an anatomist and painter
as Hume suggests, but as a direct reference in Hutcheson‘s part to
a system of Stoic fellow-feeling framed as opposite to the socalled selfish school. ―Warmth in the cause of virtue‖ is an expression used in early eighteenth-century texts directly in this sense,
quoting from ancient authors and Stoics in particular. There might
seem to be a great gap between Turnbull and Hutcheson because
Turnbull wants to ground virtue in reason instead of a sentimentalist approach and Turnbull has a more elaborate ―Humean‖ project
in mind. But in their Stoic aspirations they are battling for a common cause, warmth and virtue.
Against this background, if we compare Turnbull to Hume,
judging by method it would seem that they would be on the same
side, but this question has little relevance to the question of
Hume‘s relationship to Scottish Enlightenment — unlike the question of ―Warmth in the cause of virtue‖. We need to keep in mind
that the anatomist and painter analogy is Hume‘s own solution to a
problem in his philosophy detected by Hutcheson. To put this
problem in terms of metaphysical inquiry following an experimental method is to talk about a different thing, dodging the bullet.
As I see it, although many authors have acknowledged and written about the foundational strife between Hume and Hutcheson,
the actual problem between them has not been clearly articulated.
Things like Hutcheson‘s apparent turning against Hume remain a
great paradox, if we believe what scholars like David Fate Norton
and many others still maintain about their relationship. I believe
that Hutcheson‘s opposition to Hume regarding the Edinburgh
chair is the logical outcome of their personal history. There is simply no way of clarifying the dispute by explaining how Hume
might have fitted in Hutcheson‘s scheme with a reference to the
philosophical method or claiming that Hume‘s position should be
understood in terms of philosophical communication towards a
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larger public and not just moral preaching from the pulpit. To put
it bluntly, I think that James Moore has been correct all along emphasizing the unbridgeable gap between Hutcheson and Hume.5
Calvinist orthodoxy, atheism and Mandeville
It is nowadays understood that Scottish Enlightenment was not
irreligious and sought to reconcile, for example, sceptical tendencies in philosophy with natural religion.6 However, and quite
bizarrely, when assessing David Hume‘s position and relationship
with the culture of the moderate literati in recent literature, the
theological controversy has become the issue. What I want to say
is that even if Hume had for a time espoused deism that had attained local notoriety in the Borders in the 1730s through the activity of William Dudgeon or someone else, we should not perhaps
make too much of this.7
If we take the famous case of Thomas Aikenshead and his regrettable execution in 1696, what we need to remember is that he
participated in dangerous biblical exegetics of proving for example
that main parts of the words of Moses were in fact of much later
date, fables scribed by a man named Ezra. Now this kind of biblical exegetics was precisely what the famous seventeenth-century
sceptics Hobbes and Spinoza were practising as part of their projects to advance the cause of science. Because of this meddling
with history of the book and the origin of Bible, it is not surprising
5

James Moore, ‗Hume and Hutcheson‘, in Hume and Hume’s connexions,
M.A. Stewart and John P. Wright (eds.), Pennsylvania State University Press,
1994, pp. 23–57.
6
Cf. James A. Harris, ‗Answering Bayle‘s question: religious belief in the moral
philosophy of the Scottish Enlightenment‘, in Oxford Studies in early modern
philosophy, Daniel Garber and Steven Nadler (eds.), 2003, pp. 229–254.
7
The one making the contrasting standout-case for Hume‘s atheism is Paul Russell in his The riddle of Hume’s Treatise. Skepticism, naturalism, and irreligion.
Oxford University Press, 2008.
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that it became also customary to start calling anyone who took a
more sceptical perspective on moral subjects an atheist for what
could be detected as Hobbesian or Spinozist tenets.
Compared to Hobbes and Spinoza, a contrasted eighteenthcentury case is Bernard Mandeville. When Mandeville‘s provocative Fable of the bees became notorious with the second edition of
1723, it immediately started attracting wide accusations of atheism
just like Spinoza and Hobbes. But this supposed atheism is not that
evident, at least not from Mandeville‘s sceptical perspective on
moral subjects. In fact, later when some more enlightened authors
criticised certain aspects of Mandeville‘s thinking, they at the
same time pointed out that there is nothing against religion as such
in Mandeville, only against clerics. Whether there is some kind of
―hidden‖ deism or atheism looming somewhere deep down is not
the issue. It is important that Mandeville did not practice biblical
exegetics in the sense of Spinoza and Hobbes. And when we take
everything into consideration, it is not all that evident that he
stands very far from the deistic position on religious issues
adopted by Shaftesbury, for example.
What is often misunderstood about Mandeville is also that he is
not a simple-minded egotist as people who have not read him
claim. For example, Mandeville is most certainly one of those who
put sentiments before reason (in a way quite unlike Hobbes), and it
is no surprise that in the introduction to his Treatise Hume names
Mandeville as his forerunner right along Hutcheson and Butler.
Mandeville and Hutcheson might be two opposites, but they are
opposites within the same school; the school that grounds morals
on sentiments and not reason (in their own ways of course). It is
Mandeville‘s proximity to (instead of distance from) Hutcheson, I
believe, that upset Hutcheson so that, if the words of a student are
to be trusted, Hutcheson could never begin to preach from his pulpit without first having a go at Mandeville.
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Hume and Mandeville
In the Treatise there is no exercise of biblical exegetics or even
an essay on miracles, but there is a commitment to Bernard Mandeville‘s later works, one inappropriately titled Part II of the Fable
and another called Enquiry into the origin of honour published respectively in 1728 and 1732, a vital period for Hume‘s intellectual
development.
A crucial feature of Hume‘s commitment is that Hume adopted
Mandeville‘s theory of politeness that stood in square opposition
to the idea of politeness preached by Shaftesbury, Addison,
Hutcheson and others. Now, it is an old thesis that politeness was
an important part of Scottish Enlightenment, but I think it is a valid
one and explains something about the nature of the movement.8
This kind of Shaftesburyan politeness was the aspiration of the
moderate literati to soften manners, battle orthodox Calvinism and
still keep with the tradition of virtue and even classical republicanism. Politeness that did not cross the boundaries of effeminacy,
and enthusiasm was part of even the Presbyterian clergy‘s program
of Enlightenment.
Hume stood on the opposite corner because his politeness was
the Mandevillean politeness that was partially outlined as an attack
on Shaftesbury and had nothing to do with republican ideas. Politeness for Hume was an external custom, a device that directed
behaviour but did not flow from within. For Hume the purpose of
politeness, just as justice, was to enable civil society to function.
Hume adopting Mandeville‘s principles and arguing against the
Shaftesburyan position also mark a point when a young man turns
8

Cf. Nicholas Phillipson, ‗The Scottish Enlightenment‘, in The enlightenment in
national context, Roy Porter and Michael Teich (eds.), Cambridge University
Press, 1981, pp. 19–40 and Phillipson, Hume, Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1989.
Although my view of Hume is in contrast with Phillipson‘s interpretation, yet,
the relevance of Addisonian politeness in the Scottish Enlightenment is a point
that he makes brilliantly.
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against the idol of his youth. At the same time, we need to remember that Hume‘s understanding of politeness as a moral institution
was shaped by Europe-wide ideal of court civility.9 The important
part is that if we follow the formation of Hume‘s thinking it is
really quite striking how well it fits into this interpretive model.10
When publishing the book 3 of the Treatise, Hume stepped into
the middle of a long standing conflict that was larger than just
Hutcheson and Mandeville. Hutcheson was not only battling against
selfish school, psychological egoism or plain atheism. Something
more important was at stake. Mandeville had challenged the whole
Stoic foundation of the ideology of moderate literati from a perspective that arose from within this tradition in one sense. He had ridiculed the Shaftesburyan ideals and their foundational elements.
Hume committed himself to this same scheme. Of course, Hume did
what he thinks would smooth his way by denying Mandeville‘s
most outrageous paradoxes. Yet, the commitment is there and it is
plain to see if we read the third book of his Treatise and his essays.
Also visible are for example his later critical comments on Shaftesbury. Hume‘s struggle with the Edinburgh post should be seen with
his earlier commitment to Mandeville in mind.
I believe that the relevance of religion in the Edinburgh affair
has been overstated and especially Hume‘s atheistic leanings. It
was not so much that Hume was an actual infidel from the start.
But he was a general sceptic on moral and metaphysical subjects
whose particular arguments and whole science of man stood in almost direct contrast with the ideology and intellectual basis of
moderate literati of eighteenth-century Scotland. His anticlerical
remarks are just one part of this general tendency.
9

About early-modern court civility, see Markku Peltonen, The duel in early modern England: civility, politeness and honour, Cambridge University Press, 2006.
10
For a book-length account of this see Mikko Tolonen, Self-love and self-liking
in the moral and political philosophy of Bernard Mandeville and David Hume,
University of Helsinki, unpublished doctoral dissertation, 2010.
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Hutcheson and Hume
We know that Hutcheson condemned Hume‘s book 3 in a letter
that is now lost. We also know that he probably accused Hume of
lacking warmth in the cause of virtue. Hume‘s own anatomist explanation in his reply was a poor attempt to reconcile. It is important that this antagonism was established within the sentimentalist
tradition of morals. And it was not the first time that Hutcheson
was getting into this kind of controversy because he had just finished his public row with Mandeville. After reading Book 3 of the
Treatise, I believe it was not difficult for Hutcheson to detect that
what he had in his hands was a disciple of Mandeville.
One thing that Hutcheson learned from publically disputing
Mandeville was that an open confrontation is a heavy burden. After attacking Mandeville in print, Mandeville had fought back,
ridiculing for example Hutcheson‘s moral calculations. In Hume‘s
case a change of strategy was in order and Hume was simply shut
out by Hutcheson with a stern hand and as little confrontation as
possible and minimal public noise.
When we turn to the affair in Edinburgh, I think it is obvious
why Hume was not on Hutcheson‘s list of people that he prefers.
Hutcheson provided the names of seven candidates, none of them
called David Hume, which to me seems quite telling.11 Also, I
don‘t think that there were clear theological reasons why Hume
could not have been seen to stand against Calvinist orthodoxy and
in this way advancing the interests of moderate literati. I agree that
one consistent claim that Hume made against the Hutchesonian
party was that natural religion cannot be based upon design argument, but I think too much has been made of this point.

11

Although William Wishart as a principal at Edinburgh obviously played an
important role in the Edinburgh affair, Hutcheson‘s influence was great, cf.
Stewart, Kirk and the infidel.
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Hume‘s whole science of man and its more practical conclusions stood in almost direct contrast with the ideals of the Enlightenment movement in Edinburgh. Politically he might be labelled
even a Hannoverian Whig because he defended the (or any) establishment, but that was how far the political agreement went. Hume
had constructed from his science of man a sceptical system based
on hierarchy, restrictions and external politeness. His system had
remarkably little room for benevolent sympathy as the more evident exponents of the Scottish Enlightenment emphasised. To me
it seems that once Hutcheson got involved, Hume was never going
to get the post in Edinburgh, and most likely there was no change
in Hutcheson‘s attitude towards Hume (from friendship to enmity),
even when Hume in one of his often quoted letters puts it this way.
After the Edinburgh affair, Hume reacted in his Philosophical
essays against this Stoic view and also engaged more clearly in
theological disputes.12 These professorship affairs fall in a period
when Hume‘s friends (Kames in particular) were pushing him towards some proper job. Also the question of different tutorships,
his military expeditions and the post that Hume finally got for a
very short period at Advocate‘s Library should be considered together with his aspirations for a university career. Hume‘s life plan
was to write and to hold a proper job and the duties of a professor
was not his first priority. At least at the time of the Glasgow chair,
I really think that Hume most likely did not care whether he got
the post to instruct very young boys or not. His heart was not set
for this duty and the end result was that he did not get a professorship, which did not seem to bother him too much. He was about to
follow his leading passion and become famous with his History of
England.

12

M.A. Stewart, ‗Two species of philosophy: The historical significance of the
first Enquiry‘, in Reading Hume on human understanding, Peter Millican (ed.),
Oxford University Press, 2002, pp. 67–95.
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Conclusion
The question of professorships is one crucial historical episode
in Hume‘s life that tells us quite a bit about his relationship to the
Scottish Enlightenment. To analyse this connection properly we
would also need to consider the further development: Hume‘s conception of the progress of civil society and perhaps also whether
his emphasis on fellow-feeling in the second Enquiry means that
he was trying to attach his philosophy more clearly within the
main tenet of the Scottish Enlightenment. We would also need to
compare Hume‘s understanding of the progress of civil society in
his History to other history-writing of the Scottish Enlightenment.
But most of all, we would need to engage with the crucial question
of political economy. This will be a topic for another time.
In order to conclude, let me remark that it certainly seems that
Hume was not particularly Scottish (in contrast to more distanced
European perspective) at any point of his career, although he naturally had Scottish friends and was engaged with them as people
normally tend to do. The Scottish context was one intellectual context for Hume but not a defining one.
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